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In this thesis an attempt hac be n made to describe the
beliefs c nccrning the heavenly redeemer figure in the Mandaean
literature, to compare these with the Christian ideas a: they
developed on the subject, and to determine from such a comparison
the relationship, if an; , between Mandaeiem and Christianity on
this particular is;ue.
It was considered a necessary reliininary firstly to con¬
sider the origins of the Mandaeans in the light of recent scholar
ship, and to see whether the general Investigations of chapter
one would be corroborated by the more particular oxaminati n in
t ;e later chapters.
The study of the Mandaeans and their beliefs 'in depth' has
been subject to fluctuations in scholarly fishi n in the past,
but it is probab y true to say that at the present time it is
becoming as in the twenties and thirties - the focus of
increasing attention. his is mainly due to the great increase
in the amount of first-hand material which is now available as
a result of the invaluable work of Lady " .S,T)rower.
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On general reading the Mandaean texts appear to reflect the
beliefs of a Gnostic sect. .here are indications within the texts
themselves that the Ilandaeans were not originally Gnostic in their
beliefs, however, and that they were influenced by an already defined
Gnostic system. 1 Interest in Mandacism especially by German scholars,
however, has led to the acceptance of the view - on the part of the
p
Bultoann school in general and Hans Jonas in particular - that
Handaeif . can bo adequately soon to be normative for the study of
nosticisn. Iron a study of the texts this positi n does not appear
to be valid, for there are several aspects of Mandaelsm, including
its eoteriology, which single it out for consideration as a different,
rather then typical, manifestation of that phenomenon which is usually
described a; Gnosticism. Some of the more striking differences are
as follows
1. The total anti-world bias of the typical Gnostic groups which
1. It will be apparent in this study that, at several points, further
research into specific Gnostic parallels might have be n conducted
had there be n sufficient time. Where possible, I have dran
attention to such parallels and am always aw;.re that the conclusions
I have drawn are still only tentative and may be altered in the
light of further research in the future.
2. !!. Jona; . "Gnosis und sphtantlkcr Gelst." "ttttingen 1
'"i-'ho Gnostic clip! p..' Gorton 1 )!3o. cf. "j.'aunck's criticim of
Jonas in Ctudla ;hc lo'lea lv-16. 19-31. " the view of Gnost¬
icism ar a unity conicfrom an uncr tical adoption of the traditi n
of the Church Fathers who classed theso various movements together....
because they were heretical." Also .C.van innik. "Newly Dis-
covored PQ; tic rttl-q-c." GT 1 >60. pp2h- . C.Colpe. "Die r-.. 1.1 j.nn -
ge.- chieatliche Scenic." GBttingen 1961.
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was demonstrated in a hostile attlt-de to marriage and family
life is missing from Mandaelsm. Instead marriage is seen as
a religious duty and failure to marry is failure to obey the
instructions of the supreme god, the 'Life'."""
2. There is an elaborate, realistic ethical code in contrast
with the ascetic or libertine tendencies of 'classical♦ Gnostic
groups.
3. Mandaeisra is characterised by an essential lack of Hellen¬
istic influence owing to its geographical remoteness from the
West and in this it is totally dissimilar to 'classical' Gnostic
systems.
i+. Mandaelsm has no place for the figure of Jesus in its
soteriology. Unlike those Gnostic systems which equate Jesus
and the aeon Logos the Kandaeans completely reject the figure
of Jesus. Consequently Mandaeiom is not a Christian-Gnostic
2
phenomenon a are several of the 'classical' Gnostic groups, "
5, Mandacism was not seen to be worthy of the Church Fathers*
condemnation, either because it was unknown to the Early Church,
or because it was known but not feared - that is, not equated
with the Gnostic threat - or else it was not in existence.
1. Only one reference in the entire Mandaean corpus is capable
of the usual Gnostic interpretation - see Ginza 337.9. References
to the Ginza are based throughout n the German translation by
M.Lidabarski and are quoted by page and line number in his 1925
edition.
2. For a full discussion of the development of Mandaeism and
its connections with Christianity see chapter one.
ct rsa has demonstrated its uniqueness by surviving
until the present day whie the 'classical' systems of which
it is said to be representative and normative did not.
7. In 'classical* Gnosticism the journey of the heavenly
redeemer is characterised by a descent through hostile planetary
forces. In Mandaeis® the reverse ie the case, the redeemer's
ascent being characterised by the neod to overcome hostile forces.
Because of the difficult nature of the Mandaean texts a
brief survey of their history and contents has been included
in the second chapter. For the same reason it has been necessary
to quote the Kandaean sources at length in chapters three and
four. The Mandate texts have not been used but Lidzbarski's
German translations of the Glnza and John Book together with the
'
nglish translations by Lady Drowcr have been cited throughout.
Chapter three contains an account of the Mandaean redeemer
in his roles an pro-cosmic victor over the -owers of darkness,
as creator of the earth, and his 'descent' to the earth to bring
comfort and teaching (gnosis) to Adam and his sons. Because the
Mandaean c ncept of redemption includes that of a salvator sal-
vandus chapter four considers the redeemer as the soul on earth
and his return to the kingdom of light. The need to relate so
much of the Mandaean accounts of their soteriology has resulted in
these two chapters containing rather large a(::,onntc of < tory .
like material which, had the source material been so well known
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Renerally as fcho literature of the arly Church, would not have
needed to be included. The difference in presentation is, as
a result, quite marked when these two chapters are seen along¬
side chapter five which deals with the Christian concept of Jesus
as redeemer and its development in the Early Church. In this
chapter the Christologles considered arc those found in the New
Testament and only where secondary sourcos have drawn attention
to particular Patri; tic developments has this boundary boon
exceeded.
In chapter six the Mandacan and Christian idea surrounding
the concept of the redeemer in their respective traditi no are
compared under the general headings:-
1, Who is redeemed?
2# From what is redemption effected?
3» How is redemption achieved?
/+. Why is redemption necessary?
A glossary of technical terms relating to the Mandaoan side
of the study has been included before the bibliography-
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CHAPTER ONE,
The debate concerning the exact definition of nosticism
1
hao been both spirited and protracted. Several poritione
have been talien up, the main protagonists forming two distinctive
groups. The general debate concerns the chronological develop¬
ment of Gnosticism, that is whether it is pre- or post-Christian
in origin* To this is added the question of the existence of a
'redeemer myth' in the pre-Christian period and, if so, did
Christianity either adopt or become influenced in part by this
myth. If Christianity via. the first to develop this concept, it
is then asked whether Gnoet"c groups were influenced by the
Christian motif as from the outside, or did the ;noctics actually
break away from Christian origins?
With regard to the dating of the emergence of nosticism
it is pointed out by those who argue that it is a pest-Christian
phenoaen n that all the textual evidence belongs to the Christian
p
ora. While individual concepts can be traced back to the prc-
1, For a full discussion of the terms involved in this debate
sec the account of the Messina Colloquium in the IIUHEK supplement
Studies In the History of oljgions XII/196?.
R.McL.Wilson. "Gnosis and the New Testament." Oxford.1968. p4ff
2. Most recently S. Petrement. "Le Problem du Gnosticisme".
La Pevue de Metaphysiaue et de Morale. July-Sept. 1967.
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Christian era, for example to sixth century Athens, tho essential
synthesis of a multiplicity of ideas from several disparate
cultures cannot be held to be pre-Christian. In opposition to
thiG Bultmann and hie followers, largely on the basis of Heitsen-
ctein'o work", assume the existence of a pre-Christian »nostlc
system. This syctom, it is claimed, contained a coherent myth
of salvation and agent of salvation and in fact it is Christianity
which borrowed from the existing Gnostic system and not the
2
reverse.
E.1.Bevan, writing some four years before Bultmann, had
1. Geitaensfceln, "Das Iranischo BrlBsunsaaysteriun." Bonn.1921
B.Bultmann. Die Bedeutung dor neuerschlossenen mandHischon
Quellon fur das VerstancJnio des Johanncsevan eliums. SB H 24.1925
ppl' 0-146. chmithalc. "Die Gnosis in Korinth" Gbttingen 1956.
Bultmann "in continuation of Deitsenstein has set forth the myth
underlying tho Gospel of St. John, and gives us the key to its
corroct interpretation. Bultmann assumes that the myth in question
has already boon established and confines himself to proving that
this myt . forms the basic of the Gospel of t. John, b, producing
parallels to single sentences in the Gospel from Mandaoan and
Manichaean sources, the Jewish Wisdom literature, tho Odes of
Solomon, and the Gnostic texts, especially the apocryphal Acts
of tho fipoctleo." J.Munch. The New Testament and Gnosticism,
Stadia 'hoologica. 15-16. 1961-62. In hie article in "Current
Issues in How Testament Interpretation" pp224-238, Munck goes
on to criticise Bultmann for failing to evaluate the material he
has collected,".....the author does not distinguish between
probable dependence, the use of the came terminus technicus in
the sa e sense, and the use of the same imagery in tho same sense
and in quite another, and therefore probably entirely irrelevant,
sense. For these reasons the data so meritoriously assembled
form only a kind of valuablo raw material for defining concepts
and have not tho power of a proof as Bultmann beliovod."
2. K.Rud lph. "Die Kandfler." Vol.1. GBttingen, I960. pl01-102.
K.Pudolph. IIUFB.B Supplement. Studies in the History of Religions.
XII/1967. P:»302-305.
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himself considered the question "whether Christianity and inoct-
iciera fitted to Jesus of Nazareth the conception of a Redeemer
older than Chx-ictianity, a conception which existed originally
apart from him, or whether it was the Christian belief in Jesus
which induced the Gnostics to introduco the figure of a redeemer
into a scheme which had originally been framed without one.""5"
His own reply was that "it was the clinging of tho Christian
community to Jesus which caused the hotor to hold a prominent
place in the Gnostic version of current Hellenistic theolo y,
and not a previous belief in a divine saviour which caused the
2
first generation of disciples to invest Jesus with that character.""
Schenke goes so far as to conclude that there w s no redeemer
myth in the full cense at all before Manichaeiem which he sees
as the climax of development before which disparate elements only
A
existed in isolated sources. However, the fact remains that
many disparate elements would be unintelli Iblo apart from the
context of the myth, and the fact that these elements can bo
traced may equally well indicate that the myth was so well-known
as to be understandable without having to be referred to in full
on all occasions, as well as perhaps indicating the lack of a
coherent myth until a late date.
Pultmann and hie followers maintain that the reverse is in
fact the case. Of special reference to this study is Kurt udolph's
-;*T?.Bevan. "Hellenism and Christianity." London. 1921. P95
2. ibid. 11 1,1 ■
3. H.M.Schenke. "Per Gott 'Mensch' in der Gnosis." GOttingen.1962
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statement that "Die Erieearlehre lot ein ze stralae Thema dcr
frtlhen Gnosis und wird vom Christen turn vorauegesetzt."~ This
is repeated with reference to Mandaeiom in particular in his two
volume work on the 14andaears. "Den oandttischcn Srlbserglaubon
auf den chrietlichen zuruckzufuhren.....haito ich fur ungerocht-
fertigt. Ee ict m,E. heute Geneinput dor Vissencchaft, dass der
gnoetieche Erldserglaube (zu dem der mandhische gehttrt) vorchrict-
lich irt und vom Urchristentum vorausgosetzt wird. Aueserdem ist
der Sinn der manddiechen :r10sungelehra nicht aus doa Chrictlichor
ableitbar.
The purpose of thie study is, therefore, to examine the
claim that Christianity is indebted to Mandaeism for its concept
of Jesus as the redeemer. As has already been indicated there
appear to be strong arguments for regarding Mandaeism as a dis¬
tinct entity apart from 'classical' Gnosticism, so that udolph's
belief that Mandaeicm is normative for Gnosticism is disregarded.
The issue is, then, whether it is probable, or possible, that
Christianity is indebted to Mandaean concepts for the development
of its be.iefs about the role of Jesus or not.
The first com sentator to become Interested in Mandacicm
3
experienced no doubt that they were Gnostics. Richard Simon,"
Pretre do la Congregation de l'Oratoire, was the first to
1* K. Rudolph, in supplement to jUHoN. mtudlc-o in the History
o Religions." XII/1967. —
K.Rudolph. "Die Handler." vol.I. GOttingen. i960. pl01-102.
3- R. Simon. "Hjstoire Critique du Vieux Testament."
describe the Mandaeans as -noi ticc in the eoventocnth century.
He wroteI
" apres avoir examine quolquec-une de
leurs livres, qui ront ecrits en Caldecn
asses pur et en car: ctcrec onciene qui
ajiprochont de celui qu'on apnelle stranghclo,
il m'a paru que cee Babaites ou Handaiten
oont un recte dec anciens Gnostiques: et lo
mot Mandal c=n Caldoen est le raeme que le mot
grec
Simon alco noted an apparent connection between the Mandaeans
and the Manlchaeans, and also with the ancient Babylonian
astrological practices and speculations.
However, about ton years later, in 1687* 3arthelemy
1
d'Herbolot published a work in which he wrote:
" Bee disciples dc Saint Jean Baptist©
qui furont appellez dans le premiers terns de
l'lglise, Heraero-baptistes, et dont le nombre
est considerable parmi les Juifs, ont fait
depuis ce temr-la une secte, ou plutot uno
Religion a part sous le nam de Moadia Iahia*"
This idea of the western ori in of the Mandaeans, as
opposed to Simon's views on the eastern origin of the group, and
the belief that thoy were connected in some way with the Jewish
sects of the Christian era, has found considerable support among
2
scholars, though it is not so n as the final solution*
The1 idea was rejected as early as 1771 when Nicolaus Barkey
1. B.d'ierbelot* "Blbiletheque ' rientale."
2. eg. K. Rudolph. "Pic. KurrUicr." jo t tingen. 1360. He
begins a discussion f ori ins by considering the quest!on
"Oct odOr v'.ert?" p59ff.
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claimed that the Ophites were the original Mandaeans.~ This
was the first time a definitely acknowledge! Gnostic sect was
held to be the fons et oriro of the Mandaeans, while d'Herbelot's
idea connecting them with the Hemcrobaptists was dismissed.
2
Tyehsen" took the argument back to Babylonia, but he argued
that the Mandaeans wore a ninth century development as demon¬
strated by their script language and ideas. He suggested that
perhaps a Mestorian monk, converted to Islam, was the founder.
In this way he accounted for the inclusion of ideas in the
Mmdaean writings which he traced back to Arabic, Christian and
Irani -n models.
The com an ground shared by liandaeiso and Manichaeism,
already noted by Simon, was again po nted out by A.Jacques Matter"
who did, however, refrain from any decision on the right of
priority or dependence as regard:, these ideas. He drew a very
sharp distinction between the Mandaeans and 'la eecte chretienne
des Kazarcnes', and between them and the 'eecte mueulmane des
Nousairien©', and arrived at the conclusion that the ori in of
the Mandaeans is to be found in the mentioned by
Epiphanius,' He ascribes the differences between ^piphanlus*
description and the Handaeaos to "1'influence du gnosticism©
1. Hicolaur Barkey. "Commontatio do scopo Evangelii, quod
est secundum Joannca qua vaviic quoque evangclil loc-is lux ad
funditur."
g. Tychson. "Von der lektc der Babaor und Nascairier in Byrien."
5. A.J.Matter. "Hintolrc critique du Hnostlclsne." Vol.11
h. Mpiphaniue. "Panarion." M.P.O. XLI.
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qui doaina toutes lee doctrines dec premiere eieclee,"
While A.J. Matter r: Trained fr a tailing any pronouncement
on the priority of tho Mandaeane nd Manichaeane, Flttgel^, the
editor of ibn Kadis*s ita.b -ai-lifariet. equated tho Mandaeans
with the Mughtasila. These were a baptizing group whom Mani's
fither it supposed to have Joined a short time before the birth
of his son. If the Mandaeans and Mughtasila were identical then
the case generally made out for Mandaean dependence on the Mani-
p
chees ic considerably weakened or even rendered untenable. "
However, cone scholars like A.A.Bevan will concede only that
"the two sects had much in common."^
Prom the rather limited survey above it can been seen that
ilthou h the Mandaean literature available is no earlier than the
seventh or eighth centuries ot t scholars are agreed that the
ori ins of the sect can bo traced back to a much earlier period.
Very little notice if taken of the catalogue of heretics composed
c792AD by Theodore bar Khonai in which he nortrays the Mandaeans
as a comparatively recent sect founded by a certain beggar named
Ado. Nbldeke" suggested that tho name Ado is a corruption for
Adam, and that Theodore probably misunderstood tho claims of the
handaeans lie had met who no doubt held that Adam was their founder
1. J.Ilttgol. nd, Mi tab al i-lhrist. Leipzig. 1871-72. p328.15ff
See further Brandt, klchasai pi37.
2. Other, more recent, arguments for the priority of the &andaean
arc considered later in the text*
3« A,A.Bcvan. Article on Manichaoicm in H.E. V . gee further p 59.
h. Theodor NOldeke. "Mandhische Grammatik." Halle 1375.
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The Problem of Kandaoan origins is complicated and con¬
clusions arrived at are usually biased by the interests and
specialised fields of knowled e of the investigators. Con¬
sequently the biblical scholars who investigate the subject
argue for the Palestinian origin of the sect under the influence
of their specialist knowledge of Baptist and Christian origins.
On the other hand, Iranian scholars favour the theory of Baby¬
lonian or eastern origin.1 The attempt of a non-specialist to
come to a decision on this issue, therefore, has the •virtue*
of being unbiased in this way. Also, the writer feels that any
decision on the origins of the Mandaeans must have an inevitable
bearing on the ultimate issue, that of the connections, if any,
between the ideas of rede ption in Kandaeism and Christianity.
On the subject of ultimate origins the Mandaeans themselves
have no single, well-defined tradition. Many strands of tradition
1. Representative of the biblical scholars who favour a western
origin ares
Movrinckel. "He that Comoth." p'-25. "There can be- little doubt
that Mandaisa oee back to a Jewish or Jewish-Chr•etian sect,"
Bornkamm. "Jesus of Nazareth." pU7> "We probably have a la t
remnant of the Jewish baptismal sects of Palestine in the inc.tic
community of the Mandaeans, which, however, cannot be conclusively
proved to be a remnant of John's sect."
Those who advocate a hypothesis of eastern origin include;
Brandt. The origins of the Mandaeans lie in old Mesopotamia.
Albright. "Ttone Age to Christianity." p366. "The Mandaean
system arose in southern Iraq about the fifth century AD....."
C.H.Scobie. "John the Baptist." p29. comments that Kandaeism
was most probably "last in the lino" of development, after
Manichaelsm evon*
1/4
have been collected together (for possible reasons see the section
on Handaean literature) in an unsystematic fashion, and any attempt
to unravel the knots is only tenuous. ,'hc problem Is aggravated
further by the failure by specialists in this area of study to
agree on the probable sequence of development of the Iiandaean
faith. For example, Kraeling1 thinks that the gnostic-type
citation story which is of a decidedly dualistic nature is, in
fact, secondary to an earlier conception of creation and cosmogony
"which, by reason of its intimate connection with the Mandaic con¬
ception of deity as Life, and by reason of its explanation of the
2
nature and origin of Ptahil , must be considered more ancient and
more truly Mandaic than that previously mentioned..... .'his coo-
mo ony operates with the primitive idea of the primordial egg or
tanna (container) and the fruit that sprang from the egg."
Kraeling, therefore, thinks chat the history of the Mandaeans
can be traced back to the pre-gnostic period.
3
According to P.Macucli" , on the other hand, it has been
established by K. Rudolph that the dualist elements of Mandaic
tradition are older than the monistic elements, thus reversing
the older thesis of 'erman scholars like Brandt. In spite of
this, however, Judolph thinks the Mandae tns were connected in the
1. C»H, Kraeling. "The origin and antiquity of the K ndaeans."
J.A.e.g. A9. 1929,
2. Kraeling suggests that the name of the Mandaean 'demiurge'
reflects the verb TUTS (to open) rather than Ptah plus El.
See further pp79-80.
3. .r.acuch. "Der legenwarttge Stand der MandSerforechung undiliro Aufgaben. 0. if.Z. Jan/leb.l >68. LXII 1/2.
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earliest stages of their development with the Jews. It is the
supposed connections with the Jews that we shall examine first.
Kandaoisa and the Jews.
The Mandaeans ossese only one 'history' of their group -
the Ilaran Gawaita. ! The fact that they were Jews until the emerg¬
ence of Christianity is implied at the ccginning of the narrative.
"And they (the ifasoraeane) loved the Lord,
that is Adonai, until in the house of Israel
there was created some thin;; which was not
placed in the wombf of Mary, a daughter of
Moses. It was hidden in her womb for nine
months and bewitched her until the nine months
were fulfilled and she was in labour and brought
forth a messiah.....and ho called the people to
himself and spoke of his death and took away some
of the mysteries of the (sacred?) meal and
abstained from the food. And he took to him¬
self a people and was called by the name of
the false Messiah. And ho perverted them all
and made them like himself who perverted words
of life and changed them into darkness and even
perverted those accounted mine. And he over¬
turned all the rites. And he and his brother
dwelt on Mt, Sinai, and he joined all races
to him, and perverteth and joineth to himself
a people, and they are called Christians."
Yet the implication is curiously overshadowed by the rest
of the text which is an undisguised attack on Christianity and
its founder, mid later on the Jews themselves together with the
Mahommendans. And the author of the text makes distinction
between those whom the false Messiah perverted and 'those
1. Haran Gawalt i and Baptism of lilbil-Zivva. Translated and
edited by .x.Drower. tix-il c .w-.-; . 176/177.
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accounted mine* which ic most naturally understood as a dis¬
tinction between the Jews who were converted to Christianity
and the Nacoraeane/F'nndaeans. This would bo more in keeping
v.-ith the usual attitude of hatred and discrimination towards
L
the Jews (Ginsa 25,?if). Loiey third.s this antipathy towards
the Jews ic not a hatred of the Jewe per se but is the result
of contact with Christians whom the Mandaeane saw as being an
off-shoot of the Jews. This would be in support of the inter¬
pretation of the ilaran "'awaita as originally being a polemic
against the Christians and only incidentally against the Jews.
Such a viewpoint, that the Kandaeanc anew of the Jews only through
the Christians with whom they came into contact, is endorsed by
2
S.A.Pallis whose arguments are tak n a step further by
3
F.C. Burkitt . Burkitt suggests that "a closer examination of
the vocabulary of the Syriac Bible (the Poshitta) slows that the
Mandaoans got their ideas about those th n s (ie Judaism) from
the scriptures of the . yrlac Christians, ie from the Bible as
current in Mesopotamia and not as current in the Mediterranean
lands." He cites the examples rklha. shiul. and tibil which are
Mandaean transliterations of Syriac works: "there is no need to
go to the Hebrew original for them." he points out that of the
six proper names which Pallis collects as evidence of "a more
1. A.) . Lois;;. "Le ■. ..ndcisac at 1-. o. Iglnos Ihroti-. nncr."
Paris 1734.
2. S*A# Pallis. "Mandaean vtudios." London. 1926.
5. F.C. Burkitt, "Phc Mandacmm." O- 23-29) pp22 -235.
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accurate knowledge of the Old Testament",''1" "it should be noted that
they all occur in the Peshitta." Burkitt, therefore, concludes that
the Mandaeanc became aware of Judaism through contact with Christ¬
ianity, which he further defined as contact with the Marcionite
Church. This does not indicate, however, that contact was made
between Mandaeans and Christianity in the second century; according
to Burkitfc the Mandaeans were influenced by the Manichaean present¬
ation of the Marcionite Gospel, the figure of Anosh uthra being
"clearly the Manichaean Jesus, a personage adopted by Hani from
2
the Jesus of Marcion."
A radical connection between the Mandaeans and the Jews is
3
posited by Mowinckel^ and others but on examination of the evidence
Is seen to be based on no solid foundation. Rudolph evon enters
the realms of speculation on this issue. Having concluded that as
far as he can determine nothing further than a probability of first
century origin among the baptising sectaries of Judaea can be post¬
ulated, he goes on to suggest that the original Mandaeans were lower
priests and members of the Wisdom schools as would be most likely
to be influenced by foreign ideas especially those relating to
eechatolo y and comic beginnings."' Yet references to the Jfews,
their traditions and beliefs, are characterised by inaccuracy and
either a lack or misunderstanding of the facte.
1. Pailis. op.cit. pi22
2. Burkitt. op.cifc. cf. H.Lietamann. "Ein Beitrag sur MandHerfrage."
pl27ff. Schenke. "Per Gott 'Henoch1 in der Gnosis." Schlier. ™
"Mur Mandtterfra :e. " Theologische Rundschau. NI'.5/1933•
3- Mowinckel, op.cit.
4. K.Rudolph. IlUHxh supplement XI1/1967. pp58>-596.
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Knowledge of Jewish names Is not first-hand knowledge but
coracs from written sources which have been shorn to be the Syrian
Peshitta. The words were seen as foreign to the Mandaean tradition
and consequently were both rendered incorrectly and included in
the tradition without any alterations to basic Mandaean belief
.bring made. For example, Moses ir rendered as Mesha. Miriam as
: irjai, and Abraham as Pihram. Such Old Testament figures are of
no fundamental importance to Mandaean thcolo y and have been in¬
serted into the Mandaean writings only for reasons of polemic.
For in all cases where these references occur they have been used
to indicate that the Jews have renounced what good there was in
their tradition and are now either inferior to the Mandaoans or
hove realised their errors and become Mandaoans.
The story of the conversion of Ilirjai, supposedly a Jewish
1
princess, is told in more than one olaco in the Mandaean corpus.
Mirjai is portrayed as both converted Jewess and representative
of the Mandaean people. As such the story, if historical rather
than polemical, ought to give at least a clue to the original
formation of the Mandaean group, that is if it really was Jewish
at its beginning. However, we are told that Mirjai, the Jewess/
personified Mandaean community was converted by Manda d Haiia in
the time of Pilate the F peror. Not only does this fail to give
any information about the nature of the conversion, it also
reveals a lack of knowledge about Judaea at the time of Pilate and
1. John Book 126-129. Liturgies 210-212. GInaa. 341-
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a;id Jesus - which is demonstrated elsewhere also. The inovitablo
is that here again we have an exiple of polemic rather then
historic writing. In this instance the motive is shared with the
account of the career of Anosh uciira in Jerusalem, that of assert¬
ing a rivalry with Christianity in the field of conversion and
::imultaneously delivering on affront to Judaism with the fall of
Jerusalem in the- Anoeh story and the taunt of unfaithfulness from
within the ranks in the Mlrj.lL story.
That there figures have been taken from and used against an
alien and hostile traditi m is further demonotrated by the attend¬
ant errors in the Mandaean descriptions of the figures concerned.
For example, Abraham is called "the prophet of Ruha" and associated
with Jerusalem and Mfc.binai/ This association of Abraham with
Sinai is a repeated traditin in the M ndae n writings and d ring
a garbled history of the Jev.a- the Exodus is associated with
Abraham and it appears that Moses was unknown in this connection.
The time given for the period between the ixoduo and the birth
of Jesus is also given - as four hundred years. Iiardly accuracy|
There is also a marked lack of Jewish practices in Handaoisra
and a complementary absence of anything remotely resembling
iiandaoan practices in Judaism, Circumcision and fabbath observ¬
ance arc conspicuously absent and are not even alluded to for
2




the practice is condemned by the- Mandaeanc. Judaism has no thine
comparable with the Marietta (mass for the dead), the wearing of
1
write clot .in;. , the prohibition of mourning for the dead, and so on*
ihe ignorance of the Handaeans ac, regards the Jewe, even in
the earliest stages Of their development, is demonstrated in the
eclectic area of magic. In marked contract to the use of Scripture
verses in Aramaic bowl texts there arc no quotations from the
p
Hebrew Old Jeetaraent in Mandaic bowl texts.
Online the Jews, the Mondaeans regard the home of the 'King
of Light' ac being in the north. In opposition to this the Jews
think that evil spirits have their home there. Only in a very
ancient psalm do we find a belief parallel with that expressed in
the .Inza. Compare these de; criptions:
"ir e: tat la hohen Hordes., machtvoll, schon und prang-end,
der Urbehalter aller Leuchtenden, den Vator aller Uthras."
(C&nza/p7.3-6.)
"His holy mountain, beautiful in elevation, is the joy
of all the earth, Mount Zion, in the far north, the city
of the great King."
(Psalm k8.2.)
In the Ginza Bk.V pt.2 there is evidence that Psalm Ik was
actually known to the Mandaeans. However, the text indicates
that the original was misunderstood by the adapters nd, in fact,
1. Ginza. p37.1 f. Here, orthodox Judaism is being considered,
lor consideration of the Essence see further pp2*t-27.
2. Zecharlah 3.2. is a favourite and is quoted in Montgomery's
texts nos. 3,3,16,26, and Gordon's text no.7. Lee further the
unpublished Ph.D.dissertation by E. Yaaauchl on Mandaic Incan¬
tation texes.
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the entire scctl on could bo removed without any obvious inter¬
ruption to the description of Manda d Haiia's coming to the "men
of proven righteousness" being detected.
That the Mandaeans were not originally connected with the
Jews seems also to be indicated by their failure to make use of
what would have provided a very adequate contrast between Good
and Hvil/Ligbt and Darkness, that is the Old Testament figures
of Cain and Abel. However, these figures only occur as duplicates
of earlier Mandaean characte s. Hibil, one of the Mandaean rotors,
is essentially a reflection of Manda d Haiia; Qin, "the Mother
of Darkness" who is mentioned on very few occasions1, is a rather
weak duplicate of Ruha. The conclusion is, therefore, that not
only wore the Mandaeans independent of the Jews at the beginning
of their development but also that when contact was effected -
whether by Beam of Christianity or otherwise - the Mandaeans re¬
mained fundamentally free from Jewish Influence.
This is also true of the Mandaean ethic. Though Macrae has
2
tried to argue ot .erwise , similarities between the Mandaean and
Jewish ethic are due to the common Semitic background of the two
3
groups.
1, eg Ginza 0I55.10-18, pl58.15ff. cf Lidzbarski*c Intro.VII.
2. .V;.Macrae. New Catholic Encyclopaedia. He comments in his
article on the Handaeans that "the strict moral code of the
Mandaeans is of Jewish origin."
p. Supported by S.a. Pallis. "Mandaean studies". London. 1926.
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That the Mandaeans were connected with an heretical Jewish
grou } is a popular suggest! n, thou h, the most frequent comp¬




2. Phe Qursran Cora unity,
3. Baptist Groups of the Jordan Valley.^
Christianity in particular,'1'
The S; ..marl tans.
The Kandaeans use as an alternative self-designatlon the
5
title "Uasoraeans". In its Aramaic form, as was recognized by
Lidzbarski0, it had the me niri ■ 'keepers' or 'guardians'. Con¬
sequently it is interesting to note that the Samaritans do not
derive their name from Sheraer, the original owner of the site of
Samaria (I Kings 16.2^.), but from the root UJ
mean:'. 'to keen ox- guard*. Thus, as I".Black has observed,
"the Aramaic equivalent of 'sbomeria' is 'Uatarin* or 'Natarayya",
L» dee II.Qaste •. " 'ho amaritans." Schwelch Lecture. 1 >23
II. B1act:. "The Scrolls and -ML. ti.a Qx-:i<tLns. "Lon ' en 1)6.
2. See I-.M.Sraun, "Le^Mantielsrnc ot la sects essenlenne de Qumran."
(L'Ancient Testament ot 1'Orient) Louvain 'ublicatl as Universit-
aiie.195?. (hefortunateiy not available to the present writer..
dec J.Thomas. "Lo mouvement bapttste en Palestine et Syrie."
Geabloux.1933.
K»Black. "Jhc .broils and Christian Origins." London, 1961.
5. See further P."Viator. jJ.plpaff, k.,.acu.cn, Th.Lz. 32.
k.k.' . .. Vol.^.pSklf . B. THrtner. "Die rat so I.haften Termini
Pazorltor us - Xskariot." Up /-cola. 1957♦ p33« cf. V .Sundberp, "What
s the meaning of *iSand earsc'?" hnn-J. :-ctinshaps cocletetens Arsbok,
pl39-l46.
6. K.aidzbarski. Ginzu Intro,pix.
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and since Samaria was Aramaic speaking it would not be surprising
to find n Aramaic name either for the Samaritans in general or
for a sect or group of Samaritans*
From this it would seen possible, even probable, that the
origins of the Mandaeans are to be traced back to the Samaritans*
As wc know from II Kings 17.2/+ Samaria was a acltin pot for the
nations from the tine of the Assyrian conquest of Israel so there
would be every opportunity for a syncretictic faith such as Mand-
aeism appears to be to have developed. But we are later told
that thou h a very cosmopolitan city Samaria war not the home
of a syncrotistic religion for "every nation still made gods of
its own." (II Kings 17,29.) Also, the name 'Naeoraean* could
have been app. led to any strict Jewish sect and may even have
been a ter or praise for more th .n one group of Jewish dissidents,
especially if they possessed any form of secret teaching. (See
Isaiah if<3.6: 65. k).
The fact that the names 'liasoraean' and 'Shamerim' have the
same root meaning is, therefore, no adequate foundation for the
claim that the Mandaeans may be traced back to an original proven-
p
ance in Samaria, This view is confirmed by the knowledge that
1. r.Black, oo.cit.
2. cf. .S.Drower, "The Secret Adam-a study in Hasoraean
Gnosis." pi01.
the name 'Nasoracan' is the Aramaic form of the Arabic name by
which the Christians were known to the Muslims." This is of
significance because at one stage when the Christians were pur¬
suing a policy of conversion in the area in which the iiandaeans
live (under Ilestorian rule) the Mandaeanc were told by their
spiritual leaders to pretend to be Christians but to "confess
him (ie Jesus) not in your hearts,By protending to bo a Christ¬
ian group, therefore, the Kandaeane gained a certain amount of
toleration and freedom from outside pressures. The adoption of
the name (Nasoraean* - with the added meaning of 'Guardian* (which
no doubt appealed to the Mandaeane1 appreciation of irony) - was
a small price to pay for survival.
The Essence.
"It is not difficult to imagine a group like that
represented by the Dead Sea Scrolls migrating in
the course of the first century, adoptin some
elements of the teaching of Marcion or of Gnost¬
icism in the second century, or of Kanichaeiea in
the third century, reacting violently against per¬
secution by more 'orthodox* nei hbou.-s at another
stage, and finally emerging after several centuries
with a collection of treasured documents which to
1. Muslims refer to Christians as an-Narara.
2. Ginza p29,19ff. A. . k. p»291. Drower's translation ~
"But my Lord Manda d Haiia will be the Adversary of those who
hate our name and w o persecute us in the world.' The Life
knowsth and perccivcth what they did to us, with persecution
and erutin s." Bee also pp 39-46.
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come extent reflected their chequered history,
but were no Ion or fully.understood even by the
wisest of their number.""
The most recent work on the supposed con ecti. ns between
Kandaeism and the Eecene community at Khirbct Qumr n in purt-
2
icular has been that of 1 .M. Braun. who has attempted to make
what is seen by l.McL.Wilson a: a hypothesis into a more certain
probability.
Admittedly there appear to be several similarities between
the two groups and comparison of the two must be made in order
to determine the validity of such a hypothesis. Similarities
Include the following:-
1. the practice of immersion and lustration rather than sacrifice.
2. the doctrine of the soul's imprisonment in the body.
3. td u.- e of whits vestments.-
4. the confession of sins by baptismal candidates.
5* the conflict between powers of Good and Evil and man's
relation to this,
6. the conjunction of fire and darhneae as punishment.
7. the use of the term »ri hteousness' to describe le Itiaacy
3
of status rather than ethical superiority."
1* Wilson. "Gnosis *nd the Hew Testament." Oxford. 1968.
pl/u ci. .liacuch. .L.: . 1957. cols.Zj.01ff. 1965. cole,649ff.
: . udolph. "Die Handler." Vol.1. GOttinron. I960. p252ff.
V.f. Albright. 'I-rothe .tone o to Christ! nity. n-366.
2, J.fi.Br un. Op.cit. " .
5. The Qumran community refer to themselves as /3"Tt?71 "'33.
wh le t e Mandacans arc 'men of proven ;i rhteousness." For general
3^1?^p82-l62°" D*Hili* "Grcck ''jQrd6 and Hebrew Meanings." Cambridge
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However, these similarities need come quailflcatione. firstly,
the " scenes did not condemn s crifice per ce but rather its mis¬
management in Jerusalem. The Mandaeans, on the other hand, do
not even condemn sacrifice as it forms no part of their general
ritual. 'he sacrifice of a dove, which has be n so< n to occur
aaong the Mandaeans by Lady Drawer, is completely alien to the
original Mandaearepbactitne. Its slaughter is never mentioned
in any of the Mandaean texts - either the -.Unaa or liturgical
1
texts - and as Drov.er remarks , "its silent killing before the
Marietta and the tiny gobbet of its flesh placed with the ritual
fruit and nuts on the fatirin. like the tradition that it is
called the ha, are inexplicable," According to Goodenough,
however, the dove was the symbol of both the divinity and the soul
2
in the hear 'last. The possibility exists, therefore, that the
Mandaeans see in the dove a coal which ha£ been unable to pass
through the maturatas by itself, and by sacrificing it before the
burial rites for another dead soul are said they may be trying to
give this soul a second chance in the company of a fellow 'traveller'.
Secondly, Mandaean baptism connot be said to be a substitute
for sacrifice or a parallel with the similar rite at Qumran.
Wliile the baptism of the Secenei took place- in ci. terns, Mandaean
bapfcir i takes place in 'living water'. Also, the significance of
1. 1;., . Oror;or. • 'The iecret Adam." p32.
2, . . hoodenough. ~ "Jewish Symbols in the dracco- :oman Period,"
Vol.VIII, p27-A6.
the rite if. different for the two grottpe, Baptism effected an
initiation i -to the Community and further ritual po -ity for the
people of Quaran while for the Ma&dae&nr it is a symbol of the
true nature of humanity and a preparation for ascent to the
soul's proper a.ode in the sklnta ofthe Groat Life,
The Mandacans preserve no knowledge of that vast quantity
of literature Thick tas so precious to the Qumran Community, and
while the Qumran sectaries appear to have acquiesced in the
general Eesene rejection of marriage the Mandaeans view
marriage as an essential religious duty md it is exhorted as
such in the Ginza 23.25ff" 62,Iff. et.al.
The dualism which characterises the original writings of
tie qumran group is of the Iranian type. It is Indigenous to the
area in which the Mandaeans are found. Consequently a more
natural interpretati n than that usually adopted would be that
the influence of Iranian thought effected the adoption of such
a dualism in sotu... heretical sect like that at Qumran, while the
Mandaeans of Iraq and Iran reflect the original Iranian influence
L'he Moot natural conclurl n is, therefore, that $he character
istics shared by the two groups are insufficient to outweigh the
differences, and in view of the lack of any evidence to corrobor
ate a theory of migration any fundamental connections between
the community at Khirbot Qumran and the Kandaeans remains not
only hypothetical but also improbable.
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Baotl.'t "rou of the Jordan ''alley.
"It is not the bath (baptism) alone which liberates,
but It is the knowledge of who v/e were, what we have
become where we were, into what we have been cant,
whither we hasten, whence we are redeemed, what
birth is, and what rebirth is."
(Excerpta ex Theodoto. no.?8.2)~
The n ceesity for such a statement indicates that baptism
was as important, if not more important, than gnosis in some
Gnostic communities. As regards the actual practice of baptism
among the Gnostics in general we are lacking in first-hand inform¬
ation for all groups except the Mandaeans who alone preserve both
speculative myths and ritual instructions among their writings.
The history of baptism is significant in considering the
supposed connect! n between the Mandaean rite, and consequently
Mandaean origins, and that of the baptising groups of the Jordan
Valley in the first century of this era.
It is now known that the Euphrates was the centre of a water
cult in the upper uphrutcs Valley from about 2 '00 3C.to the third
century AD. when we have a nosaic shoving the river god Euphrates
with an accompanying bi-lln u .1 caption in Greek and Cyriuc:
p
"King river) lap'rates." Also, in the second contury AD# there
was a sect of baptizing Gnostics whose cult of the 'living water'
of the Euphrates Is illustrated thus by Hippolytuc:-
!• xcerpta ex Thcodoto. dited and translated by .".Casey.
r ondon' 1 3h. Text po' , translation 089, commentary plliB#
2. U.F.Albright. "Frcm the -.tone Age to Christianity." p376ff.
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"We arc the chosen pneumatics from the living
Euphrates which flows through the midst of Baby on."
and
"Mesopotamia is the stream of the great Ocean
flowing from the midst of the perfect Man."
The chances are, therefore, that the Maadaeon ritual is an
example of that type of baptism practised in Mesopotamia from
ancient times.'" This view is encouraged" by the fact that the
water goddess Anahita is still invoked under the name of Nana!
or Nanaia in Kandao n exorcism formulae. According to A.D.Neck
1 Artaxerxee II set up images of Anahita in Babylon, ousa, Ecbat ma,
2
and established cults in Persia, Bactria, Damascus, and Bardic."
And . . .13rower goes so far as to admit that nI cannot see that it
±e possible to doubt that the Mandaean water-cult, carried on at
the very cites of the early water-cults, is, at bottom, an abor¬
iginal cult persisting under successive religions and maintaining
a continuous and unbroken ritual tradition."^ The -'act that this
•aboriginal * cult wa.- originally a water-cult as opposed to a
fertility-cult is possibly endorsed by the fact that Kandaeism
does not poc ess a divine pair repreeentin tie Xsic/Osiris or
Asherah/Eshmun group, that ie, there is originally no rising-
dying Lord with a Magna Mater consort.
1. cf. G. Widengrcn. "heavenly Enthronement and 3apfc±:.:s: Studies
in landaean Baptism." NUMPK Supplement 'Studies in the History of
Religions. XIV/1968. pp551-582.
2. A.D.Nock. "Conversion." p355«
3- E.S.Drower. "The Mandaeans of Iraq and Iran." pll8.n2
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The meet recent and detailed study of the matter has been
made by the Swedish scholar, Eric Hegelberg.1 He argues that
parallels exist bet cen Mandaean and Toman b ptismal rites and
concludes that they both had a common pre-Christian background
in Palestine. But a comson pre-Christian background is not only
to be found in Palestine or with the river Jordan In particular
as Scgolberg argues. Ac we have seen, baptismal rites were
common in several places in the ancient world and a more correct
conclusion would surely be that while Mandaean and Roman bap¬
tismal rites share a common background, this background cannot
be traced to a specific area at all. The posslbJ Llty also exists
that they may both be independently parallel developments' In
any case.
That this last hypothesis may, in fact, be the case ie
supported by an examination of the texts relating to Mandaean
baptism. l.'e find that the claim put forward by Loiry, that "the
Mandaean baptism in its traditional form depends on the Christian
baptism"'1 doer not prove to be very obvious.
The sequence of events as recorded in the Piwan d Masbuta d
1.
. E.Segolberg. "MaBbi.it:-: rtudi.er in the Ritual ojf Japan
baptism." Uppsala. 1735. (teol.Dies,1953) cf. K* Rudolph.
'' io MnndHor." Vol. IT GiJttin -on. 1 -61. cf. V'idengron opi-olt.
In opposition to begelbcrg he concludes that Mandaean baptismal
rites indicate a synthesis of Iranian and noetic ideas with
the ancient kesoptaniaa myth .aid ritu i pattern.
2. Lolsy. 'To Handelsme et lea orinines chrctlnwner." pllp.
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Hibll-Mi ax is tot 1- y unlike that of a Christian baptism. The
candidate for baptism is submerged three times. A special staff
is used, to help the person ascend out of the water and only then
does the candidate receive the "Sin of the Father" on his head.
He goes on to drink three palmsful of water and the baptism is
concluded by the ritual handshake (kusta) and the anointing of
the baptised person with oil. The sequence re-enacts the 'birth'
of the Uthras^« the companions of the Life, the helping out of
the water reflecting and parallelin the helping of the individ¬
ual Uthras - who wore originally the reflection of the Life in
the primal waters - to emerge as separate entities and companions
for their creator,'' Mandaean baptism, therefore, i not an
initiation ceremony like the Christian version of the rite but
a regular and repeated reminder of th. true nature of the individ¬
ual Mandaean as part of the Life, which will ultimately return to
its original home. It is, in one sense, then, a preparation for
1. Dlv/an d Maf buta d Kibll-Mwa. The andaic text with
translation, notes and co v.entary by .. Drovvar. Citta del
Vaticano, 1953* tudi o esti. 176.
2* On Christian baptism sec the following:- 0. Cullnan*\-
"Baptir::. in the lev Testament." London. 19 0. n 9-22. "1arly
Christian lore-hip*'1 London»X953* PJ5V66. J.A.-?. Itobinson.
iiaptism a; . category or Mew Testament Soteriology*" .Scottish
Journal of Theology* 1933* PH.Chadwick* "The Marly Church."
Pelican history of the Church. Voll.pp260-26l. T.C.Tannehi 11.
" ying and 'Icing v.ith .-hr'st.;• Berlin. 1967.
3. .''he close con .-ction between baptism and birth is indicated
also in the text h..* S.pi1 . Section 25.
h* cf.Kraeling. "The Mandaic hod Ptahil." J.A.G.S. 1933 ppl52-!65*
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'Life* above and beyond this earth, not an ntry Into a net/
life here.* only in the sense that the baptized percon has become
aware- of h e *rea": ' status ic Mandaean baptism a cymbolic re¬
birth from sin, corruption and the powers of evil. However,
grace, ar the agent of further and sustained purific tion, does
not enter the Mandaean system. The two types of baptism are
further distinguished by the uce of 'living water* by the Mandaeans
and water that is 'cut off, ie. not free flowing, in the Christian
rite.
But the failure to equate Handaean and Christian baptism
does not automatically eliminate any connection with the pre-
Christian baptism of John. This connection is, in fact, favoured
by several scholars who would deny contact between the Kandaoane
and Christianity until the time of the Nestorion Church or even
later.
The basis of this equation is two-fold: the description of
the 'living water' a; yardna or Jordan and the mention of Yahia-
Yuhana or John the Baptist in some of the Mandaean texts.
When the New Testament texts are examined we see that John
the Baptist did not use the Jordan to the exclusion of all other
river;. We are told that he also baptized at Aen>n and Bethany
beyond th Jordan (John 3*23: 1.2 ':). "he inevitable conclusion
1. cf. Tan ehili. op.cit#
2. K. Rudolph* "Die Kandaer." Vol.1,pp62-66. He thinks that the
Mandaeans originally belonged to the Jordan valloy but that it is
impossible to determine whether they were connected with John the
Baptist in ny way or not.
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is, therefore, that John himself was more concerned with the need
for runnin • water rather than with a particular river. Consequently,
the Mandaeans cannot be held to be dependent on John for their
veneration of yardr.a - if it 1: held to be the Jordan. However,
the equation of yardna with the Jordan is explicitly denied by
the Mandaeo.ne who claim that they derive all rivers and waters
1
from the heavenly prototype, the Frat~2iwa, the Light Euphrates.
Also, the actual rive: Jordan is not venerated but referred to as
a newer by the Mandaeansi it it the river which was polluted by
the baptism of tabu-Christ.
if t.:e Jlandae&ns arc correct and yardna cannot be cqu ted
with the Palestinian river, hor are wo to account for the un¬
doubted similarity in the norm s? Philolo -istr have pointed out
that the moaning of the word need not be derived from the Semitic
root ~T meaning to ;o down or descend but c sn be understood
as an Tado-Aryan word made up of yor (year) plus den (river) and
thus meaning 'perennial river', The Sumc-rianc had an exact cquiv-
2
alent in their nam- Idi :na for the river Tigris. 0.r. Cordon has
suggest©A another alternative. He has pointed out that the word
Jordan is not a proper noun in the Old Testament except in to
instances otherwise it always -.o -ears with the definite article
o some other qualifier. He notes that it may be related to the
1. c: . 'enor t t. 2.1/j.. phc ancient name for the Euphrates is
Tote that udolph 'Die Adndaer" Vol I. p69. thinks the Jrat-Zlwa
concept is secondary; h. thinks the evidence for the Jordan
motif is superior,
2. C.IJ. Cordon, "Seforc the Bible," London, 1962, pp2.3k-2.85i
streams of Iardanus on Creto referred to in the Odyssey 3«291-92
and lardanuc in Elis on the Greek mainland which is mentioned in
the Iliad 7.135. In conclusion he remarks that "In fact lardan
seems to be an East Mediterranean word for river."1
2
Either of these suggestions is to be preferred to that of LoiGy
that the name Jordan may have entered Mandaean tradition only as the
result of contact with the Nestorian Church where the baptismal font
was called the Jordan in remembrance of the baptism of Jesus. For
veneration of rivers is very ancient, even the Palestinian Jordan
being regarded as possessing magical qualities in early times (eg.
II Kings 5.10.).
Yahia-Yuhana^1 is mentioned often enough in connection with
Mandaean baptism to excite the suspicion that perhaps the Mandaeans
were connected in some way with John the Baptist and his followers.'4
However, the most important tractates in the Ginza and Diwan d
Masbuta d Hibil-Ziwa never mention Yahia in thie connection. In
spite of this, though, several scholars consider the matter to be
virtually concluded.
1. ibid. Gordon also suggests further connections between the Cretan
and the Mandaeans elsewhere. For example- in the American Journal
of Archaeology LXVIII. 1964.PP194-195, he translates a libation text
from Palaikasiro as "to Yaeaelara that the city may thrive." ( —'
re-ya-sa (sa-ra-mu.*.) ki-te-te-pi ki-re-ya-tu He equates
Yasaslam with the Mandaic Sisiam. With objections to this, however,
see E.S.Drower "The Secret Adam" p60ff.
2. Loisy. op.cit, p65ff.
3. See Ginza 189.1; 190.20-21. John Book 74-4-5; 76.7-8; 30.108-109.
Yahia is the Arabic equivalent for the Semitic Yohana, Ginza 51-52
speakr of Yohana without the secondary elaboration as do other early
tractates. The earliest of all, however, do not mention either
Yohana or Yahia-Yohana in connection with baptism.
4. cf. Acts 19.3; 18.5.
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One Issue wh ch is still hotly debated, however, is the
que fcion of v;hero John rot hie ideas about baptism. Does John's
ba tits represent a paran influence, a borrowing from a mystery
cult, an adaptation of proselyte baptism, or war it an original
creation on John's part? Brov;nlcex and Kraeiing'" prefer to allow
for John's originality and think this lies in his application of
the ideas behind proselyte baptism to the whole Jewish race, ie.
that the Jews themselves were apostate and needed to submit to the
i 3
baptism of repentance in order to enter the 'malkuth of the Lord,*'
Scobie, however, after a careful examination of the relations
between John's nd prosel to baptism doubts "whether proselyte
baptism could have provided the basic of John's baptism, since
it almost certainly arose too late to have influenced John."*1
On the other hand, he sets cut the connections between John's and
the secret' baptism very conviacin ly. And. surely it is unnec¬
essary to deny John's originality of applic ti n while casting
doubt on his originality as founder or inventor of the rite, the
type f which was popular and practised from the Ti ;rie to Rome.
As Scobie again remarks: "It it this baptist movement which forms
the background of John';- life and work, John appear: in the middle
S
o •' the movement both ooyrap ically and chron .'logically. "•*
1. Bro-nice. "John the Baptist In the Now Lirht of Ancient Scrolls."
in "The Scrolls'- and the how ?estamenV edited by K, tend..hi.
P. Kraelinp. "John the Baptist."
5. bet. Matthew 3.7 and cf.Luke 3«7. For a fall description of
proselyte baptism and the baptism of John seo C.Ti.Scobie*e "Johnthe apeist." p?93-l02. —-~
/t. C.H. , coble. "John thr Ban i.-h." plOl.5. %cob;.e Op.cit. pplO/i-110.6. Scobie opeqit. p39-
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John' £ during oriinality in applying a rite alien to the
Jews to his own ountrymen doer not, however, lea' to the con¬
clusion thai he mu t have influenced the rite at, nract: fed by the
Mandaeans. This is upheld by an examination of the two rites.
or John baptism was an act of oschatolo.ti.cal import nee, a single
immersion in preparation for the fin 1 judgment. This is in marked
contract to the Handaean ceremony which is an oft-repeated ceremony
ensuring ritual purification and true 'self* awareness. In the
Alf Tricar uialla1 in reply to questions on uncle unices,
"'.hereupon Nbat-Rba spoke and .aid to 2fe:*b-'?bo:
"■{'> my good child, a: to these que,-1: one which
thou ha;, t asked, (know)that the jord n cleanseth all
(faults;: it if the fathef oi ail worlds, celestial,
central and lower: it ic a medicine tr nscending
all me no of heal in/-•. "p
lite number of baptisms varies according to the offence and its
scrioucnecs.
The supposed connecting link of die Jordan, has already been
fc-hov.n to be fallacious. But what are v.e to make of the name
Yahla-Yuhana in the Kindao -n texts?
Brandt thin' c reference; to John tie Baptist were added to
the Mandaean wr 'tin.gr ot the result of the lesson constantly
inpresred iv or. tr~ Mandaeans by the Roman datholi c misrionaries
dur* a. the seventcouth c? tur. , in. that their baptism was only
1. Al " T.'.rar nlai'n: the Thousand and Twelve Questions, edited
in transliteration and translation by E.S.Drower. Berlin.I960,
pl. t.. socti :n 16 . i'-oi ul ro ATS p. 126. section 33.
2. Ignatius' use of the sane imago of 'medicine', i his cace to
describe toe huchariet, can. ot be said to carry any si nificant
weight ae evidence for Mandaean dependence on Christianity. See
Ignatius* Epistle to the Epheeiane. XX.
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the baptism of John mentioned in Acts 18.1? and 10,3 and as a
counterctrokc to the attempts to brin then into the Catholic
1
fold. Whether Brandt is correct in dating inowled ^ of John on
the part of the Mandaeans to the seventeenth century or not, he
is undoubtedly right in his general assumption that their know¬
ledge of John is not first-hand. Throughout the Mandaean lit¬
erature there is no additi nal information about the Baptist which
one could legitimately expect in the writings of a sect reputedly
stemming from the Baptist himself. However, Loisy4" demonstrates
how the birth story of John the Bantist has been taken over from
the Evangelists and re-interpreted to suit Mandaean conceptions.
The- traditions in the John Book add nothing to our accurate know¬
ledge of John. Consequently, Loioy writes: "Pretndre expliquer
la legends evangeliquo de Joan par lea fantaisies mandeenes est
5
lo renversemant de toute critique raisonnable et scientifique."
He also notes that John is not mentioned either in the Liturgies
or the account of the tfandaeanr and their supposed origins by
Theodore bar Khonai*
In actual fact the M ndaeans do not even seem to possess as
much information about John as we are given in the Gospels. For
example, there le no tradition of his death by beheading at the
command of Herod. Instead, according to a tradition in the Ginza'1
1. Brandt. "The Mandoear s." H« k.
2. Loisy. op.cit.
3. Loisy. opecit. if5.
4. Ginza 195.25ff.
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he is held to have been translated into heaven like Enoch to whom
1 2
he is compared.* If J. Skinner is correct in maintaining that the
origin of the Enoch tradition is probably to be found in Babylonia
and that "when or how this myth became known to the Jews we cannot
toll", then even this comparison is of no significance in any con¬
sideration of the relationship of Mandaeism with Judaism (or
Christianity),
Lolcy thinks that the Mandaeans saw John as the "incarnation
of Anosh" but the generally secondary significance of John in the
Mandaean tradition and the fact that the two figures are never con¬
nected in the tradition militates against this view.
The fact is that the Mandaeans actually regard the Life as
the true baptist and he is held to have declared that:
"Ich bin der ershe THufer, der an die Kusta
und dies© Taufe glaubte. Ein jeder, der zu
mir halt, an meine Kusta und diese meime Taufe
glaubt, wlrd in die Gemeincchaft mit mir eingehen
und in Kleiner Skina Platz finden."-
3
Eider'' puts forward the not incrodible theory that knowledge
of John the Baptist may have spread to the lowlands of Southern
Babylonia because of the resemblance of his name to that of the
primeval Babylonian fisher-god Cannes-Hani. That the Mandaeans
were aware of this Babylonian deity and traditions about him is
1. Ginza 171,12
2. J. Skinner. "Enoch" "Dictionary of the Bible." 2nd edition.1963
edited by I.C.Grant and H.H.Rowley.
3. Ginza 22f0.l8ff.
b. R.Eisler. "Orpheus the Fisher." London,1921. pi32.
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indicated .'by the r.crier; of {raiments about a divine being called
the 'fisher of eo-uls1 in the 3ohn Book.A
It would appear, then, that the Handaeane were originally
i norant of the existence of John the Baptist and of the Baptist
2
Movement in the Jordan Valley generally. While come knowledge
of John is present in some of the Mandaean texts >t the present
available, there 's ample evidence to indicate that the acquiring
of tbli knowledge took olace at a '"airly 1 to stage in the develop¬
ment of Mandaeiem and most certainly later than its foxtaative
period, whenever th t may h ve been. It ha.-, boon suggested that
the information about John that the Kandaoans possess camo via
Christian sources: this is most probably accurate as fur as one
can determine. However, there has boon no agreement or. the date
of this acquisition, schol re having suggested cont ct between the
H .nd; ears. and cither the heetoriun, the- Byzantine, or the later
Soman Catholic .hurch.
Christianity.
An exa :ination of their connections with Christianity Is
invited by the I-iandaeans who give themselves the name ^Christians
of it.John1 when questioned by strangers, and who have be n co-
1. cf. C.lI.Scobie's criticism of iieler's general theories in
: ■' ohn t..■. , a a i. ~
2. cf. Rudolph, "Die I landdoy" Vol.1, .e thinks Mand..eir;m
did not originate with John the Baptist or his group but disagrees
on the is: ue of ore Jordan,
JfQ
called by visiting missionaries and scholars ever since the six-
T
teenth century. It is therefore necessary to determine whether this
indirect claim to be somehow connected vd.th the forerunner of the
2
Christian faith and Christianity itself is based on any firm found¬
ation, or was merely adopted by the Mandaean community at a time -
possibly when persecution by Muslims was taking place - when there
were notable advantages to be gained from such an association.
Such a development could not be dated before the emergence of a
Christianity which was strong enou h to resist persecution by a foe
common to both itself and Mandaeism, or else was able to gain
recognition by the persecutors who would be left persecuting
the Mandaeans if they did not adopt a sort of 'disguise*.
Such a situation arose only under Islamic rule, toleration being
granted to the Christians especially by the Abbasid caliphate of
1. In Divers! avisi particolari dall 'Indie di Portogallo ricouuti
(1560) it is stated that in the year 1555 all at Basra were Christ¬
ians but not perfect, and that St.John the Evangelist had preached
there. As Pallis remarks in "A Handaoan Biblio ;raph.y,'i "That the
author was here thinking of the Kandaeans, but owing to insufficient
knowledge or inaccurate information mentioned St.John the Evangelist
instead of St.John the Baptist in this connection, seems to me be¬
yond all doubt." pi?. Also, Thevenot gives a summary of the inform¬
ation collected by Ignatius a Jesu (1652) and entitles it "Relation
des Chrestlens de St.Joan, faite ear le Pere Isnacc do Icsuc Cartae
Oechaux.." (l§63)•
2. See pp
3. There is no evidence that the Nostorians ever so persecuted the
Mandaeans that they needed to resort to the adoption of the name
Christians as a means of protection. However, active persecution
of both Christians and Mandaeans occurred under Muslim rule and
while Christians gained toleration there is no evidence to associate
the Mandaeans with the Subbi of the Koran. See further Pedersen.
"The Sabians." pp333-391 E.G.Brovme Memorial Volume.
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the eighth century onwards. Several scholars have assumed that
the Mandamans y be automatically equated with the Subbi or
Sabeonc who are also gr nte toleration in t' Koran,but Pedersen
joints out th t Mahomet himself is called a Sabian nd the name
is sometimes used not of a distinct group but of those who :o- over
fro another faith to Islam.~
The adoption of the name *Christians of t.John' nay not have
occurred at the first occasion of contact between Mandadorn and
Christianity though, in examination o * the Mandaean tents indicates
that there were several stager of contact between the two groups.
In the Gin3a v;e are told:
"Fr betSrt heute unter den Juden, raachte sic zu
"Gottesftlrchtom" and zeigt ihnen KaubsrerGcheinungen,
an die sie rlaubon. ir legt ihnen einen farbigen
Rock an, cr scheert ihnon eine Tonsur m Kopfe und
bekleidet sie dor Finsternis gleich. Am Sonntag
halton sie ihre Hhnde still,"1"
This is important as demonstrating the kin1 of Christianity with
which the Mandaeans c mo into contact. Here v,a are told that the
Christians wire originally Jews, that they bolieve in magical
appearances - presumably the resurrection appearances - that
their heads are tonsured end their clothes are lire the darkness,
i.e. black. They do not work on Sundays. Phia description
indicates th it the Christians with whom the Mandaeans have come
into contact are or-t probably monastic. We are also led to




any particular regard for Sundays as such. This is, therefore,
a fairly early stage as later we are informed in other sources
that Sunday was a personified ruler of one of the mataratas and
that Sunday had become a sacred day to be observed by refrainin,
from sexual intercourse, dancing and singing, and by the more
positive practice of prayer."5"
The Ginza passage goes on to relate that:
"Er spricht su ihncn: 'Ich bin der wahre Gott,
den mlch mcin Vator hierher gesandt hat. Ich
bin der erste, ich bin der Letzte Gesandte; ich
bin der Voter, ich bin der Sohn, ich bin der
Heili e Geist, der ich auc der Stadt Nazareth
ausgezogen bin."2
From this we are able to determine that these Christians made use
of the Trinitarian formula in their preaching, a formula which was
only formally established at the Council of Nlcea in 325 AD. Con¬
sequently, it would appear that contact between the Mandaeans and
this group of Christians in particular occurred in the fourth
century at the earliest. This conclusion is corroborated by an
examination of the development of monasticism in Mesopotamia.
Under Egyptian influence it seems that a current of anchor-
itisra manifested itself in the eastern Orient c360 AD. Their
most notable centres were located near the Persian border, in
x
Edessa, Anida, and Tur-Abdin. Generally, however, "the origin
of Monasticism in Mesopotamia cannot be looked upon as a trans-
1. Diwun Abatur. ppl7,25,31.
2. Ginza 50.26-29.
3. See J.Griboaont. "Monastic!em". New Catholic Encyclopaedia
Vol. 9. ppl032-IO37. " !
planting of the monarchal ideas from ypt into tho landsof the
I'igrie and ■ uphrates. Primitive .o-.a. ticism in Mesopotamia is too
different from what we knot, or monastic!am in ~*gypt."^ Vobbus
inclines to think that monaeticisra in Mesopotamia wue influenced
by Christianity via Manichaeism, for "the Christ! no were inter¬
mixed with Karcionitee and Maniche e and made thin?:e> from their
2
works." lie later comments tii t "investigation of religious con¬
ditions In Mesopotamia shows that an extensive movement existed
in that area, ran tin from K&nichaeiem o r Christi n hue to a
Christianity of Manlchauax. elements Mandnean hostility to
'hrirti mity may there fore be to Manichaean Christianity csren-
j
tlally and ot Christianity proper.
However, */.:ii■ this is possible, another line of contact
between the two groups also exists, .he fact remains that along¬
side the ex.1 te v--- of Harcion or Ma-l-doaiat J Christian -roups
in tne area, there -»lro existed Neetorian croupt. who, In spite
of schism within and persecution from without, were very active
in found' n monasteries and whose mission extended not only ac far
as Iran but al. o to China.*'
'hat contact war iade between Christianity and Ma'daeism is
J . Votfbu• . "Ill, ' to: y of recti cism in the f.yrlan Orient. "
Vol.11 p35f.
2. VoObue. on.cit.
p. vodbus. op.ext. ppl '-166.
i. fee J.Pyph?. "History of Iranian literature." (H.T.i9g8 Dordrecht
Hollar;.} Unfortunately dypka fail: to consider Mand.teism at all.
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incontrovertible. What is in dispute is firstly, the type of
Christianity with which Handsels® came into contact, and secondly,
when contact of significance was effected.
As far as this particular study is concerned, however, it
is of only relatively slight importance to know which type of
Christianity came into contact with Mandaeism, The important
issue is to decide whether Christianity and Mandaeism are fund¬
amentally connected.
While there are several examples of similarities between the
two groups, in ritual and language, it is the present writer's
belief that these are superficial similarities dependent on hist¬
orical contact belonging to a period after Mandaeism had become
an organised entity totally independent of Christianity.
The most important similarities are as follows. The use of
water and wine in the Masiqta cere :ony has certain affinities with
the same usage in the Christian Eucharist, However, though in both
ceremonies 'blood* is referred to, in the Mandaean rite the 'blood'
is a mixture of crushed fruit and water which represents the blood
and sperm in the womb while the Christian rite uses water and wine
1
to represent the blood of Jesus.
In both ceremonies the mixture is drunk by the celebrant who,
in both instances, is thought to become in some way united with
a departed soul, with that of Jesus in the Eucharist, with that of
1. See, ho ever, C.II.Oodd's com cnts on olyTTtXoO
in his "Interpretation of the Fourth GnrTAi »» pjfn
'♦5
the dead rk.ndaean for v?h u.i the service ir b: inr held 3n the Mand-
aean ritual.
Certain similarities of laa. ua e also exist. Iiib:ll~Zlwa, for
example, is referred to (M the 'First and Last ^ (cf.Revelation I.l?:
2
2.1: 22.13:) the Maudaean priest is 'clothed''" (a an a 'aana'
which means either soul or garment) in the soul of the departed.
This idiomatic si:,-ile is also found if the New Testament where the
Christian is told to ' •at o * the body of Christ (Hphecians k,2h'
6.11.).
However, in spite o■ such parallels, the Mandaennr, as with
Judaism, ho\ a remarkable degree of ignorance concerning Christ¬
ianity - and especially so if the claims of scholars like Mowinckol,
for example, are to b taken seriously.'
The Mandaeane' 1,noranca of what constituted basic Christ¬
ianity is demonstrated by their belief that all hrisfeiane were
celibate, hence thair Invective against this state in the Ginza
and elsewhere,The description o^ Christians as those "who set
5
up the Cross indicates a lack of awareness of the true emphasis
of Christianity which is not on death alone but on life through
death. :>hci baric lack, of information with regard to the hist¬
orical genesis of Christianity is further shown by the references
1. h uT ri: ' ■■■ b - j'-.'a. p37
:
- : c t Si slam.
.Aowinciol. "ho it:, z bomet:.-. ' p426.
k. Ginza 62.1-6.""
6. livran Abatar plo.
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to Pilate an the 'Kin /Ruler of the World* and to Jesus as the
•Rhomfler, a description which Rudolph describee thus: "Dies ware
nur nach Konetanti.r. MWglich."x
There remains only one important issue in this debate, the
question of the ori in and use of the terra Nasoraean for the
priestly clement of Mandaeism. For some students of Mandaeism
this has provided an ostensibly unassailable link between Mand¬
aeism and Christianity. But the whole issue is extremely con¬
fused on both sides. Epiphanius tells us that the first Christ¬
ians "did not call themselves Nacoraeans for the Hasoraean heresy
2
was before Christ and knew not Christ." And as the Mandaeans
do not appear to have been originally connected with first-century
or earlier Judaism we cannot accept such a questionable ident¬
ification. The origin and UEe of the word Nasorean/Nazarone in
a Jewish/Christian context, though important, is of no concern
for this study. It is sufficient for our case that a perfectly
acceptable derivation relating to the Mandaean usage exists. It
seems perfectly natural to assume that the Mandaeans came to use
the name as a result of Muslim persecution. The disguise adopted
was the taking over of the name an-Hasar by which term the Chrict-
jf
1. K. Rudolph. "Die Mandhcr." Vol.1, pill. Note Lidzbarskl
comments on the possible existence of a pun between
and io. Byzantine and impostor. pff9.n3.
2. Epiphanius. Adversus Haereser M.P.G. XLI. cols.400,257»
Paris 1863*
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ians were known in Muslim countries.x
Having decided that there is no proof of a migration of the
Mandaeanc from the West to the East, that they were originally
independent of both Jews - either orthodox or heretical - and
Christians, and that contact was made with Christianity no earlier
than the third century and possibly quite a lot later, it is not?
necessary to support more positively the hitherto implied hypo-
2
thesis that the Mandacans are of Babylonian origin.
"It is very likely that the Mandaeans arc
physically descended from the old Babylonians,
and it v;ould fcause no surprise if their anti-
Christian, anti-Muslim roligion had been found
to be a survival of the old religion of Baby¬
lonia."
Thus wrote F. C. Burkitt*3 with the additional remark that "as a
matter of fact, it is nothing of the kind." However, he does at
loast agree that the Mandaeans are indigenous to Southern Iraq and
not to Palestine originally. With this Albright"'' agrees , saying
that:
1. For further discussion of this important issue see the „
following: P.Winter, a. :'.S. 3. plaGff. Schaeder. l\lot£OJ •
T.W.N.T. p88lff. Lidsbarski. Intro, to Ginsa pix. "Mandaiecho
Llturglen." pxviff. V..B.Smith. "The meaning of the epithet
•Naaoraean'. The Monist. 15. (l905)«PP25-45. B, G&rtnor. "Pic
r^tselhaften Termini NazorKer und Iskariot." Uppsala. 1957. He
connects Epiphanius1 » with the Mandaean Naeoraiia,
Rabbinical Nocrim, and the Qumran sectaries. K. Rudolph. "Die
MandHer." Vol.1. GOttingcn. 1960.ppll2-ll8. C.H. Scobie. "John
the Baptist." pp35-39.
2. On Babylonian influence in Gnosticism generally see: K.Rudolph.
"Zu'5 Problem:Meeopotaaien (Babylon!en) und Gnostiaisnus. " in the
supplement "to HuMEIT XII/196?. pp302-305.
3. F.c.Burkitt. "The Mandaeans." J.T.S. 29.1928.pp225-237. See
also "Church and Gnosis." Cambridge 1932.
4. W.F.AlbrigJit. op.cit. p366.
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"the Mandaean system arose in Southern Iraq
about the fifth century AD. under the influence
of Dosithaean, Marcionite, and Manichaean
teachings."
This dating of the emergence of Mandaeisa must be revised,
however, since the Sxvodish scholar Torgny Sllve-SOderbergh has
shown that the Hanichaean Psalms of Thomas were based upon some
extant Mandaoan hymns, thus indicating that the Mandaeans are
pre-Manichaean and have a longer history in Iran and Iraq than
2
is usually admitted.
The oldest Mandaean texts are bov/1 texts which reveal much
about the popular magic and astrology resorted to by many Mandeenns
in times of personal difficulties. It is in this field of Mandecan
studies that the most pronounced Babylonian influence is to be seen,
as is recognizod by Rudolph who is, otherwise, loth to admit the
3
presence of such influence.
E.Yamauchi, who has made a special study of Mandaean Incant-
1. T. Siive-SWderbergh. "Studies in the Coptic Manichaean Psalm-
book. " Cambridge. 1W1.
2. N.B. This is not synonymous with the claim that the Mandaoanc
were pre-Christian or oven synchronise in their emergence. The
attempt is being made to prove Babylonian origin only at this
stage; questions of the date of emergence are obviously important
but are dealt with elsewhere.
3. K. Rudolph. "The clearest Babylonian element is found in
the magical texts and stock of loan words. Neither in the central
doctrines nor in the actual cult is there proof of an unambiguous
Babylonian element." "Zum Problem " Messina Colloquium."
Supplement to NUHEN.
hQ
ati n Texts concludes that "M;mdusan magic over it: greatest debt
to the Mecopot.-uaian world .'he entire reala of the Zodiac and
of astrolo ;y in derived from Babylonian vonrco . It cannot be
said to be derived iron Sgypt for there magic wan thou-ht to pre¬
pare a man for the next world while according to Kandaean belief
p
hia religion did that , magic having a purely temporal efficacy,"
further, he telle us that the very frequently occurring figure of
the lll.tth is a direct descendant of the Sumerlan and Akkadian
Il.iitu or arc", t lili: her male counterpart it a descendant of
the lilu."
A further connection with the ancient world of Babylonia
h 5
war first suggested by Brandt but strongly disputed by Pallia.
The hypothetic put forward was that there v: a definite link
between the v. r ancient myth recorded in inunn eilsh and the
7
story of the do: cent of hands Haiia (sec also the par llel
1. EtM.Samaucnl. "i-iandaean Incantaticn Texts." Unpublished Ph.D.
diss. Br n 'eis University, 1 Tt.
2, Yaxauchi. op.cit. o?6-77.
1. fajtauchi. op.cit. p3?-*3?> toe loesary.
4. A. J.II.T. Brandt. "Pic laanddisch* oil 1 ;n. "Leip»i(l3.°>9. t>l62f.
'
. .. -i. - 'all I• . "ilan.'acav". tudio: .Lor :1 v.1926.
6. ):nu...a eiish. AlUMFy of contents found in "The- Babylonian
r-enesls" * by r. heidel. 2nd edition London and Chicago*l965# Dated
at clOsO BC. but if (iclb's contention that the A run inscription
is a forgery is incorrect, it may be dated as early no el500 BC#
See I.J.Gelb. J.IT,!■:.£. VXII (1949) pi43 nl2»
7. Mink ' * i'a. .hi. the traditional v»r pcan transcription
(fol win Lidsbars :i). But eeo also iiacuch (iianda (aid Heyyil
in b.L.»Z, Jan/Feb 1;63. Col.?.n5» and his "Handbook of lassical
and Modern bandaic. '■ Berlin. 196b. pll: 22.
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denervation with Hibil-Ziv.-a as the leading protagonist) into the
realms of darkness and his subsequent victory over the rowers of
evil. Pallie writes: "it is entirely by chance that it (ie. the
Mandacr.n verci n) happen.". tc retcable Inusaa c-lish in the arrange-
cent of the ev-.nts" and because "the two peonler had entirely
different concept! ns of death..... every Camparis n is ore-eluded,"^
However, I enbait that there ir rather nor© than chance or coin-
c'deuce involved in the relation bet-ecu the two iythr, and that
faille? rejection of any comparison between then a- invalid on
the basic of a difference in attitude towards death is unsound.
For in etutir : this he ha- failed to sec that the Handaean version
is not xn exact du -licate of "rmr&a ci ish but a further levelopraont
of it in the 1J gkt of a new situation and general 'atmosphere•
(Weltanschauung . The Mandaoans co.-npoi -d their myth in the same
♦atuosnhere * that produce1 the hitherto unprecedented attitude to
man and death th t characterises the be pin; .ing of the ore cent era -
ic. a new pessimism about the world itself.Therefore the defeat
and death o Tiamafc and Apsu are altered In the liandaeau tradition
to tiie defeat and enchainment of Ptabil, Abatur, and Joshamin.
In t:ii: way th- true cltu .ti n o< a a is th n ;ht to be reflected.
For bee..use the world wac evil, and evil existed in the world, the
rowers of evil couxd not have been annihilated in the ore-cosmic
battle betwoen the powers of Goad and 'vil. They must still exist,
1. £. 's.PalliE. o .cit.
c. c f. -. Eui tmann. ' 'Theoio; y
, o f_ j&fto New Testament.11 Vo1.1. pi 65.
"The esse .ice of gnosticism does not lie in lie syncretistic taylh'-
ology but rather a new understanding - new in the ancient world -
of man and the world."
thou h in a state of subservience to the forces of Goodness.
•"*he different presentation reflects the pec-lair v which had
developed betv.een th centuries, therefore, and comparison of
other aspects o 1 the two myths ic thus made valid.
Several similarities, or rather parallels, exist between
the two narratives:-
1. loth Marduk and Manda d Haiia are described as the youngest
i
gods."" Karduk claims supremacy over the other gods, however, and
supremacy ie automatically attribute to Kanda d Maiia who is seen
"i
more clearly as an hypostasis of the Life, but oec
2. The gods, in both traditions, are imager of the first god.
(The implication© of thic are realised more clearly in the Mand-
aean narrative wa, superiority Is accorded to Mrmda d Haiia
automatic lly.), process of emanation i<. necc ocary in order
to form the plcroma of the godhead. (Here pie rem;.; if used in the
sense of 'entirety of god'a attrlbut s' rather than as a tech-
;icul ter ■ for 'the total hierarchy of icons *•)
1. : numa dish. line 3Xtt in "Document?- from Old Testament times,"
edited o,. Vhoraas. Uinza 67.19ffl
2. It ic recognised that there are certain distinguishing features
of emanation in the various systems which speak of it. The main
poscibilltics are thus:
1) that Gnostic and riandaean concc- tions and associations (eg,
emanation - cneech/lcgoe) go together, excluding Babylonian ideas.
2) that tiu -.'noetic framework ic different from the Babylonian
and ?! ;.; 'nc together.
3) that th- Babylonian and Gnostic bypass the Mandaean.
It) that all thrce types are independent.
Vhe preoe t writer favours the opinion that the Mandaean and
Gnostic concept i a development of the Babylo: Ian, though what
the lino of developa.nt might be in detail cannot be known on the
basic of the evidence at present.
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i. Evil arises from rebellion within the .godhead. In ' numa ellsh
Tiamat is ur ed to revolt against the murderers of her husband Apsu
by a collection of the other gods led by Kingu. In the Ginza v;e
are told that the Uthras have abandoned the House of Light and
"have moved their countenance towards the world o' darkness."1"
Later we find that:
"Sie verliessen die SCtssigkeit, „
Gingen hin und liebten die Bitterkeit. *,c"
4. The magic Tablets of DeBtiny are the equivalent of the gimra
u ir ra and nay, in fact, provide a clue to the meaning of these
problematic words. The 'pearl and bitterness' may symbolise the
sweetness and bitterness of life as revealed in the Tablets of
Destiny.
5. Ihe giving of a robe to the champion features in both accounts.-"'
6. Both. Marduk and Manda d Haiia are given an unidentified weapon/
helper for the coming battle.
where precise equivalents are lac ing and slight changes occur,
this does not represent dissimilarity but development of the origin¬
al tradition. That the tradition was undoubtedly known to the Mand-
aeans in more than one context has been demonstrated by Yuraauchi'f
1. Ginza 69.1i*ff.
2. 'Sweetness' is used in Gnostic writings generally in this sense,
th u "h • Bitterness' in this definitive sense is rare. H.McL.Wilson
therefore suggests that it is possibly a crystallisation of earlier
Gnostic circumlocutions.
3* cf. Hymn of the Pearl.
,M. Yaraauchl. "Mandaean Incantat.' on Texts." unpublished PhD.
thesis. Bf-andeis Univ. USA. 1964.
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who found the Marduk-5a formula used in one of the bowl texts
which he examined.
Study of the influence of Zoroastrianism on the creeds,
manners and customs of the Mandaeans by J.J.Modi has led him to
conclude that "the Mandaeans, if not originally a Zoroactrian sect,
were a sect very much influenced by Zoroastrianism."' He points
that while the Mandaean texts disparage or at least renort in¬
accurately the words and works of Moses, Jesus and Mahomet, in
no way do they vilify Zoroaster. Admittedly this is an argument
from silence, but sometimes 'negative evidence* reflects the truth
more accurately than a series of statements based on speculation.
To this rather negative approach, however, is added the fact that
while the Saseanians are reported to have persecuted the Manichees
and Christians, they did not persecute the Mandaeane - most probably
because of the similarities in belief and custom between the two
groups. Also, as in the Bundahism, the Diwan Abatur reflects the
2
story of the Primal Man and his ox-companion' , and the dominance
of the High King of Light and Life in Mandaelem may well go back,
to the figure of Ahura Mazda who is also spoken of as 'Brilliant'
'radiant' (Ziwa) as are Mandaean 'modes' of the Life. SimMarly,
the three hundred and sixty Uthras in Mandaeisn correspond with
the three hundred and sixty 'aeons' emanating from Ahura Mazda.
1. J.J. Modi. Journal of K.P.Cama Oriental Institute. Pf.1932.p28
<L Diwan Abatur. "pi5. The Bundahienr' is available in translation
in "Sacrid oo':r of the fast." Vol. XI.
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Hatred of fasting and aonasticism is also shared with Zorcaetrian-
ism. Both groups believe that fasting ought to be from sin and
not from food, and that one has a duty to marry and procreate;
in this respect the Ginaa and Vendidad speak as one.x
Both Modi and Drower speak o " the similarity in function be¬
tween the Mandaean and ancient Persian and Babylonian priests,
Modi points out the existence of an ancient Persian priestly ofrice
p
known as the rem jobar (cf. Mandaean ganzlvri V". and Drower thinks
that the Mandaean rituals re back to Babylonian rather than Chrir.t-
ian originals.'
Bather more concrete evidence is furnished by anthropolo icts
who have conducted thorough, scientific investigations into the
ethnic aspects of Mandaean studies. These have confirmed the
existence of two physical types as observed by Drower. However,
this does not provide evidence that a section of tho Mandaeans
migrated from the West, thus proving the Haran Qawalta testimony
could apnly in part at least, but only that the Mandaeans were not
so rigorously segre(rationalist at an earlier stares in their history
and that they did intermarry with their neighbours.. ^ There is no
reason to dispute the findings of the anthropological survey led
1. Modi, loc.cit. refers to and quotes Vendidad IV 47,111 1.
Herodotus also speaks of Iranian love of married life. Bk.1.136*
2. Modi, loc.cit. p52.
3. Drower. M.M.I,I.
4. See Salia. "Marsh Dwellers of the Euphrates Delta." L.S.T,
Monographs on Social Anthropology. n0*2^-'London.1962.
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by H.Field in the 1940*s which concluded that "the Subba1 are
connected racially with western Iran (further) their affinit¬
ies are with the peoples of Iran ratner than with any groups in
p
the southern, central, or northern sections of Iraq."
While elements in the Mandaean tradition have also been held
to demonstrate Egyptian and Cretan affinities^, this eclectic
aspect of Mandaeisai does not detract from the conclusion that the
Babylonian origin of the Mandaeans is a much more assured fact than
any other hypothesis, and does more to reconcile the known facts
with probability than any of the other suggestions that have been
advanced.
1. The Mandaoans are frequently referred to as Subba because of
their frequent lustrations - the verbal root •sta'♦ means to bap¬
tise.
2. H.Field. "The Anthropology of Iraq." Chicago Field Museum of
Natural History. 1949- Part I. Ho.2. p310.
3. See C.H.Gordon. American Journal of Archaeology. LXVIII. 1964.
pi94-195. "Adventures in the Nearest last." London 1957. ppl60-195.
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CHAPTER TWO.
Our information regarding Mandaean beliefs and practices is
gleaned from a careful study of the now fairly extensive Mandaean
textual and related material, however, no Mandaean manuscript
older than the sixteenth century exists", though some colophons
indicate a pedigree going back at least as far as the seventh and
eighth centuries, and no European library has a truly represent¬
ative collection. In 1905, A.L,B.Hardcasile wrote that only a few
2
fragments v/ere available for study now, largely owing to the
work of M.Lidabarski and E.S.Drowor, the amount of evidence is
1. The Alna Pisola Muta (D.C.48.) dated 9?2 Ail. To convert AH into
AD it is necessary to add 622 (the date of the Ile.jlra, Mahomet's
flight from Mecca to Medina) to the date in AH., then subtract 3 yre.
for every century of the date in All from the total (to account for
the difference between the length of lunar and solar years), e.g.
1386 AH+622 — (3X13) = 1969 AD.
2. A.L.D.Hardcastlo. "A Mandaean version of the baptism of Jesus."
Theosophical Review. 36. 1905. p^29ff.
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greatly increased and available in German and English translations.
The earliest text is an inscribed lead amulet which was pub¬
lished by Lidsbarski in 1910.^ He dated it on orthographical grounds
at c400 AD. The text is inscribed on a narrow piece of lead - most
probably with a nail. The text begins with a plea to Manda d Haila
to rid the village, in which Yokabar, son of Anosag, lives, of "the
evil destroyer". Hibil-Zlwa promises to "shatter the seals of
death and to shatter the knots of destruction" which the Planets
"are loosing against us in fury". Yawar is then sent to bo "a great
seal in support for the threshold of Nukraya and of Bar-Haiye."
The text concludes with the promise of delivery from the demons and
the assertion that "Life is victorious over all things".
Drower suggests that the charm and others like it were worn
as talismans, having firstly been immersed in water which was then
drunk.
2
Other early texts are found on bowls. These texts, mostly
dating from the Sassanian period (c600 AD.), are usually of magical
contont revealing an amalgamation of names and ideas from many aroac.
1. M.Lidsbarski. "Tin mandaisches Araulett." florilegium Melchior
do Vogue. Paris. 1910. pp247-375.
2. See Il.Pognon. "Inscriptions nandaites dea coupes do Khouabir."
Paris. 1893. J.A.kontgoncry. "Aramaic Incantation Texts from Hinmtr."
Philadelphia. 1913. . l.Yamauchl. "handaean Incantation Texts."
(Unpublished PhD. thesis, randeis University. USA. 1964.). Parts
of this thesis have been published in the author'G article "The
present status of Ilandaean Studies." J.N.E.S. 25. 1966. pp88-96.
Cf. R.Macuch. "Der Gogenwartigo Stand der Mandherforschung und ihre
Aufgaben." Q.L.Z. Jan/Ieb. 1968. col.14. nl.
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Several names are Jewish and Adonai is portrayed as king of the
demons, but other names - e.g. Hindu« Ilindiuta. and Timotheos1 -
indicate the cosmopolitan nature of the trade in talismans. It is
notev/orthy that in this earliest material Christian Influence is
negligible, a reforence to a certain Jesus in a few of the tents
2
being to Josus bar Perahia , and not to Jesus of Nazareth, and
neither Is there any evidence of substantial Egyptian or Hellenist¬
ic Influence.
3
S.A.Pallis^ thinks the Mandaean scriptures were finally coll¬
ected together at the boginning of the Islamic invasion of Persia.
With the intention of gaining toleration as a "People of the Book"
the Handaeans, it is held, decided to gather together their various
sacred traditions.^ In reply to the question found in the John Book
1. See E.M,Yamauchi. op.cit. texts no*s. 34»39#4l.
2. Commenting on Montgomery*© text 37 which has a reference to
"the virtue of Jesus healer", Yamauchi writes : "This is probably
not a reference to Jesus Christ, but to Jesus bar Perahia, the
famous Jewish magician, who appears in the Syrlac text no.32 as
well as in a number of the Aramaic texts." ( pi? of thesis.).
C.H.Gordon, in "Adventures in the Nearest East." London. 195?. pl?2,
comments : "A great expert in serving bills of divorcement on
liliths was Joshua son of Perahaya, well-known in Rabbinic liter¬
ature, and whose authority is often cited in the boivls. The fame of
Jesus of Nazareth ao a master exorcist induced Jewish magical
circles to build up the reputation of Joshua ( % Jesus) son of
Perahaya. The Jews were not to be outdone."'
3. S.A.Pallls. op.cit.
4. Toleration was granted to "those who are Jews, and Christians,
and Sabacons - whoever belioveth in Allah and the Last Day and
doeth right." Koran. Surah 11.62. Sec also Surahs V.19,69t32|
XXII.1? in "The Meaning of the Glorious Koran." edited and translated
by M.M.Pickthall. New York. 1953. That toleration was only tenuous,
however, is indicated by the com ont that "Soiao of them (i.e.
Peoples of the Book) are believers, but most of thorn are evil-livers."
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(Sidra d Yahya) : "Tell us, who is your prophet? Tell us, who your
prophet is, what your holy writing is, and say whon you worship"1
the Handaeans compiled the Gin&a as we now have it, defined John
the Baptist/Yahya ao their prophet, and Molka d Hhura as their one
and only god. This does not mean that the Kandaeans had no written
traditions prior to the Islamic invasion of Porsia though. T.Sttve-
SOdcrbergh has demonstrated that "...if we find a parallel between
a Mandaean text and a Psalm of Thomas.....we have strong reason to
assert - despite the comparatively scanty amount of early Syrian
poetry from other religions - that the text in question is of
Mandaean origin and belongs to a stratum in the Kandaoan books to
2
be dated before the last quarter of the third century."' And in
K.Rudolph's opinion*' it has been satisfactorily demonstrated by
Macuch^ that "schon vor dem Einbruch des Islams grOasero Sawmlungcn
dor mand. Litoratur bectanden haben, so dasc schon zu. Mohammed dor
Ruf der "Bttchern" besitsonden sabiern dringen konnto. Ms war daftir
sowohl innere Grtinde (Umschrift dor empfindlichen Rollen in die
haltbaren Codices) als auch ftussere (Geneindesorfall) rnasagebend,
die untor dea Islam noch verstarkt wurden."
1. John Book. in Lldsbarskl's edition of "Das Johannesbuch der
Mandacr." p89.
2. J.save-Sflderborph. "Studios in the Coptic Manichaean Psalmbook."
F.T. Cambridge. 1949. p85ff. Of. Supplement to Rumen 11/1967. P557.
K.Jonas agrees that "Manichaean hymn-poetry shows the distinct
influence of Mandaean models." "The Gnostic Religion./ Boston. 1958.
3. K.Rudolph, unen Supplement :II1/1967. p5"8.
if. See Althclm-Stiehl. ''Die Araber in der altnn Vnit." Band II.,
acuch's article "Anfange der I andaer." pp76-190.
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Kacuch dates the Mandaeans oven more precisely by means of
script analysis."'* > e thinks the Mandaeans emigrated to Babylonia in
the last years of the reign of the Parthian king Artabanus III
(c!2 BC - c38 AD). To confirm this he cites Blymaoan inscriptions
which show rosemblances to Mandaic letters and which probably date
from the second century AD. Lidzbareki interprets coins from
Charaeenc in Southern Babylonia to indicate andaean presence there
in about 150 AD.
A.L.3«!iordcastle argues on the basis of vocabulary that the
traditions are at least as old as the Aveota which was established
as the official canonical text of Zoroastrianlsm by Ardashir in
1. Mandaean script analysis has interested scholars from the 17 th
century until the present day. Different theories, as recounted by
S.A.Pallis in his "Mandaoan Bjblio graphy" pp27~31 include come of
the following :-
a) The Kandaoan alphabet is similar to Estmgelo. R.Simon. (1685).
b) It is the earliest Syriac alphabet from which Bstrangolo derived
its origin. Hyde (1700), La Croze (1714), Baumgarten (1745)«
Michaolis (1763).
c) The Mandaean script is derived from Estrangelo. Ravius (1775).
d) Similarities between Mandaean and Mongolian alphabets were point¬
ed out by Bayerue (1731)♦ accepted by Frits (1748), and Petity (1767).
e) It shows similarities with the Uigurian script according to
KLaprojrh (1820, 1832).
f) Paulus (1794) thought it was derived from Hebrew and quoted for
comparison from Palmyrene monuments.
g) MiJldokc assuiTies a connection between Mandaean and earliest forms
of Pahlevi alphabet.
h) Brandt conjectured a relationship between the Mandaean and
Kabataean script but thought they were oven more like the inscrip¬
tions at El-Hajr (1st century AD.).
i) Rudolph thinks the Mandaean script may bo the link between
Nabataean and Elyaaoan scripts but suggests that they might havo
developed such a script from southern Babylonian cursive. "Die
Kandher." Vol. I pp29—31•
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226 AD. This king, having defeated Artabanus V, the last Parthian
ruler, founded the neo-Achaomonid Empire with the primary intention
of restoring the oriental empiro which Alexander the ireat had over¬
thrown. Consequently, evon in religious matters they returned to
the faith of thoir forofathers. Hence the claim that the traditions
of the Avesta are vory old helps to position some sections of the
Mandaean tradition very far back in time too.3"
Therefore, however early or late the datingc given for the
various texts, whether on bowls, coins, or in manuscript foro,
some scholars would agree that some of the ideas found therein
are most definitely datable at least as early as the first and
second centuries AD., while individual concepts may be considerably
older.2
The Mandaean scrolls can be divided into two basic types -
ordinary or 'open*, and secret. The ordinary scrolls are available
to laymen - Mandaiia - while the secret scrolls - saris or explan¬
ations - are not, these being available to the priests - Hasoraila -
only. Tho secret scrolls aro usually liturgical and only allude to
the myths and legends found in the open literature like the Ginsa,
1. See A.L»B*Hardcaetle. "The Mandaean Book of John the Baptist."
ThD. 1908-9. Commenting on the description of the abodo of Ur, the
ruler of the powers of ovil, as siaila mla (the black waters), she
claims that the word sialia is a very old Persian foro of the word
siah meaning black or dark. ..Hanson, in "Jesus the Messiah",
sees "no reason to doubt that the Avesta arid the still later
Pehlevi literature preserve a mass of ancient material." (p!79).
2. The same conclusion can, of course, be applied to 'classical'
Gnosticism also.
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if they do not contradict them. The fores assumed is almost alv/aye
that of a description of a heavenly rite, e.g. in the Sarh d Qabin
d «isias T.?ha (explanation of the marriage of Si slam the Groat), which
forme the prototype and example of Mandaean rites to be enacted by
the priests in the lower world. It is significant that neither
Jesus of Nazareth nor John the Baptist is mentioned in the secret
literature of the Mandaeans, not even for the purpose of polemic
as in the open literature.
Moat of the scrolls examined by Lady Drower can be traced back
to scrolls copied by the llturgist Ranuia and his helpers who were
very influential in collecting and preserving manuscripts in the
eighth century. Ramuia's editing is characterised by an emphasis
on ritual rather than theology and he did not attempt to reconcile
conflicting theological ideas.
In a few cases a colophon includes a specific reference to the
date of copying. For example, the Coronation Prayers and Hymns" arc
followed by a colophon which tells us that the scroll was completed
"on Friday (yuma d rahatia) which is rufta (Friday), the fourth of
the month Akir-Paiiz (Last-of-Autumn) which is Tabit, Capricornus,
in the year of Wednesday (i.e. which began on Vednesday) in the year
p
1217 by Arab computation..,.." Other colophons give us the names
x
of the copyists, as does that of the Alf Trlsar Suialia. However,
1.See "The Canonical Prayer-Book of the Mandaeans." pp220-232.
2. See p5^ ni.
3. AIf I'riear buialaa. Translated as "The Thousand and Tv/elve
Questions." by E.S.Drower. Akaderaie Verlag. Berlin. I960. p2S9.
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something of greater importance io also stated in this particular
colophon which roads :
"Then said Hanoia son of Qainat : "When I wrote this Diwan
it was in separate treatises. I wrote them down and coll¬
ected those reliable mysteries one by one, and combined
then into fourteen writings, (making) two or throe discourses
into one. I made the writings like a scroll (phylactery),
from here to below and from here to abovo - I made it all
into a single scroll so that they might be kept in assoc¬
iation with one another and lest one day they might become
separated, from one another, for I felt in my mind that (thus?)
no hand would be laid on them (to injure them), or fire or
something I wot not of."
Here we are given definite proof that before- the time of Ranuia
and his colleagues the Mandoean writings existed in their essential
forms. The compilation - not the composition - took place in the
eighth century onwards.
Ginza Rba.^(alao called the Sidra Pba).
The Ginza or Treasury is a large collection of originally
separate pieces of tradition, the names of some of which arc scatt¬
ered throughout the collection, e.g. "The Book of the Lord of Great¬
ness" (Gdnza 54.?0) and "The Book of the Jordan" (Ginza 57.27).
It is divided into two parts known as the Right Ginsa and Left
Ginza respectively. The Right Ginza is made up of eighteen books
or tractates which are further sub-divided into sixty-two individ¬
ual pieces. The Left Ginza is about one quarter of the length of
the first part of the collection and comprises three books made up
1. The Ginza is available in a German translation by 1,Lidsbarski.
"Ginza : der Scnatz oder das grosso "Such der Handher." 'bttingen.
1925.
6i+
of ninety-four pieces some of which are very short. Taken as a
whole, the Ginna contains a diverso range of notorial ranging from
theological and ethical to historical, mythical, and polemical
issues with no apparent order or internal motives. K.F.Howard's
comment on the Kandaeon literature in general applies most fittingly
to the Ginsa in particular t "The great difficulty that meets ue
in attempting to read the sacred writings of the Kandaeans is that
there is no indication of chronological order, but a most bewild¬
ering variety of ideas from the most diverse sources and periods of
1
history, assembled with a sublime disregard of internal consistency."
The i>oft Ginsa is less open to this charge than the right,
however, as it is mostly concerned with the fate of the soul and
its ascent to the upper world. It is sometimes referred to as "The
Bock of the Dead" and several of the hymns found therein do also
feature in the Jasi uta. the Kandaean mass for the dead. These hymns
*y <\
demonstrate most clearly the philosophy which was
taken over by the 'classical' Gnostic systems from earlier thinkers-
perhaps from Orpheus (6th. century DC.). They follow a .fairly rigid
form in approximately live parts s)
1. A statement describing the soul - "I am a mana of the Great Life"-
and sometimes the command of the Life instructing the soul to go
into the body.
2. The complaint of the soul from trio body.
1. W.F.Howard. "The Fourth Gospel and Mandaean Gnosticism."
London Quarterly heview. 192?. pp72-S5.
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3. The arrival of the 'Helper* either spontaneously or at the
specific request of the soul.
4« Consolation given to the soul.
5* The ascent of the soul, or promise that ascent to the original
home will soon be effected.
With regard to the dating of the material in tne Ginza there
is no real consensus of opinion. Lady Drov/er"1" thinks the Left Ginza
contains the most ancient part of the collection while Lidzbaroki
and Pallis prefer to date the Right Ginza as earliest - though they
p
do not agree on which parts of the Right Ginza are first.
The last tractate of the Right Ginza - The Kings' Book -
contains an account of cosmic events as seen by a Mandaoan v;ho
thought the eschaton would come soon after the end of the Arab
•K
dominion which would only last for seventy-one years. This part of
the collection, therefore, can be dated in the eighth century AD.,
but only this particular section* One must always remember that the
Ginza is a collection of many distinct tents and the dating proper
to one part cannot be applied to others, if any. Difficulties in
dating the material, abound and historical references do not always
give the necessary clue one would wish, e.g. some of the references
to "Mahomet the Arab" as one who lived in the past - possibly two
or three centuries previous - are added to the material in a very
arbitrary manner, and it is possible that such material is pre-
1. E.S.Drower. "Mandaean Polemic." B.S.O.A.S. 25. 1962. p438-448.
2. Lidsbarski reckons that Right Ginza tractates I and II are oldest,
Pallis says tractates VI and VIII of the Right Ginza aro oldest.
3. Ginza 414.18.
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Mahonunedan - and equally possible that the reverse is the case.
G.R.S.Mead thinks the whole collection "is indubitably prior to
the Mohammedan conquest (c651 AD.) and its sources are far more
ancient. "■*" However, the whole issue is very complicated and general¬
isations such as Head's cannot be applied with any accuracy. Sweep¬
ing statements about any entire collection of literature such as
the Ginza are inapplicable and inaccurate in connection with the
individual parts.
The Ginza is available to laymen - Kandaila - as it is 'open'
literature. It is also used by the priests - Hasoralla - in some
ceremonies inhere both Right and Left Ginzas arc read simultaneously
by readers facing one another. In some copies the two sides are
reversed. Though officially 'open' literature, the secret idiom does
enter occasionally. The word pihta. which normally refers to the
sacramental bread used in the Haslqta ceremony, is used in the
sense of 'revealed knowledge' or .gnosis in Ginza 233.11,
Sidra d Yahya. (also called the Drasho d ilelke).
p
The John Book'", or Discourses of the (heavenly) Kings, can
be sub-divided into thirty-seven sections, not all of which, how¬
ever, deal with or even mention the life arid teachings of John the
Baptist as they are known to the Kandaeans. Where John is mentioned
the Arabic and Mandaean-Arabic forms of the name alternate. This
1. G.R.S.Moad. "The Gnostic John the Baptizer." London. 1924.
2. Tho to-^ is available in Lidsbarski's German edition entitled
"Das Johannesbuch." Giossen. 1915.
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may not be used to support the view that tho traditions were
committed to xvriting only after the beginning of the Islamic dom¬
ination of tho area, for the Arabic equivalent may have been insert¬
ed into an oarlior te;ct. On the other hand, the traditions them¬
selves do not indicato that the Mandaeans' knowledge of John the
baptist was first-hand. All that can be stated with certainty about
the collection is that in its final form it is undoubtedly later
than the Ginza - Kacuch says its editing took place "deep in the
Islamic age"'*" - but that some of its component parts are much earlier.
The came caution in dating the material in the Ginza must be applied
also to this book.
The contents of the collection are varied, but clearly divided.
There is not the confusion and cementing together of conflicting
ctrata as in the Ginza; each subdivision is an entity in itself.
Diwans.
There is a tradition that there are twonty-four of these
Diwans but whether it is correct or not is unknown. It has been
suggested that the number may have been given as a symbol of per¬
fection regardless of fact as it corresponds to the ♦perfect'
number of letters in the Mandaean alphabet ( when ^ is counted at
1. i acuch's comment - which he also makes in reference to the
Ginza in Alteim-Stiehl : "Die Araber in der alten Dolt" '3d. II.
pi84 and the Alma .isaia Zuta and Alma Risala Rba in his article
in O.L.Z. Jan/Feb. 1968. col.10 - is ambiguous. Does ho mean 'deep*
looking back from the present or forward from the beginning of
Islam? One's general impression is that he means deep in the
Islamic age as seen from its inception, i.e. cl2th century.
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both the beginning and end of the list and L\ included as a sep¬
arate letter )."*"
Some of the Diwans which are available - though not always in
book form or translation - are illustrated. The Piv;an Nahrawatha
has a chart with an explanatory text describing the rivers of the
world. They all flow from the Frat-Ziwa or Light-Euphrates. It is
noteworthy that the Jordan (yardna) does not figure here at all.
2
The Diwan Abatur deals with the progress of the soul after death
through the mataratas or houses of purification, its arrival at the
■5
scales of Abatur^ where it is weighed and balanced against the
purity of Seth\ and its transit in a ship of light to its heavenly
home. It is illustrated with drawings of ferocious dogs, deities,
and the ship of light. Also contained in the text is a description
of the individual purgatories, not all of which are said to be
controlled by poxvors of evil, and information on procedure for cer-
1. Cf. Hennecke. "How Testament Apocrypha". ET R.McL.Vilson. London
1965. P355-356. The Syriac alphabet has tv/onty-two letters, ani's
"Gospel of the Living" -To tj&v eo^^e\ i®V - was divided into twenty-
two books or \o*jot to correspond with tho number of letters of the
alphabet.
2* Diwan Abatur. Translated by E.S.Drower. Rome 1950* Studi e Test!
151.
3. Abatur is connected with Bhaq-uthra in tractate !•?; of the Ginza
and his name explained as "Father of tho uthras". The explanation
of the name as aba (he that has) plus tura (balance, scales) does
not explain why an addition - d muaania (of the scales) should have
been necessary to describe Abatur's function as judge; it merely
duplicates the root meaning. Consequently it seems more likely that
Abatur xvas probably the original description of tho Life in his
function as father of the uthras. Cf, Rudolph. "Die Kandfler." I pl2Anl
4. See Glnza i+2^-429«
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tain ceremonial offences. A version of the creation myth is also
introduced an pl/fff though it is not complete. It is interesting
for several reasons. The gods are described as having built Msunla
Kusta when Ptahil, helped by subservient demons which he has created,
builds the earth. Ptahil is portrayed throughout as pure and asks
his father Abatur for help when the demons try to "sully the cloth¬
ing of Ptahil", i.e. when they try to corrupt him. Abatur advises
Ptahil to send and instal his (I.e. Ptahil's) son, Adam, on the
earth together with the bull Qadiael. Nothing further is told, how¬
ever. The story is of note because of the unconscious parallel with
the story of Gayomart and his primal ox companion, and because
Ptahil is nowhere said to be an evil demiurge.
Another Diwan is the Piwan d Hasbuta d Hlbll-Ziwa1 (the Diwan
of the baptism of Hibil-Ziwa). This text is of Importance as its
complete failure to mention John the Baptist and its description
of the use of myrtle in the baptismal rite - which shows strong
affinities with tho Zoroastrian use of barson - indicate that the
Mandaeans' affinities are with the east rather than the west,as wo
p
have tried to show earlier. The text has included in it also a
group of hymns to which Lady Drower has parallels in an unpublished
manuscript entitled Sarh d ilasbuta Rabtia d h'tlatma ushltin
Kasbutiata (a commentary on tho great baptism which is throe hundred
and sixty baptisms) which is D.C.SO in tho Bodleian Catalogue.
1. Diwan d i.asbuta d Hibll-Ziwa. translated by E.S.Drower. Studi
o Teoti 1?6/177« Ncrae 1963.




The text entitled the Haran Gawaita is a legendary account of
the development of the Mandaean community. It begins at the time of
the emergence of Christianity which is ascribed to the work of Ruha
and the powers of evil. As a result of the rise of the new religion
"The lirst Life conceived a plan for gaining a grasp (i.e. for
gaining a group of supporters or believers) in order to destroy the
mysteries of Adonai from the seas and to destroy the plot of Ruha
and Adonai which came from the House of Ruha; to ruin the scheme of
Ruha boforo the presence of the groat Father of Glory and to pro¬
pagate the mysteries..." The first part of tills plan necessitates
the birth of John (Yahya-Yuhana). The sequence is interesting in the
light of scholarly claims about the first-hand knowledge of the Bap¬
tist on the part of the Mandaeans. Tho ministry of John is described
2
in words which parallel those used in the Ginza to describe the
work of Anosh uthra in the time of Pilate. After forty-two years he
was translated into heaven, "and a time arrived, sixty years after
Yahia-Yuhana had departed the body...... the Jews, just as their
former strength (returned) to Ruha and Adonai, who became arrogant
....Hence, after sixty years, Ruha and Adonai planned to erect....
the fallen House (Temple) and spoke to Hoses the prophet and the
children of Israel who had built the House (Temple)." This suggests




that the rebellion of Bar Cochba in 135 AD might be referred to.
The roforence to Moses - if the context is correct - again demon¬
strates the singular lack of accurate information about the Jews
from whom the Mandaeans are supposed to have developed* The text
goes on to tell us that as a result "Hibil-Ziwa came and burnt and
destroyed Jerusalem and made it like a heap of ruins." Lady Drower
thinks this refers to the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 AD. If
this is so, all that can be said is "note the sequence of events
according to the Mandaeans/" The destruction of the Jews who had
ruled in Baghdad for eight hundred years - from the time of Ezra
and Nehemiah? - is described next and then the installation of the
Basuralla in Babylonia. It is possibly of somo significance that
"Anooh uthra Installed one whoso name was Papa son of Guda upon the
Great Tigris." A certain Papa, eon of Tinis, is mentioned in tho
1
Scholion of Bar Khonai. This work is of late date and of no hist¬
orical worth in connection with the Mandaeans. It is possible, there¬
fore, that in this instance the two works reflect an equally late
and worthless tradition.
"About eighty-six years before the Son of Slaughter, the Arab,
went out and prophesied" a Handaean was deceived by Buha. This could
conceivably refer to the beginnings of contact with Christianity.
The dispute is blamed on Rttha who is elsewhere held responsible for
the emergence of Christianity.
1. See the translation in Kraeling's article "The Origins and
Antiquity of the Mandaoans." J.A.O.S. 9. 1929.
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Pages 15 and 16 record in a semi-veiled manner the attainment
of toleration from the Muslims. "It was not permitted to the Son
of Slaughter, the Arab, to harm the congregation of Souls, owing
to the protection afforded by these explanations of the Great
Revelation - praised be its name." This appears to confirm the
theory that protection from Muslim persecution was achieved by the
Mandaeans collecting their sacred literature together into a 'canon*
of equal standing v/ith the Christian Bible.
The book concludes with predictions of the future which in¬
dicate that the Haran Gawaita was composed no earlier than the time
of the granting of tolerance to tho Mandaeano by the Muslims -
Mahomet lived from 570-632 AD.
In an examination of the title of the book alone, disregard¬
ing the contents, It is interesting to note the other uses of the
word *Haran* in the Mandaean literature. It occurs three times in
the form 'Hauraran', twice in the Ginza and once in the John Book.1
In all three places it could be a synonym for Msunia Kusta. the
general Impression being that it is tho Kingdom of Light to which
2 3
the text Is referring. In line 75 of Lidzbarski*s amulet"^ there
is a reference to "the power of Bar-IIauraran" which may point to
a use of the word as the proper name of some heavenly being.
1. Ginza 302.23;593.2; John Book 232.
2. Cf. E.S.Drower, "Mandaean Polemic." B.S.A.O.S. 25. 1962. p441.
She thinks a place of refuge is referred to and that the Haran
Gawaita reflects a basically correct tradition - though she also
describes it as "unfortunately undependablo".
3. Quoted by Yamauchi. "Kandaean Incantation Texts." p320-3^2.
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The epithet Gawaita meaning 'inner' taken together with
Harem as used in the rest of the Mandaean literature seems to indic¬
ate that in the title of this particular text we have a similar
usage of the word. However, how this came to he originally app¬
lied to the present text remains a mystery.
Sarh d Q.abin d Si slam Rba."*"
This explanatory commentary on the marriage ceremony of the
Great Sisiam includes a description of the actual ritual and pro¬
cedure at a Mandaoan wedding and an astrological appendix because
no Mandaean wedding can be consummated until an astrologicolly
propitious time. It states the planetary influences for each hour
of the day and whether it is good or bad for certain actions.
For example :
Sunday - "The eighth hour is under the Sun : auspicious for taking
a bride. Tho ninth hour is under Venus : favourable for commercial
transactions. The tenth hour is under Mercury and good for noth¬
ing. "
The tense of the verb alters throughout as it is a manual of
instruction for the priest as well as a description of the marr¬
iage in heaven.
1. Sarh d Qabin d Sisi am Hba. Explanatory Commentary on the
Marriage Ceremony of the Great Sislam. edited by E.S.Drower.
Biblica et Orientalia. no.12. Rome 1950.
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Sfar Malwasha.1
The Sfar Malwaeha or Book of the Zodiac is a collection of
astrological material from many parts of the world. From the place-
manes mentioned it is clear that the original sources came from
such regions as the Volga area, Andalusia, Armenia, Afghanistan
and Greece, as well as well as Babylon, o in the other collections,
e.g. the Ginsa and John Book, the various strata come from differ¬
ent epochs and social conditions. Much of the book shows undoubted
Babylonian influence and the priestly practice of consulting the
book at overy New Year reflects the traditions of ancient Baby¬
lon, but there is also much that is totally alien to this tradition.
Some sections of the book have become acceptable to the Mandaeans
only by means of fairly extensive glosses. Such sections are often
translations from a foreign tongue. On page 197 we arc clearly told
that "this (is) a compilation from a Greek miscellany, (comprising)
calculations about the stars and horoscopes and information about
what there is in the heavens according to days, months, and years."
The latest material is approaching modern Mandaic and the date of
tho final compilation of the manuscript is given as 12V? AH. which
makes it very recent, i.e. nineteenth century. The book demonstrates
tho existence of a popular astrology among the Mandaeans even up
to modern times : the more academic astronomy was never so favoured.
1. Sfar Malwasha s The hook of the Zodiac, translated by E.S.Drowcr.
Oriental Translation Fund Volume XXXVI. tkoyal Asiatic Society).
London. 19^9.
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Coronation of the Great Slslam."
This contains a description of the ordination ceremony of a
Mandaean priest plus a short account of the Kandaean oucharist
which takes place as the culmination of the rite. Sislam is the
heavenly prototype of the priest - and also of the bridegroom -
so the Handaean ritual is enacted as a copy or reflection of the
ritual which took place in heaven at the initiation of Sislam into
the priesthood of the upper world.
A Pair of Hasoraean Commentaries, .ill-,a IbLoaia Zuta : Alpa Risaia Rba.
Lady Drower has published two of the secret texts in her collec-
x
tion which deal with the sacred mysteries in a manner which is
often slightly different from the presentation in the open liter¬
ature. The two scrolls are called Alaa Risaia huta (The Lessor
Siret World) and the Alma Hiaaia Rba (The Great First World) res¬
pectively. The former is dated at 972 All and the latter was copied
in 122/+ AH. As regards contents Lady Drower thinks the Alaa Risaia
Rba. though copied later than the other manuscript, is, in fact,
of earlier origin. It contains a version of the creation myth which
is characterised by its primitive and gnostic strands which have
been conflated. The 'Wailspring* and 'Datepalm * form the two prin¬
ciples of creation from which the first Seed was formed. The Seed
1. Coronation of the Great Sislam. translated by ID.S.Drowor.
Leiden 1963.
2. A Pair of Nasoracan Commentaries, translated by E.S.Drower.
Leiden 1963.
3. The Drower Collection is housed in the Bodleian Library, Oxford.
These two texts are catalogued as DC z+l and DC 48.
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"planned to create Adam, his first born son, whom the worlds
worship. And from him (i.e. Adam) proceeded a multitudinous host:
it came into existence for his soke." (p5). The heavenly Adam
emerged from the Wellspring/womb after three hundred and sixty days.
"And he aroso and sat at the wellspring of Vain-Imaginings and said
1
"I am a king without peer : lam lord of all the world." (p6).
However, he sees a stream of living, white waters and on the basis
of this hitherto unknown phenomenon decides that there must be a
higher power x-esponsiblo for it. He is not, therefore, the "king
without peer" as ho had imagined. A voice comes from above and Adam
falls to the ground "and was without power to rise up." He remains
fallen on his face until a letter is brought to him by one of the
uthras. "And he (Adam) took tho letter with his right hand, and
smelt it and sneezed,.."
From this we can sec that the primitive concept of creation
from the water and datepalm, the first being tho determining force
of creation in the desert scene and thus a feminine symbol, the
second being the result of contact with water and a symbol of
masculino virility, has been joined together with the familiar
gnostic story of creation with primal man, Adam, being the first¬
born of all creation. But there has also been a curious conflation
o f associations. The words of Adam echo those of Ialdabaoth in the
1. Cf. Anocryehon of John, translated and sited by S.Givereen.
Copenhagen 1963. plate 59;page 67.
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Ophite system , his inability to raise himself from the ground
is reminiscent of tho struggles of the earthly Adam in the account
of Saturninus* teaching given by Ironaous , and the heavenly Adam's
reception of the soul in the Apocryphor, of John is also mot with
a sneeze like that of Adam in this Mandaean tent. Throughout this
section, then, Gnostic influence on a more primitive and earlier
Mandaeism seems to be demonstrated.
The Alma .isalo Zuta does not describe the act of primal
creation but the debate in heaven about the nature and necessity
of the help given to tho "Hasoraeane and priests" in order to facil¬
itate their ascent to the upper world, Mara d Rabatha"' (Lord of
Greatness) wishes to take some of the radiance from tho treasure
chest which the uthras guard. They do not want his to "take away
this kingliness" but he asks them why it should bo refused. If it
is not used in this way it will have been created to no avail. "The
strength of those chosen ones whom I prepared and destined to come
into the world of the Second (Life) (fits them) to mount upwards,
towards us. Yet, should we not give them our holp and not raise
them up a mountain, the mountain of Darkness will engulf them. Un¬
less we give tho Nasoraeans and priests this upbuilding, this (Ginza),
1. See Ironaeus. Adversus iaereses. I»2*w
2. See Ironaeus. Advorous Haereses. I 30.
3. Drower notes on p.ix. nl that the name Mar d Rabuta occurs also
in the Genesis Apocryphon found at Quraran, translated by N.Avigad
and Y.Yadin. Magnas Press, Jerusalem, A "Father of Greatness" also
features in the Coptic Manichaoan texts.
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how can they rice towards us?" He goes on to tell the uthras that
an intermediate world exists in which there a£e those who need the
>
help from above and that "we cannot allow the soul to be sent back
into gloomy darkness." Consequently, "in the treasure (Ginsa) I will
give them, (the moans existc) to overthrow the Seven and the Twelve
and their mother, in prayer which will divide them from them and
(sever) light from darkness. And we will take up a good soul by
shoving it the road by which our chosen can ascend."
Here the emphasis is not on the origin of the soul but on its
need to be brought to the upper world and out of the clutches of the
powers of ev&l. The heavenly origin of the soul, so clearly emphas¬
ised in other parts of the Mandaean writings, is almost denied by
implication in the statement that the soul cannot be allowed to
"be sent back" into gloomy darkness, as if it had never known any¬
thing of the realms of light.
Alf Trisar Suialia.
This text is, like the Ginza and John Book, a collection of
originally independent tractates, the title being taken from the
first section. The scroll is consulted on matters of ritual, the
gravity of uncleanness being demonstrated by the statements that
those who are ritually unclean at death and remain so because of
Alf Trisar Suialia. translated as "The Thousand and Twelve
Questions" by E.S.Drower. Akademie Verlag. Berlin 1060. For a
summary of the contents sec- Drower in J.R.A.S. 19^1. pplOl-126.
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neglegence on the part of the living relatives "will wander in
clouds of darkness and sleep in their place (i.e. vail not ascend
to the place of light)." The Alf Trisar Suialia was composed in
order to provide a series of instructions to deal with "all the
mistakes which priests commit." A mistake is citod and the result-
ant punishment to the priest and whoever else is involved in the
ceremony, then the method of remedying the defect, e.g. if a mis¬
take is Biade in the masiqta ceremony "a deafness will form itself
in the priest's right ear and in that of the soul (for whom the
masiqta is being celebrated)." The result of a second mistalee is
that "the right eye of the priest and the left eye of the soul will
have incurred injury thereby and that priest is polluted."
The second tractate is known as the Tafsir Paqhra. This con¬
tains still different creation stories to those seen elsev/here.
The figure of Ptahil is dominant. Here he is described as "he who
openeth the mouth of the womb and recolveth seed into the earth."
This association of the name with the verb 'pth1 is argument for
the understanding of the name as "the god who opens (the womb)"
and for seeing in Ptahil the creative asjsect of the Life."*' There
is no substantial evidence that the Handaeans thought of Ptahil as
essentially evil, though he is made responsible for the existence
of evil, and it seems reasonable to see in the name Ptahil an or¬
iginal description of the Life in his creative role rather than
1. Ptahil - The Aramaic origin of the name, from TlTTJ) , was
irv;afIlSesidyby0Sfe&rS?.EeyPtlan °rlSln' Ptah
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the name of a demiurge - though one cannot deny that in some texts
Ptahil hao become the name of a lower creator god (often xvhere
Ptahil is equated with Bhaq).3' This secondary use of the name has
been emphasised by several scholars who have tried to link the
Mandaeans with Egypt but with no real success. Lidzbarski was the
first to suggest a connection between the i-'andaean god and Ptah,
and both Reitzenstein and Festugiere are cited by Drower^ as ment¬
ioning an Hermetic community whose founder was an Egyptian priest
who combined the doctrine of the creation of the world by Ptah
with an oriental revelation about the enslavement and redemption
of man. Jonas, too, thinks "that the name of the demiurge was
taken over from the Egyptian pantheon is doubtless connected with
the symbolic role of Egypt as the representative of the material
world."J However, the fact that the name is most readily compre¬
hensible primarily as a description of the Life and is used only
secondarily as tho name of a subordinate deity precludes the nec¬
essity to associate it with outside influences in order to arrive
at tho root moaning of tho word.
A description of Adam as the sky and Eve as tho body reflects
the idea, commonly held in primitive religions, that creation was
first effected through rain falling on the earth.
1. Cf. W.Brandt. "Die mandttLsche Religion." Leipzig 1889. PP34-39.
Section IB. "Die Weltschttpfung."
2. E.S.Drower. "The Secret Adam : A Study in Kasoraean Gnosis."
P37-38.
3. H.Jonas. "The Gnostic Religion." Boston 1958, Ch.3.
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Creation from a cosmic egg is also mentioned in this section,
"...the white and the yellow of an egg (are) the Father and the
Mother, they are the spirit and the soul, and the shell is their
(outward) covering, it is their body j similarly, it is the whole
earth." ^
The doctrine of the journey of the soul back to the heavenly
hone is distinguished in this section from the rest of Mandaean
literature by not having any apparent kno<.7ledge of the doctrine of
aataratas, but instead "the gate of mercies ifhlch is in the
centre of Msunia Kusta" is mentioned.
The third tractate is a fairly long description of what is
to be done if errors in ritual are committed either by a priest,
the novices in training under his supervision, or relatives of
both. Baptism is emphasised as a protection against sinning and,
by extension, as sin is the result of seduction by the powers of
darkness, from Ruha and the planets.
A description of what happens to the soul if various ritual
acts are not enacted at death follows, e.g. if a person dies with¬
out having dressed in the rasta.
1. In Hinduism "the evolution of religious thought led to the
conception of a creator or originator of the universe, distinct
from, and inferior to, the Vedic gods. In the cosmogonic hymns
he appears sometimes as Pra.japati (lord of creation), sometimes
as Hiranyagarbha (golden egg) and sometimes as Purusha (man, cf.
the conception of Adam)." G.T.Kanley & A.S.IJeech. "The World's
Religions." 3rd. edition. London 1963# (General editor J.N.D.
Anderson).
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The fourth section of the collection is entitled "The agreed
form of the :.asigta of Sitil, of the Dabahata and of the Dukrania."
It describes the ritual associated with the belief that the period
spent by the soul between leaving the body and attaining its hone
is like the nine months of gestation. Each month is represented
in the ritual by a fatira - a piece of unsalted and unleavened
bread. The tenth fatira symbolises the actual emergence of the soul
from the womb of the Mother into the world of the Father, i.e.
from the earthly world into tho spiritual dwelling.
The extent of the importance of ritual for the Mandaeans is
indicated after the enumeration of the central rites - coronation,
marriage, baptism, raaslqta. ratala. ngirta. dukrania. "Over any
man who hath perfected himself in these seven the planets have no
dominion, nor are they permitted to overlook him. Amongst uthras
he is peerless." Ritual is of equal, if not greater, importance
than belief to the Mandaean.^
As with the other collections in the Mandaean canon the dating
of the material can never be more than tentative. Clues are only
apparent. G.R.S.Mead, for instance, saw in the mention of the silk
moth an apparent clue to tho terminus a quo of the writing^There
is a logend that monks smuggled silk moth eggs from China to the
west in the sixth century AD. This might have been used to indic-
1. Cf. the Gospel of Philip. "Perfection" is achieved through ritual
here also,
2. ATS. pl89. "For the speech of the worm is of silk, whereas the
the speech of the soul is prayer and praise.
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ate that the writing of the material could not have taken place
before the sixth century If there had not been mentioned In
Ezekiel 16.13 the fact that silk was worn in Israel in the sixth
century BC. Any attempt at dating on such slight evidence is futile.
The Canonical Prayer Book of the uandaeans.1
The Canonical Prayer Book of the Mandaeans as presented and
translated by E.S.Drower contains the full liturgy as used by the
Mandaean priests. Lidsbarski's "Ilandaische Liturrden". published
in Berlin in 1920, is only about one third as long and important
sections such as the Blessed Oblation Prayers and Coronation
Prayers are missing. Most of this collection belongs to the secret
section of Mandaean literature. The myths and legends of the Ginsa
and other open literature are alludod to only and the emphasis
is on the ascent of the soul in general rather than its manner of
descent.
In general terras, the open literature may be said to be
"creation-centred" while the secret literature is "redemption-
centred".
1. "The. Canonical Prayer Book of the Mandaeans." translated and
arranged by E.S.Drower. Leiden 1959.
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CHAPTER THREE.
The root of all Gnostic speculations is the belief that
the soul is alien to this world, a spark of divinity trapped in
the tonb of the body until such time as its return to its original
home can be effected. How the soul became thus placed and the means
by which it can escape its bondage are the essence of gnosis. As
Clement summarises it in his Excerpta ex Theodoto (no,?8.2) gnosis
is "...the knowledge of who we were, what we have become, where we
were, into what we have been cast, whither we hasten...." Ideas on
creation and redemption are thus inextricably linked in gnostic
thought.
1, Exccrpta ex Thoodoto of Clement of Alexandria. Edited and trans¬
lated by R.P.Casey. London 1934. Text p88, translation p39, notos
Pl58.
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There are several accounts of creation ascribed to the diff¬
erent groups of Gnostics remarked upon by the early Church Fathers,
but three things are common to all these systems :-
1. belief in a creator who is not the Almighty God,
2. belief in the merciful nature of the Almighty God,
3. belief that, owing to tho oppress!vo nature of the creator
spirit(s), man cannot effect his own salvation without some sort
of help from tho Almighty God - it is how this help is to be effect¬
ed which, in general, leads to the emergence of differences among
the systems.
There are further differences betwoen these 'classical'
Gnostic systems as described by Ironaeus and Hippolytus and the
Mandaean system as revealed in thoir substantial corpus of texts.
For tho Mandaean literature reveals not only a Gnostic layer of
tradition but also an originally independent, pro-Gnostic layer1,
and, rather than being an example of the most recent type of Gnostic
sect as bar Khonai thought, Mandaeism is, in fact, an example of
an early non-Gnostic sect which has been influenced at a subsequent
stage in its development by an established and originally alien
Gnostic system.
Among tho several accounts of creation in their literature
1. Of. K.Rudolph, "Die MandSer." Vol. I p27. He thinks we can speak
"von einem 'prttemandflischen' odor 'uraandMischen • Stadium" on the
>asi.s. Oj. an examination of tho Ilymns in the Ginsa and Liturgy.
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the account which shows least dependence on external Jdeas is the
description of the creation of the Life itself from the heavenly
water which emerges from the primal fruit cr egg. In the Alf Trisar
Sulalla1 we are sivon the following description by the Life of
his own origin s
"Praised is that first gre&t Jordan, for the Jordan
was my father, (and) because all worlds, upper,
central and lower, cane forth from that Jordan."
Here 'Jordan* (yardna) is used in its radical sense as 'water*
and not as the name of the Palestinian river. The fact that all
worlds are said to have come from the heavenly yardna reinforces
the idea that Mandaolsm was originally a water cult based on prim-
2
itivc ideas on fertility, creation and survival. No value judg¬
ments are passed on the three worlds and no distinction as to their
essential nature is made. This indicates that the attitude to the
world is not yet pessimistic and is most probably pre-Cnosjiic. In
fact, it may be argued that failure to comment indicates the exist¬
ence of an under-lying tolerance - if not whole-hearted acceptance -
of the human state and its position in the \7orld, and if this in¬
terpretation is correct this earlier attitude helps to explain the
paradoxical Mandaean acceptance of marriage and child-bearing as
religious duties while the Influence of Gnosticism led them to
come to see the world as a temporary prison for the soul.
1. ATS. pill. Cf. Giaza 239-2^0*
2. In ATS p2C6 we are told that "the water of hi3 phial is semen
and the wire (hamra) is the mystery of the Tomb of the Mother."
See also E.S.Drower. "The Mandaeans of Iraq and Iran." pioo. and
E.R.Goodonough. "Jewish Symbols in the Qraeco-Roman World." Vol.VII.
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This earlier creation narrative has been largely superseded,
however, by a series of narratives sons of which reflect details
found in tho so-called 'classical1 Gnostic systems and occasion¬
ally the Nag Hanmadi texts. The supposed confusion in the Mandaean
tents is, therefore, more correctly seen as the reflection of
several stages of outside influence on the Mandaean traditions.
While it has boon customary to claim that the Mandaean tradition is
confused theologically and all the emphasis has been placed on
ritual, this is not wholly accurate. For such ostensibly confused
strata really reflect the successive waves of influence on the
Mandaeans 'which have boon unsystematically joined together by the
2
group.
It is true to say that In tho earlier cosmogony of the Mand-
aoans there was no emphasis on individual aspects of creation
while the later creation narratives show an undisguised interest
in the creation of tho world and nan in particular, as well as the
world of the Life and his 'companions'.
Before the creation of the lower elements including mankind,
we arc told "die TJthrac, Engel, Botcn, Erscheinungen, Gestalten,
1. M.S.Drawer remarks that "The Mandaean or Nasoraean religion is
a system with no definite theology." "Mandaean Polemic." B.S.A.Q.S.
2p. 1962. pp438-448. This is a distortion, for Mandae&sm reflects
rather a series of theologies.
2. It is the present writer's opinion that the analysis cf the
several strands in the Mandaean literature, and especially in the
composite books like the Ginsa, could reveal much about the spread
of Gnosticism in the East as well as the development of Mandaeism.
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Erden, Sklnas, Burgen, Gebaude, Jordane, und BHume, sowie der
Glanz, der auf ihnen ruht, wurden vom LichtkOnig geschaffen.
The King of Light io the firct principle of Life - in contra-
2
distinction to the earlier narratives - we are told that "Er hat
keinen Vater, der alter ware als er, keinen Erstgeborenen, der vor
3
ihra gewesen ware." He is the embodiment of both male and female
elements, the First, Great Life who is both father and mother.^
From among the numerous * companion * uthrae one is chosen for
the task of creating the earth and its first inhabitants.
"Gabriel, der Gesandto, kam, hob den Hiramel hoch und spannte
ihn aus, dichtete die Erde Tibil und grtfndete sie fost (und
die ganze Welt durch die Kraft des hohen LichtkOnigs). Adam
der Mann und Hawwa sein Weib wurden gebildet, und die Scele
fiel in den Ktfrper. Als die Seele in den KCrper gefallen war,
begriffen und verstanden sie jegliches Ding.
It is obvious that Gnostic influence is not very marked at this
stage. There is no statement about the nature of the body - whether
c
it is evil or not - and it is probably safe to say that the body
is actually seen as the god-given receptacle of the soul (which
•fell* and was not 'thrown* into the body as is related in later
accounts). The soul itself is viewed as the source of understanding
and comprehension. There is no indication that at this stage the
1. Ginza 13.7ff.
2. Cf. the earlier narrative and comments on p 75, 81.
3. Ginza 9«29.
k. ATS. pll2.
5. Ginza 15.21-26. The influence of Genesis is mediated via Gnostic¬
ism proper to the Mandaeans and is seen in all those accounts which
reflect Gnostic influence.
6. The ignorance rather than the evil nature of the body Is point¬
ed out, hence the„comment about the enlightenment through the
coming of the soul into the body.
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Mandaeans thought of the soul as an actual part of the godhead,
rather It. seems to have been seen as a gift, from but not 'of'
the creator. The passage ends with ethical and cultic instructions
and guidance being given to Adam as representative of the Mandaeano.
The account of creation found in the second tractate of the
Ginza has been regarded as a parallel passage to the account in
the first. However, there are too many small but significant alter¬
ations to make this comment accurate. It seems more likely that it
is a variant of the very long description in tho third tractate.
According to the Glnza 1^.26 Hibil-Ziwa and Gabriel are one
and the same uthra. It is as Hibil-Ziwa that the agent of creation
is known in tractate two. He is instructed by the 'high king of
light1 to go to the world of darkness which is full of evil. The
darkness Itself is seen as evil, for the powers who later Inhabit
the realm of darkness have not yet been created. The creation of
these "angels of fire" together with the planets, the earth, and
finally Adam and Eve is ordained. Ptahil is introduced without any
explanation, the logical inference being that the name describes
the function of Hibil-Ziwa in this particular situation.1
What on first sight appears to be a parallel passage describ¬
ing the creation of tho cosmos and the first human pair is then
recounted.
"Ptahil kam, hob den Himrael des Waseers in die HOhe, spannte
das Firmament aus, und die Erde Tibil wurde gedichtet....
1. For a full discussion of the meaning and significance of this
name/title see p79-80, 99-101.
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Adarn und Hawwa wurden gebildet; durch die Kraft des hohen
Lichtkbnigs fiel die Seels in Adam und Hawwa. Als die Seele
in sie fiel, waren sie im Paradiese. Als sie ira Paradiose
waren, begriffen und verstanden sie nichts.''^
Here the soul is described as being in the body because of the will
of the high king of light. Also the idea of Paradise is introduced
with radical alteration to the doctrine of the soul as found in
the earlier passage. Here the fact that the soul is the vehicle of
comprehension and understanding is set aside while Adas and Hawwa
are in Paradise.
This leads to the view that in this passage we have an under¬
lying doctrine of the 'Fall* of the first human pair which results
in their expulsion from Paradise and only then does the soul become
2
capable of comprehending gnosis. It is not the 'Fall' of Adam and
Hawwa that is related though. Instead we are told that the Evil
One, "Als er sich nlcht nach rtera Worte seines Herrn richtete,
wurde er in seinem Wagen mit Gottes Fessel gefesselt,"^ As in the
first tractate Hibil-Ziwa/Gabriel is instructed to teach Adam and
Hawv/a about the kingdom abisve. An ethical code is described even
though the world is, by contrast with the world ab&ve, only trans¬
itory and not everlasting. A heavenly messenger comes to Adam and
Bawwa and instructs them about the cult and general attitudes of
charity and kindness.
1. Ginza 34. 1-2,10-13. As before the Genesis story is reflected.
2. This presumably reflects the state of Adam and Eve before they




This type of descent on the part of the heavenly being must
be carefully distinguished from other descriptions of journeys to
a sphere different from the Kingdom of Eight undertaken by so-called
redeemer figures. A clear distinction must be made between accounts
describing the bringing of ethical instructions to the earth and
other, more prominent accounts of the descent into the lower regions
of evil and darkness by Kanda d Haiia/Hibil-Ziwa. The two types
of descent arc distinguished not only in space but also in time.
The descent to the earth is described as happening after the creat¬
ion of the cosmos and man, and teaching Is brought by the same
heavenly uthra who was the agent of creation. On the other hand,
the descent to the regions of darkness is portrayed as occurring
in the pre-cosmic period and the purpose of the descent is very
different.1 Creation of the cosmos is viewed in a completely diff¬
erent way in those accounts which connect the two types of descent.
In these passages the forces of evil play a prominent role not
only in the descensus ad inferos but also in the subsequent creat¬
ion narrative, and especially in connection with the creation odf
Adam and Hawwa.
It is only in this more complicated account - which really
combines two separate myths - that a clearly 'Gnostic* attitude is
found and various details are held in common with other sects whose
1. See further p93, 113, 215ff.
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literature we only know via reports made by the early Church Fath¬
ers whose concern was not with objective narrative but polemic.1
However, we can include both types of descent as descBibed
in the Mandaean literature as examples of the journey of redemption
2
if we adopt the categorisation of Jonas, He believes that the
"call to awaken" made by the redeemer to the soul trapped in the
body is made up of throe distinct parts
1. the reminder of the heavenly origin and transcondant history
of man,
2. the promise of redemption, which also includes the redeemer's
account of his mission and descent to the world,
3. the practical instructions on how to livo in the world in con¬
formity with the newly found knowledge and in preparation for the
actual ascent to the heavenly home.
The descent to the earth to give ethical and cultic instructions
fits into the third division while the pre-coomic descent and sub¬
sidiary account of creation after the 'classical' Gnostic manner
fits into groups one and tv/c.
The only common characteristic of the two types of narrative
as found in the Kandaeais literature, however, is that In both cases
the descent is that of a representative of the Good. In opposition
to Rudolphp who equates the world of darkness with the earth, the
1. Of. W.Schmithals. "Lie Gnosis in Korinth ; "in Untorsuchung zu
den Korintherbriefon." Gtfttingen. 1956. p82ff.
2. H.Jonas. "The Gnostic Religion." Boston. 1958, p8l.
3. K.Rudolph. "Die Handler." i/ol.I. pl03 n.l.
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distinction between the pre-oosmic and cosmic descent seems to the
present writer to militate against this equation - though it is
recognized that the earth {and occasionally the body) came to be
described in terns originally applied to the world of the powers
of darkness and evil. Even tho type of descent is dissimilar : in
the case of the descent to the earth it is to a god-created earth
and the aim is to bring instructions to the first human pair ; in
the case of the descensus ad Inferos, though, the descent is firstly
to the realms of evil in order to prevent an unspeciphied catastr¬
ophe and only secondarily to deliver knowledge and comfort to the
inhabitants of a '.torid created at least in part by tho powers of
evil.1
The figure of the redeemer in Mandaeism is not, therefore,
a straightforward concept. What significance it held for the Mand-
aeans themselves seems to have depended on the stage which had been
reached in their religious development. Yet several scholars have
tried to maintain the position that the idea of the redeemer in
Mandaeism - which we have seen to be a variable rather than a con¬
stant idea - is not only normative for the rest of the Gnostic
sects in general, tut also that it provided the "key to the origin
and development of the concept of redemption as it found expression
2
in nascent Christianity and in Hellenistic syncretism."
1. See further p 215ff.
2. C.II.Kraeling. "The Origin and Antiquity of tho Mandaeans."
J.A.C.S. 49. 1929. PP195-218.
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One reason why Mandaeism is sometimes considered as a con¬
tributory factor in the development of the Christian concept of
the redeemer is undoubtedly "the presence in Mandaic thought of
so much that is primitive and tho lack of it in so many other
gnostic faiths, (which) shows that in the Mandaic theology we are
not dealing, as bar Khonai thought, with one of the later stages
of the gnostic movement, but with a religion that wells up direct¬
ly and spontaneously out of the subsoil of the oriental religious
genius, and may well belong to the very beginning of the gnostic
era.But this subsoil is, as we have seen, non-Gnostic and whether
it is pro-Gnostic or otherwise is of subsidiary importance only.
Mandaeism was affected and altered by contact with the 'classical'
Gnostic sects - this is the only possible explanation of the var¬
ious conflicting and confused strata to be found in the Mandaean
literature, for it is only when the faith was changed gradually
from its original basis in water veneration - water being seen as
the great symbol of fertility and prosperity - into a hybrid com¬
bination of a fertility cult which simultaneously tried to maintain
a doctrine of alienation from an evil world, that the confusion
p
arises. The claim of scholars like Bultmann that the Christian
concept of the redeemer is based on a Gnostic (here Bultmann uses
'Gnostic' and 'Mandaean' as synonyms) prototype cannot, therefore,
1. C.H.Kraeling. J.A.O.S. 49. 1929. ppl95-2l8.
2. R.Bultmann. Z.N.T.IV. 24. 1925. pplOO-146. Cf. C.H.Dodd's crit¬
icisms In "The Interpretation of the Fourth Gospel".
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be allowed to stand. If the correct distinction between the Gnostic
sects as described by the Church Fathers and in the Nag Hammadi
texts and Mandaeism is made, then the issue may legitimately be
raised. But that is not the issue of this thesis.
As far as the writer can see, Mandaeism was originally a Baby¬
lonian fertility cult with links with Zoroastrianiss which was in¬
fluenced by ♦classical1 Gnosticism in the second century and later.
The idea of the redeemer's descent into the lower world of evil
in Mandaeism is the product of Babylonian ideas to which Gnostic
concepts have been added especially in connection with the myth of
creation. That Babylonian ideas may have influenced Christianity is
possible but this does not moan that Mandaeism was the responsible
agent. That the Gnostic groups were influenced by Babylonian Ideas
is certain but this does not mean that Mandaeism can be seen as
normative for these groups, or for Gnosticism generally.
The most important Kandaean texts at this stage In the argu¬
ment are to be found in the Night Ginza. Book three is of special
importance. Here an account of the descent of the redeemer to the
lower regions of darkness Is given together with that of his posit¬
ion in creation which takes place as a result of his initial descent.
Three unnamed uthras plan to create a world for themselves
and their father. This is opposed by some of the other uthras who
request Manda d Haiia : "Steige frtfher zur Welt hinab, bovor die
Uthras dahingehen und etwas tun, das fttr uns hSsslich und unschOn,
dem Leben nicht recht und dir, Manda d Haije, nicht lieb ist."
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(Ginza 63.7-9)• As a result of this Manda d Haiia prepares for a
journey into the lower world - not the earth but the demonic realm,
the home of the uthras who have turned away from the "sweetness" to
the "bitterness".^ He is ensured of the necessary help - "Wir sind
bei dir, denn das Lebon ist der Gtite zu dir voll. Es schuf dir
Heifer, es schuf dir canfte und gefestigte Uthras, oanfte und ge-
p
festigte Uthras, damit sio dir Heifer seien." Then, as with the
hero in both the I huma elish and the "Ilymn of the Pearl", he is
,^ven "ein weites Gewand, vvundersam und endlos.Before the uthras
can get there, Manda d Haiia arrives in the world of darkness. He
first encounters Hewath/Ruha who is described at length in the text.
She speaks with the King of Darkness who announces that there is no-
one to rival him in power and position. This motif is very common
in Gnostic texts, it is also applied to several figures. The claim
to preeminence is found on the lips of Ialdabaoth in the Bphite
gnosis, laldabaoth/Saclas in the Apocryphon of John, and the pre-
cosmic Adam in the Kandaean Alma Risaia Rba. It is generally agreed
that such claims originated with the God of the Old Testament -
Deutoronomy 3*9 « Exodus 20.3 - but there is no means of determin¬
ing the manner or time of connection, whether it was direct or in¬
direct, or from a parallel though independent tradition, i.e. from





side that of orthodox Judaism.*1"
As in the other versions where this idea is found, Ur, the
king of the lower region, is reprimanded by Ruha i?ho here parall¬
els Sophia in the Ophite gnosis, Sophia the Mother in the Spocry-
phon of John, and the unpersonified wisdom or insight of Adam hirn-
2
self in the Kandaean text. She tolls him that there is a world
equal to his and creatures as po?/erful as himself. Ruha is here
called by the name Bamrue and this, together with the duplication
of the name Manda d Haila by Kbar-Ziwa, suggests that there wore
two originally separate versions tvhich have been conflated at some
time oven before the collecting together of tho various tractates
in the eighth century.
When he hears this, Ur becomes "voll bdsor Bittorkeit" and
decides that he will ascend out of his world and take control of
the earth. At this stage the author seems to have forgotten that
according to the previous part of the narrative the earth had not
yet been created and it is clear that an assault on the Kingdom
of Light is not meant - though the reaction of Manda d Haiia, who
had been listening unobserved, could have applied to such a suggest
ion. He appears before Ur "ira Gewande des gewaltigen (Lebens)-"' and
1. Cf. Isaiah 44.8;45.5?46.9. 'The theory of tho Babylonian prov¬
enance of Deutoro-Isaiah may be important here. Secret ideas in
Babylonian Judaisn nay have become known to outsiders.
2. It is noteworthy that on other occasions it is the soul which
is equivalent to Sophia in 'classical* Gnosticism. Unfortunately
it was not possible to pursue this further.
3. Ginza 82.36.
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"zeigte lch ihn don Olivenstab lebenden hassere,
den mein Vater mlr verllehen.
Ich zeigto ihm don Olivenstab lcbenden Wassers,
mit dem die Rebellen niedergestreckt v/erden.
Ich zeigte ihm den Krnnz lobcnden Feuers, 1
bei dessen Anblick die Danionen erschrecken."
BattXe enGues and Ur i§ forced to admit to Namrus/Ruha that
"Der Mann, der mir dies angetan,
ist grosser als alls WoXt.'^
Manda d Haila is victorious in his battXe against the forces of
evii which he enchains.
"Mit einem Reifen umgab ich ihn....
Ich schuf und machte eino Mauer fP.r ihn, cine eiserne Mauer,
und Uiagab daiait seine ganzo Wohnung.
Uber die Mauer, mit der ich ihn. umgab,
sctzte ich Hffter eirt,
Ktfter, die anf sein Lager achtgeben soilten.
Vierundzwanzig Tore schuf ich in ihr,
durch die seine Welt bewacht vird.n~
3
Ur begs for forgiveness and says that he will do anything that
Manda d Haiia commands. In reply he is told that the cosmos is
to be created and that
"Wenn das Firmament ausgospannt vvird,,
wird sich die Glut auf dich senken."*
The creation of the worid by Manda d Haiia, the "beioved son" of
the Life, is described quite briofiy and cuiminates in the creation







In this section of the third tractate of tho Oinsa, therefore,
we have what may be briefly described as the defeat of the powers
of evil led by Ur and Wararus/Ruha by Manda d Haiia/Kbar-Ziwa who
then proceeds to create the cosmos and Adam, to whom he gives a
soul. The victorious representative of the Good is also the creator
of the world and its inhabitants.
When the enchained powers of evil hear what has happened they
shake the chains and hoops encircling them in a vain attempt to
free themselves. Manda d Haiia, therefore, is given permission by
the Great Lifo to erect yet another v/all around them.
However, although the tractate has not ended at this stage,
the myth which has been described so far suddenly stops and a new
situation is assumed. This probably reflects the original seam in
the tractate even before it was joined with the rest of tho collect¬
ion mailing up the "Treasury". Some attempt at conflation does appear
to have been made, however."*"
In the next section of the tractate the supreme deity is
called the "Second". His uthras decide that they wish to create a
p
world. Bhaq-Ziwa, who claims to be the father of the uthras , calls
Ptahil to his side, gives him tho name Gabriel - this name figures
as the naic of the creator in the first two accounts of creation
in the Ginza - and tells him : "Schaffo und maehe dir eino Welt."v
1. See Ginza 99,10-14.
2. Possibly a somewhat weaker parallel to the laldabaoth-type claim
commented on earlier. See p?6, 96-97.
3. Ginza 93.15.
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ut "er rttstete ihn nlcht und belehrte ihn nlcht."1 Consequently,
It Is not very surprising to learn that in this account the powers
of evil play a substantial part in the action.
Puha gives birth to the Seven and Twelve. She overhears
Ptahil having misgivings about creating the world «• "Ich will die
Welt verlasson" - and so, with her offspring, she goes to him
saying s
"W±r komnen, wir wollen delne Diener soin, ^
vtlr wollen hintreten und dir Heifer sein."^
The world is built and then Ptahil returns to the place of Light
above. While he is away, Huha and the planets decide that it would
be better for the creation of Adam to be left to them "denn er
3
gehdrt zu uns." Ptahil, on his return, however, states that "Adam
ist meln Sohn, der XtSnig dieser Welt.,,if Yet he allows then to create
Adam's body "ohno dass eino Seelc in ihm war." When the planets
see that Adam cannot stand upright they go to Ptahil and ask him
to allow them to place some of the "spirit" which he has brought
from his father's house into Adam's body. Without tolling Ptahil's
reply to this request the text goes on to relate how he returns to
the true father of the uthras (presumably not Bhaq-Ziwa) and informs
him that
"Was ich sonst geschaffen, 1st gelungen, *
doch mein und dein Abbild 1st nicht gelungen."
1. Ginza 98.21.
2. Ginza 104. 29-30.
3. Ginza 107.2%
4. Ginsa 107.31-32.
5. Ginza 108.5* Of. Genesis 2.7 and Gnostic texts generally.
6. Ginza 109.2-3*
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This Id the first mention of a "Spiegelungsmotiv" in this partic¬
ular narrative and it is most surprising in this context for we
have only recently been informed that the planets were allowed
to create the body of Adam. Such an anomaly is, however, charact¬
eristic of tho text at this point. We are given the curious inf¬
ormation that Ptahil, who has already brought "von dera Seist"
from his father's house, is now given the mana to place in Adam's
body. And not only this, though, for the Life is next distinguished
from the father of the uthras and refers to Ptahil as "the evil
Ptahil" who must not be allowed to find out how the soul gets into
the body. The three uthras, HiMl, Sitil, and Anos are introduced
as vigilants to guard against Ptahil finding out about the soul.
Here the moot likely explanation is that the text reflects an
attempt to combine a pre-Gnostic realistic or semi-Gnostic creation
narrative in which it is acknowledged that the powers of evil had
a hand in creation - though restained by the powers of good - and
a more thoroughly Gnostic narrative which claimed that the physical
creation was wholly the work of the powers of evil, only the soul
being of good origin.
So far, then, ve have seen that the Mandaean accounts of
creation range over the whole spectrum, from the belief that it
was wholly tho work of the good god to the idea that both good and
evil powers were involved, the evil being servant to the good,
and finally to the idea that creation was wholly bad, the product
of powers of evil.
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The concept of the redeemer is likewise variable. In the
earlieet creation narrative, where creation is seen as wholly good,
there is no redeemer doctrine. The role of man is to perform the
cultic acts ordained by the Life to the best of his ability. Con¬
sequently we find passages like this one in the Alf Trisar Suialia
where Sisiam Rba asks his rba. Adam-Shaq :
"....I pray thee that thou wilt instruct me in such manner
that I (may be able to teach) my offspring, elect righteous
(men), the uthras and kings who will live in the vrorld of
Ilibil-Ziwa, that is (to say) the earthly world, the abode
which Hlbil-Ziwa founded."^
The need for these instructions is stated as being in order to
prevent "all the mistakes which priests commit,"
2
Yet even in the same text , wo find passages where a devel¬
opment has occurx^ed in the thinking about creation and the place
of evil in the world of men. Manda d Haiia apealts to Hibil-Siwa
about the world and its inhabitants and says :
"For X brought the physical Adam (and Eve) so that offspring
might be born from them and be called to life (through them).
But they will sink into darkness and the deeds of each one
will hold hia back, and his works will destroy him, for the
Planets demand a share in the root of Adam."
But even here it is noteworthy that creation is not seen as wholly
evil : the Planets have only a share in the "root of Adam".
In the parallel situation in the Ginza, that is in the account
where the planets and evil powers are seen as having only a part




redeemer is embodied in the description of what happens after
creation has boon effected. Hands d Haiia, distrustful of tho evil
powers swears
" beta groesen Mysteriura,
dass sie sich nicht an der Seele verstlndigen sollton,
Ich verbarg mich vor den Sieben, ich bezwang mich,
ich nahm KOrpergestalt an.
Ich nahm Kttrpergestalt an
und sagte mlr, ich wolle die Seole nicht Angeticon.
Die Seele will ich nicht ttngstigen,
und sie iingstige sich nicht in ihrom Gewonde,
Ich erschien ihr in KBrpergestalt
und setzte mich zu ihr in Glanz.
Ich breiteto Glanz von groscen Mana ttber sie,
aus don er geschaffen worden war.
Ich setzte mich zu Ihn und belehrte ihn ttber das,
was das Leben nir auftefcragen.
Here we are given the first clear Indication that the soul is an
actual part "vom grosser* Mana" and that action against the soul
on the part of tho planets can be interpreted as aggression against
the nana or Life himself. As Jonas puts it : "In the last analysis
he who comes is identical with him to whom he comes s Llfo the
Saviour v/ith the life to be saved. The Alien from without comes
to him who is alien in the world, and the same descriptive terms
2
can in a striking way alternate between the two."
It is significant - in the future context of a comparison
with Christian ideas on the subject - that the appearance of Manda
d Haila is portrayed as docetie, he merely assumes a bodily form
for the purpose of appearing to Adam without frightening him.
1. Ginza 112.12-25.
2. H.Jonas, op.clt. p8l.
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There is absolutely no question of a real Incarnation.
Manda d Haiia promises that "wenn sein Mass voll ist, ihn
(Adam) emporhebe und in seiner. Bau aufrichte.. ♦»" But when the
evil planets and Ruha hear this
"sassen sie alle in Klage da.
Alle sassen sie in Klage da,
dann begannen sie (bOse) Plane zu Schmieden.
Sie begannen Piano zu Schmieden und sprachen:
"Wir wollen Adam einfangen und packen.
Einfangen und packen v/ollen wir Adam
und ihn bei uns in der Welt zurttckhalten."
In order to defeat the plans of the evil powers Manda d Haila
and his fellow uthras decide that Adam shall be given a wife and
family and through this added support he "soil ttber sie alle
triumphieren.When Hawwa has been created and the couple estab¬
lished "an ihrea Orto", the planets come with costly gifts for
them, but Manda d Haiia and his fellow uthras "machten ihre Schlech-
tigkeit zunichte."Zf This creation/redemption narrative closes with
the promise that the Life "wird sie erlOsen und in die Hbhe hoben
5
aus diesor Welt der BOsen.
The redeemer figure in this section, therefore, is portrayed
as the bringer of a promise of return to the soul's original home.
He appears to Adam before the powers of evil have attempted to







family of mankind are seen, in fact, as supports for Adam and there
is no suggestion at all that Hawwa/Eve was, in any way at all, res¬
ponsible for the existence of evil in the world or for original sin,
a concept which is completely meaningless in Gnosticism.^" The pro¬
mise is then repeated after an attempt has been made by the planets
and Ruha to seduce Adam only but this time it is applied to both
Adam, Hawwa, and the "Stamm des Lebeno", that is the Mandaeans them¬
selves.
The most important facts about this particular narrative with
regard to the redeemer figure are throe in number :-
1. the redeemer figure, Manda d Haiia, is a messenger only,
2. the redemption is essentially the return of the soul to its
original home,
3. the promise of redemption is made in cosmic time when the soul
is already in the body.
There are other important narratives in the Glnza, however,
1. The position of Hawwa in Mandaeisa is different from the role
of Eve both in Judaism and •classical* Gnosticism. In Genesis, Eve
is responsible for Adam's fall and expulsion from the Garden of
Eden, having been created to be his help-mate. In the Apocryphon of
John v/e have two Eves - the real one and her counterfeit. Elsewhere
she seems to be a creation of the evil powers to lead Adam astray.
She is generally described as being subordinate - and inferior - to
Adam. In "Vita Adae" xii-xvii we find that Adam is created in the
image of God to be worshipped by all the angels. Satan refuses to
worship Adam and goes out and seduces and overcomes Eve instead.
Again, in II (Slavonic) Enoch Adam is created as a "second angel,
honourable, great, and glorious" and while the devil seduced Eve
he left Adam untouched.
In Mandaeism, on the other hand, Hawwa is not seen in a bad
light at all and the seduction of Adam is attempted not by Hawwa
herself but by Ruha disguised as Haw/a.
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which give a completely different account of redemption. They are
the detailed accounts of the pre-cosralc descent of Manda d Haiia/
1
Ilibil-Ziwa into the realms of darkness as found in tractates three
and five and in precis-form in tractate four. A further source of
detail is also to be found in the Piwan d i'asbuta d Hibil-Ziwa.
In the Ginza tractate three we are told that Hibil-Ziwa, here
described as the son of Manda d Haiia, went down into the three
worlds of darkness ruled by Krun/Ur. There "dieser Uthra packt ihn,
drttckt ihn nieder, fesselt und bindet Ihn, dberliefcrt ihn der
2
unteren Kupfererde, und umglbt ihn mit sieben eisernen Mauern."
While additional details are not given in the Ginza narrative we
are able to supplement our information from this point by consid¬
ering the account in the Piwan d Hasbuta d Hibil-Zlwa.
According to this source, when Hibil-Ziwa descended into the
worlds of darkness he became polluted by contact with the lower
powers and was consequently unable to re-ascond to his heavenly
1. The two I'andaean redeemer figures are Manda d Haiia (Knowledge
of Life) and Kibil-Ziwa (Pad!ant/Dazzling Hibil). However, the two
are often substituted the one for the other and it is possible that
essentially we are dealing with only one redeemer/godhead, the var¬
ious names being actual descriptions of the various charactorlstics
of the godhead in various situations. For example, at the end of the
Piwan d Hasbuta d Hibil-Ziwa (p60.), it is said : "Thus was (per¬
formed) the heavenly baptism of Handa d Haiia." Also, on p50, it is
reported that "This is the voice of Hibil-Ziwa who is Manda d Haiia,
who made the armies of darkness withdraw to the furthest ends of the
worlds of darkness." Further, the identification of Manda d Haiia
with the Life himself is made explicit in the Mandaean Prayer Book
where Manda d Haiia is called "the source of Life".
2. Ginza 1/^.13-15.
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home* So ho "offered up sublime and worthy devotional prayers, and
he worshipped and praised the King of Light and said ! 'May there
bo sent for me, Hibll-Ziwa, by the mercy of the Life, a messenger
from the Great Life (since) it was by your will that 1 went to
the place of Darkness?'"
"Then said the great Primal Mana to the First Occult Drop :
•Our son mourneth in the darkness and hath not the strength to
rise."'" Summon his father, Manda d Haiia, in order that ho may send
him strength, so that he nay arise and come from the darkness and
be raised to our presence.'
So word came to Manda d Haiia j 'Arise, write a letter of
kusta2 and furnish it with a seal and send it to Hibil-Ziwa. ♦
However, this was insufficient to bring him from the po?/ero of
darkness and it was necessary for Manda d Haiia to read a Basinta
for his 'son'. Finally, Hibil-Ziwa is able to return to his home,
announcing that he is "the stranger, the messenger that came from
the place of darkness and vanquished the armies of all the rebels
and champions of darkness.
This last self-portrait relies on the description of the
descensus ad inferos which is described in detail in part five of t
the Higbt Ginaa. Here, although the tractate is not very satisfact¬
orily arranged, the juxtaposition of only superficially parallel
1. Cf. the Hymn of the Pearl.
2* See ngirta and kusta in the glossary.
3. Diwan d Maobuta d Hibil-Ziwa. P35.
4. Piwan d Kasbuta d Hibil-Ziwa. p38.
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passages and a curious ambivalence in the identity of the narrator
who is sometimes Hibil-Ziwa and sometimes not, causing a certain
amount of confusion, a reasonably basic picture of the journey
emerges.
The aim of the journey, however, is not brought out at all
clearly at the beginning of the narrative. Only later are we told
that a being who will oppose the Kingdom of Light needs to be defeat¬
ed before too much damage can be effected against the heavenly
powers. The birth of evil appears to be inevitable as far as the
Kingdom of Light is concerned.1 The duty of tho heavenly messengers,
and especially Manda d Haiia (or Hibil-Ziwa according to the rescen-
sion) is, therefore, not to avert the emergence of evil but, rather,
to render it harmless as far as possible.
2
The story begins with the baptism of Hibil-Ziwa after which
he is given his father's cloak and "auch ein vorborgenes Mysteriua"
to protect him from the dangers awaiting him and the lower powers
in pai*ticular. Manda d Haiia warns his son and informs him that
"Generationen fiber Genorationen wirst du da bleiben, bis wir dich
vergessen# Dcine Gostalt v/ird dort bleiben, bis wir dir die Toten-
3
messe lesen."' His father and two brothers - a reference to Sitil
1. The birth of evil is not only inevitable, it is also the result
of a rebellion within the godhead itself, see p52. For the signif¬
icance of this in connection with the redemption of the soul
see also pl3Lff. Cf. K. Rudolph. "Kosmogonie. Thoosonle und Anth-
rono "opto." v&htt.
c"* Fidabarski comments that the level of narrative here reaches a
peal-, "die sonct in dor mandflicchen Literatur nicht orreicht ist."
3. Ginza 152,33-153.2. Cf. Diwan d Masbuta d Hibil-Ziwa. p3*t-38.
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and Anos - accompany Ilibil to the boundary area between the worlds
of light and darkness. Then "rait surer, raeinor Eltom, Kraft und
rait der Kraft des groscen Mysteriume und der Heifer, die aich bo-
gleitcn" Hibil descends into the black waters, remaining hidden
from the eyes of the inhabitants through the power of the "grosse
Myeterium,"
The first realm of darkness to which they come is that of
Zartai and Zartanai. Soon, however, they progress to the domain
of Hag and Mag, the most powerful wizards in the underworld. Gaf
and Gafan, two giants, are the rulers of the third realm of dark¬
ness and it is while in their mysterious abode that Hibil's myster¬
ious helper suggests that they proceed to the world of Anatan and
Qin who are described in such a manner as to suggest that they are
Ur and Ruha of the other, earlier account. Before this, however,
they first encounter Sd.ua, one of the several rulers of the world
of darkness. Hibil assumes a beautiful and dazzling form and app¬
roaches Sdum who at first does not see him because of the brilliant
aura surrounding him. Finally, though, he asks him to speak and
Hibil tells him that one of his softs will rise up against him. But
Sdum does not believe this and replies that he knows nothing about
such a matter. The same negative response is given to the inform¬
ation that this same son Will "gegen die Lichtwelten Mrapfen.
1. Ginza 196.3!>.
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Next Hibil travels to the world of Krun "der groese P3.e';.gch-
berge" and tells him that "Ein Sohn, der von euch, eurer Wurzel,
eurem Stamme und eurer Begattung hervorgeht, will Aufruhr in die
Lichtv/elten gegen uns werfen,"'*" On being asked what he thought in
reply to this information Krun tells Hibil to go away otherwise
he will swallow him. By a happy coincidence Hibil happens to be
sitting in a box full of swords, sabres, steel spears, knives and
assorted blades. When he replies to Krun with the challenge to
swallow him, therefore, he knows he will be safe. Krun, on the
other hand, attempts to swallow Hibil and is forced to vomit him
2
back and spit him out. After this demonstration of his invulnerab¬
ility it is easy for Hibil to obtain a passport from Krun. With
this pass rlibll will be able to travel unmolested through the lower
regions. Krun also gives him a precious seal-ring which Hibil hides
in the folds of his seven cloaks along with the pass.
An opportunity is soon found for using the pass as Hibil again
passes through the world of Sdum. This incident seems to have been
inserted either to demonstrate the efficacy of the pass - Sdum is
so impressed that he even exclaims "Gesegnet sex der Tag, an dem
■3
du gekommen bist"^ - or else the previous Sdum episode has been
placed out of its correct sequence.
Next Hibil travels to the world of Anatan and Qin. When he
1. Ginza 157.17-19.
2. Cf. Hades in the Acts of Pilate XX. A translation is available




finally arrives there, Hibil assumes the form of Anatan and goes
1
to speak with Qin. He asks her to show him "woraus wir entstanden,
2
v/oraus wir geformt und cntstanden sind."~ Thinking that she is
speaking v/ith her husband Qin takes hira and shows him the black
waters from which they came and lying in the v/aters is the gimra
umrara which the great mysterious helper tells Hibil is the strength
of the world of darkness. On being told this, Hibil makes Qin's
eyes blind and her ears deaf and steals the gimra umrara. Hibil
then abandons Qin and her realm, making certain that the door of
her world is securely locked behind him. He ensures that he will
not be pursued by reciting three magic names over the locks which
no-one from the worlds of darkness can render void.
The main reason why this particular narrative can be included
under the heading "Journeys of Redemption" hinges on the stealing,
by the heavenly adversary of the powers of darkness, of the gimra
umrara.^ The whiteness of the gjmra and several references to it
1. Of. Ginza 129 where Ruha assumes the form of Eawwa in which to
speak with Adam and the £TTivoic< of Light in the Apocr.vnhon of
John plate 63, line l?ff. edited and translated by S.Giversen.
Copenhagen 1963. page 85ff in his edition.
2. Ginza 158.18-19. Cf. Excerpta ex Theodoto quoted on p8*f.
3. Cf. the Hymn of the Pearl. See also E.Percy. "Untersuchungen
tfoer den Ursprung dor .johanneischen TheologietPer Ursnrung des
Gnostictsmus." pp287-299. His views are described by R.P.Martin in
"Carmen Christ!" pl26. Percy is reported as stating that the Mand-
aean writings either speak of a redeemer who descends from the heav¬
ens and appears in human history, thus showing Christian influence
upon their"thought, or else they speak of a descent of a divine son
and no doctrine of redemption is mentioned. This means, according
to Percy, that where there is any notion of redemption in the Mand-
aean texts it is a Christian importation.
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in various contoxts indicate that it is often used as a synonym
for a pearl, which in turn is a synonym for the soul or rsana.^
For example, on pace eleven of the Mandaean Canonical Prayer Book
we find the following description of the soul i "I am a perfected
gem : into the midst of worlds and ages I am cast down." Here the
word translated as "gem" is, in the original Mandaic, the word
gimra. The fact that in the Prayer Book context the soul has been
cast into the world and in the Ginza the gimra is stolen from the
regions of darkness is of little significance for the Kandaeans
have included in their text the interesting admission by Krun,
after his encounter with Hlbil, that "Ihr seid Recken, wir sind
Schwachlinge, ihr soid Gfltter, wir sind Menschen. ihr seid Grosse,
2
wir sind Kleine." The distinction between the world of man and
the regions of darkness is a relative one only.
In an allusion to the Ginza account of the stealing of the
x
,-;inra uarara in the- Alf Trisar Sulalia . however, an extension of
meaning is found. Here we are told that they (the gimra umrara)
are the "egg", the embodiment of that creative energy which empowers
the creatures of darkness.^ And the rather complex narrative goes
on to relate that "she, his (i.e. Urfs)mother, Ruha by name, was
the Egg which Hibil-Ziwa took by stealth from the place where the
1. In general Gnostic symbolism the pearl is trapped in the sea;
1.e. the soul is trapped in the body/earth, the world of matter
and darkness. The equation of the world of matter vdth that of





great Qin. • ..laid it, (yea), he took it, placed it upon his
head, brought it and buried it in the world of Lacking."*" For the
might of darkness was lacking from the (very) day on which the
Egg departed from their midst ; its name was girnra Harare, for with¬
in it was Dragon-seed that moved and floundered about in that well
of black water. Thus the Well of Lacking is the Well of the Womb.."
Later in the same text (plS5) the egg/Ruha/gimra umrara is described
as "the mother of all mysteries and that there is nothing more ven¬
erable than its form."
The meaning of this passage is that the gimra umrara was re¬
moved from the place of darkness and given into the womb - and
thence into the body - and that whereas previously it had been the
motive power of the forces of evil, it has become the motive power
within man. Two interpretations are now open to us : either the
soul is seen here as basically evil and has been "converted" into
a more useful entity, or else it originally belonged to the world
of light - hence the bother to extract it from its evil surroundings -
and the world of darkness evolved from the world of light. As we
have seen elsewhere, this latter idea is in line with the other in¬
dications that the evil came into existence through a revolt with¬
in the pleroma of the godhead, what Jonas calls "a tragic split with-
2
in the Deity and the concept of the fallen god,"
1. Cfv the prominence of 'deficiency' in Gnostic texts generally,
0.G. .
2. '.Jonas. "The Bible and Modern Scholarship" edited by J.P.Hyatt.
P279-293.
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The association of the gimra urarara v;ith Ruha in particular
is a difficulty which is increased by consideration of a reference
in the Ginza to Ur. In a second, slightly different account of the
descent to the lower regions which follows Immediately after the
account just described, an account of the birth of Ur is included.
Hero it is related that "Alsdann bekara Ruha die Wehen und sollte
Ur den Ilerra der Finsternis, gebHren. Ale sie ihn gebar, sah ich
ihn, und er glich einem kleinen Gjnra. Ich sah
The true significance of this is uncertain and it is possible
that the original emphasis was raoral, the fact emphasised being
that Ur, the personification of evil, was like the /jr.ra and that
evil ofton had/has a pleasant aspect - but it is not essentially
pleasant in itself. 'Che lesson which might, therefore, be Inferred
from this particular piece of the text is that appearance and reality
are not always synonymous.
In a consideration of the meaning of /-qmra attention must also
be paid to the almost inseparable umrara. According to Drowor-
2
Macuch" the word means 'bitterness','grief,'affliction1, ♦poison1,
•venom' when occurring alone. In connection with ,jmra it is
"completely obscure". Consultation of other dictionaries of cognate
languages produced an assortment of suggestions.In the Targura
1. Ginza 167.31-33.
2. Drower-Macuch. "A Handaic Dictionary." Oxford 1963.
3. Levy. Chaldaisches WPrterbuch. Leipzig 1867. Gesenius. Hobritisches
und Aramajsches Kandwffrterbuch. ^orlin/GOttingen/Iieidelberg 1962.
Schuitheso, Gyro-Pal estinlan Locicon. Berlin 1903. Jastrow. Dict¬
ionary of the Targumin, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the
Midrashic^Literature. Hew York (etc.) 1926. Brown, Driver & Briggs.
A Hebrew and English Lexicon nf the 01d Testament. Oxford 1906.
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Onkelos the root mr has the association of trouble and cursing,
and the noun means 'bitter herb*. In Assyrian the sane root means
'to finish or complete*. According to both Levy and Schulthess it
can mean *coal*, and Jastrov; thinks the noun form means 'tradition
or perfection'. The associations pertaining to this word, therefore,
have to do with the blackness (of coal), bitterness, and perfection -
in the sense of completion, i.e. inability to develop further.
The phraso glmra umrara. therefore, combines the ideas of
whiteness and blackness, sweetness (by association) and bitterness,
and pearl-like and coal-like qualities. The glmra umrara can be
said to represent 'totality*, the sweetness and the bitterness of
experience in life.1 Without the gimra umrara both man and the
powers of the kingdom of light are, of necessity, incomplete; to
rob the powers of darkness of thorn is to do them a grave injury.
The stealing of the gimra umrara is, in actual fact, therefore, the
redemption of the essential motive forces for both the powers of
light and their creation, namely man.
It is significant though that in the narrative this act of
redemption takes place before the soul/gimra has been thrown into
Adam's body. Redemption is pre-cosmic and involves the salvation of
an integral part of the godhead. In this sense we have here the
doctrine of the erlbst erlOser, the salvator salvandue.
1. That the Mandaeans themselves do not always think of the almra
as an objective reality but as something abstract - even metaphys¬
ical - is seen at Ginza 271.2^ where kusta is described as "a per¬
fected, selected rimra."
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A narrative which combines the pre-comic and the cosmic
aspects of redemption follows on immediately after the somewhat
abrupt ending of the last story. Here, in what at times amounts
to a duplicate recension of the previous myth, Hlbll-Zdwa is given
the name Jawar. Again he assumes a different form in which to
appear to Qin but this time it is one of such dazzling magnificence
that Qin falls in love with him. She arranges for him to marry the
most beautiful of her many daughters, Zahrel, who alone is as beau¬
tiful as he. Unlike the prince in the Hymn of the Pearl1, Hibil-
Ziwa/Jawar does not eat any of the food or drink offered to him in
the lower kingdom though he allows them to think otherwise.
2
After the wedding night - the wedding is not consummated, so
that there is no pollution of Hibil-Ziwa by contact with his spouse-
Hibil-Ziwa asks Qin to show him the ultimate source of the powers
of evil. "In Jener Quelle lag ein Spiegel, in dera sie ihr Antlitz
schauten und danach wussten, was sie tun sollten."^ Hitdl hides the
mirror** from Q^Ln's sight and takes it and hides it. Qin searches
for the mirror which she knows ought to be there but does not tell
Hlbil what she is looking for. Then they return to the others and
1. The Hymn of the Pearl lines 32-36. A full translation is avail¬
able in Grant's "Gnosticism:an anthology". London 1961., also
Hennecke's "ITew Testament Apocrypha" Vol.11. Cf. the Acts of Thomas.
2. Cf. the Acts of Thomas where Thomas neither eats nor consummates
his marriage. See "Hew Testament Apocrypha" Vol.11, p444ff.
3. Ginza 161.40-41.—
4. In the ATS pll3t the knowledge that is imparted in the scroll
is said to be revealed and explained "in this polished mirror."
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Hlbil goes to re-join Zahrel.
Then Hlbil, in the guise of Gaf, Ruha's brother, goes to Ruha
and tells hor that they are going to make a journey into one of
the worlds abovo theirs in order to visit their parents. He first
returns to Zahrel, however, and instructs the great mystery :
"Tritt in die Schatzkamxner des Herzens der Zahrel oin und lass ©in
H]ll bei ihr zurtfok.,fl This nay mean that Hibil wan ablo
to keep his absence a secret even from Zahrel by the use of some
2
sort of magical device. Then the journey back to his home begins.
Meanwhile, Hlbil has told Ruha of her pregnancy - she later gives
birth to Ur - the significance of this being rather obscure.
When the journey is almost at an end, Hibil instructs the
great mystery to make Ruha'3 eyes blind, her ears deaf "und sie
x
wurdo als existierte sie nicht."^ The world of darkness is then en-
closed with indestructible walls and Hibil returns with great re¬
joicing to the kingdom of light. At this point it is of interest
to note that Ruha is not taken right into the kingdom of light but
is loft at the boundary between the kingdoms of light mid darkness.
The tradition that Ruha was the gimra must have arisen, therefore,
at a time after the original composition of this part of the narr¬
ative.
1. Ginza 162.16-17. Lidzbarski says that H XH H h? has three
meanings - jewel, company, sound. (pl62. n2.).
2. With Hibil and Zahrel compare Elohim and Eden in the Gnostic
Justin.
3. Ginza 163. 8-9. ^
4. Cf. 'classical' Gnostic systems where there is a or
intermediate sphere boyond which some cannot pass, e.g. Achamoth
in Valentinianiem.
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Hibil receives a joyous reception during which ho is baptised.
His father Handa d Haiia performs the ceremony. There is no mention
of the stolen mirror. He then returns to speak with Ruha to whom
he appears in the shape of her brother, Gaf, as before, and, keep¬
ing up the original pretence, tells her that her parents have said
that she must return to her own world.
For the second time Hibil returns to his proper home and yet
again he leaves to speak with Ruha. She asks him how long she must
remain pregnant and Hibil tells her that she will remain so for
seventeen thousand myriad years and olevon days and then Ur will
be born. This seems to Indicate that, although the emergence of
evil was inevitable, the birth of their most active opponent could
at least be regulated by the powers of good.
The creation of the cosmos and man is also under the watchful
r
eye of the powers of good, and Hibil rematks to himself : "Jetzt
vorwicklicht olch dor grosse Plan dos Jooamin, Er wurde geschaffen,
er entstand und schuf SOhno."1
Ur is born and, having failed to find a way back to his mother's
home, creates a horde of demons to be his helpers for what is, at
this stage, an unspecified event. Ruha then shows her eon a magic
mirror. In it ho sees not only his own reflection but also images
of his parents, the world of darkness and the world of ligfct. Ruha
tells him that :"Dieser Spiegel und die Krone - von don Zeitpunkte
an, da ich in die HOho brachte, war deino Krone, dein Spiegel und
1. Ginsa 167.28-29. On Josasain see further p 122-123.
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dieses eino Glmra bei air, und ich sagte air, dass wenn du geboron
wtlrdost, oie dir gehOren sollten."1 The mirror which Hlbil is re¬
ported to havo stolen from Qin was not mentioned at all in the acc¬
ount of Hibil*s reception by the powers in the kingdom of light and
it is probable that it is the same mirror to which reference is made
here, the first theft having been forgotten.
When Ur is asked what he has seen, he replies in tones of
great regret and envy when he tells his mother that he has seen the
world of light "which is not ours". When Ruha herself looks into
the mirror she does not know what to do but tells her son, however,
"Auf deinen Herkunftsort und auf deine eigsnen Eltern richte deine
p
Augen, doch gegen jene Llchtwelten untornimm keinen Kampf." '
At this stag© the drama with the powers of light is resumed.
Kibll-Ziwa/Jawar, who has been listening unseen to Ruha and Ur -
who has been our narrator - is approached by the Life who bids hlsn
go to Ur, "the proud lord of darkness".
Ur(s first reaction on seeing Jawar is to hide in the black
waters. Having spoken with his mother, though, he decides that "was
•<
ttber mlch kommen soil, mag koamen". Consequently, he attacks in
great anger assisted by a thousand myriad Dews. However, as the Dews
see Jaxvar they die, Ruha again tolls Ur that he will not defeat the





During their talk, Ruha tells Ur of a certain pearl which, if
he places it "on high", will increase his strength. He decides to do
\?hat sho advices with regard to the pearl, but then announces that
he will arise to the light and great source of water above"*", dis¬
regarding Huha's earlier warning. At this moment Jawar appears before
Ur who crumples up before him and is unable to prevent Jawar from
p
removing the pearl from him. Jawar then returns to hie companions
above.
As in the earlier story, the pearl which has been successfully
stolen from the powers of darkness and taken to the kingdom of
light is the means of strength for the powers of darkness. However,
in this particular narrative it is carefully distinguished from
the gimra.^ When Ur tells Ruha that the pearl has been taken from
him, Ruha, having again told hira that "du kannst gegen diesoit Kauri1'
nichts ausrichten"^, goes on to tell him that if they go into the
black v/aters, there, in secter, she will show him the gimra which
is hidden within her and then they will bo able to see what they
1. This emphasises his decision "Ich will gegen das Licht kSrapfon,
nicht gegen die Finoternis." Ginza 170.41-42.
2. Cf. Sarh d Qabin d hisiam Rba p92. "(Of) the secret things hidden
therein one shall be a pearl that enlightoneth all darkened hearts."
The pearl will be hidden "in a pure crystal" established somewhere
on the banks of the Euphrates and guarded by Hlbll. "And those that
are stumbling blocks will be corrected thereby." Here the pearl is
the mods itself. Cf. the use of "pearl" in Matthew 7*6,13.46, Rev.
18.11-12, Acts of Thomas and Gospel of Thomas. Sec further H.Jonas.
"The Gnostic Religion."ppl25-129. Essays by Quiepel, Jonas and Wilson
in "The Bible and Modern Scholarship." (ed. Hyatt).
3. See plllff.
4. For possible connections with Ophites see p 77.
y. Ginsa 172.21.
can do. They go Into the black waters, therefore, and Ruha takes
tJlc from her hiding place. Unfortunately for Ruha and Ur it
falls into the water arid before they can recover It Jawar has Goized
it. When the evil pair cannot find the gimra Ruha laments the loss
of "uncere Sauborei und Hexerei.••...und Rede und ErhtJrung. ..,rL
The gimra is now described not as a pearl, with its associations
of whiteness and purity, but rather with the associations seen to
2
be connected with the arara' its loss to Ruha and Ur being the loss
of their instructions (Rede) and assurance (Erhdrung) of the succ¬
ess of their magic (Eauberei) and witchcraft (Hexerei), which, be¬
cause of the association with Ruha and Ur, must be evil. This cannot
be a description of the same girnra as we have described it earlier
but yet it is stolen from the evil pair. The question must, there-
fere, be asked "Why?". The answer to this must surely be that it
represents the motive power for ovil which has to bo seised by the
powers of good - represented by Uawar - in order to preserve their
own realm from attack, and also to prepare in advance for the pro¬
tection of their Elect on earth. The redemptive act in this part of
the narrative, therefore, is of a completely different nature to the
other description of the stealing of the glmra umrara. Earlier the
taking back of something essential to the Life and all his creation -
including mankind in this particular passage - was effected; here
it is the stealing of something alien but threatening - if left in
1. Ginza 172.36-37.
2. Ginza 158. See also pll/fff.
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its true owners' possession - to tho Life and his creation. That
wo are justified in regarding this act as ono of redemption is
confirmed by its essential nature as an act of protection for the
future and by any definition of the idea of redemption which must
include not only the concept of reinstatement but also that of pro¬
tection from ©sternal trials.
As far as Ur is concerned the loss of the gjmra confirms his
desire to oppose the powers of light : "Ich will rnich orheben und
Krieg ftthron. ,,*L Before he can put his plan into operation , however,
Jawar-Xlwa seizes him and binds hira in chains, the last one being
"the strongest in all his world, which is ten thousand times etrong-
2
or than he himself." Be sets four watchers to guard Ur and then
returns to the House of Life above and is able to inform the Life,
his father, that "Ur is conquered and overthrovm.
In the next section Manda d Haiia is referred to as the Life
and Jawar is once again called Hibil. Ho sooner has Hibil informed
his father of his success against Ur than he is informed that Josamin
has created throe sons, one of whom, Abatur, has gone into the world
of darkness from which Hibil has just returned. There "er oioht sein
Geclcht ira schrarzen Lasscr, und cein Abbild und Sohn wird ihm aus
dem schwarzen V.asser geblldet.This introduction of Josamin into




if. Ginza l?3.38-ifO. Cf. Poimandres In Grant's Anthology p212.
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I TP plus D^TOIl), that is Yahu of heavens, a description of the
God of the Jeivs. This, together with the following account of creat¬
ion after tho 'classical' Gnostic manner as opposed to the creation
narratives examined at the beginning of this chapter, indicates the
emergence of the Gnostic - as opposed to the original Kandaean -
stratum." For, as we saw in Chapter One, tho Mandaeans have no first¬
hand knowledge of the Jews, any indications of acquaintance with
Judaism being obtained from outside sources - in this instance
'classical* Gnosticism whore the Jewish god, as here, is seen in a
2
derogatory light. That the Mandaeans were not completely "taken
over" by tho established Gnostic systems, however, is indicated by
their failure to emphasise the role of Josanin and tho fact that
they soo tho creator god still in terms of their own original be-
*
liefs and thus describe him as Abatur and Ptahil.
Abatur gives Ptahil the commission to moke a solid mass within
the black waters. This he tries to accomplish but is not successful.
He appeals to Abatur who reprimands him and tells him what to do
(Ginsa 174.30ff). The cosmos is then created having the black waters
as its boundary. Hibil speaks out against Ptahil and his act of
creation and tells him to go and complete what ho has done. However,
1. See Ginza tractate 14 for a second account of Joeamin's activity.
Cf. K.Rudolph. "Theogonie, Kosnogonie unci Anthropogenic." ppl03-l21.
2. Ginza 361. Here Josanin is reprimanded for thinking he and his
works are greater than tho Lifo. Cf. Ialdabaoth-motif. Ginza 3°4.
the creation of evil is attributed to Joeamin. Cf. "der b0Ge Ptahil".
3. Sco also p69.
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Hibil surrounds the creation with seven walls (the planetary
spheres are most probably meant) thus equating it with the kingdom
of darkness which he previously encircled in a similar way. The
belief that this creation is evil is confirmed when we are told that
when Ruha sees it she decides to join Ptahil and help him with his
task. First, though, she lies with Ur and eventually gives birth to
seven sons (the planets) and then a further twelve sons (the zod¬
iac). Hibil comes back onto the scene and, having restored some
order, decides that he will create Adam. Gnostic influence is very
marked here for he delegates the work of mailing the body to the
planets, the sons of Huha and Ur. Then he, himself, brings the soul
from the treasure house of the Life and throws it into Adam's body.
He describes himself as the "liberalttier" of the soul Into the
body - the complete reversal of the usual concept of a deliverer of
the soul from the bondage of the body as in the 'classical' Gnostic
systems.
In this examination of the myths of the descensus ad inferos
and the cosmic creation we have seen that sometimes the two myths
have been kept separate by the Mandaeans and at other times they
have been fused together, the creation having been seen as a con¬
sequence of the original descent.
In the myth of the descent to the underworld the heavenly fig¬
ure goes primarily to prevent not the emergence of evil itself -
which seems to havo been accepted as inevitable and in some way
proceeding from the good itself - but the effects of evil action -
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more specifically rebellion - against both the other pov/ers of
evil (Sdura and Krun are warned by ItLbil) and the kingdom of light
itself. It is for this reason that Rudolph can, quite correctly,
distinguish two separate purposes for the descent,
1. "Dor Descensus Handa d Haijes rait dera Zicl, den Unterweltherrschor
su b&ndigen, und
2. der Descensus su den BtJses plananden Oder bereits abgefallenen
Utras dos Zweiton Lebens, die aur Ralson gebracht werden eollen.""**
In both cases the evil most to be feared is personified in Ur
who features in all the accounts. It is noteworthy, though, that
while the dofeat and enchainment of Ur is constant in all four
accounts the attempt to bring the powers of evil to a course of
action agreeable to the powers of good - by the removal of •some¬
thing* which either belongs to the evil powers by right but which
is harmful to the good, or by the removal of 'something' which
originally belonged to the good and which the evil powers aro trying
to use against them - is mentioned in the last two accounts only.
And even here there is no substantial agreement on what was taken
by the messenger back to the kingdom of light - or even whether one
or more than one 'thing* was involved. It is also significant that
none of these articles can be technically referred to as the soul,
for, as we have seen, although rririra is sometimes translated as
"pearl", which can represent the soul, in these particular myths
1. K.Rudolph. "Theogonie, Kosmogonle und Anthropogenic." GOttingen
1965. p220.
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it seems to represent something more than the soul which is given
to man - even though this same soul is part of the godhead itself.
For, in the case of the soul of man, it was placed into man through
the agency and with the agreement of the godhead itself, something
which could hardly have been allowed to happen to the 'thing* or
'things' that had just been recovered.
As we have also seen, the prccosmlc journey of redemption as
appliod to the godhead itself has become associated with the creat¬
ion of the cosmos and man. And in several accounts the heavenly
redeemer is the creator himself, though, as remarked previously, the
whole span of ideas is included from that tn which the creation is
seen as wholly good to that wherein it is wholly evil or a mixture
of the two. In most cases, however, in the Handaean texts - here
in significant distinction to the 'classical' Gnostic texts - the
narratives which say that creation is the work of evil powers are
open to criticism on the grounds of their originality. For in the
othor Mandacan texts the creation is hold to be the work of the Life
and the sudden change is suspicious. A close examination of the
texts also reveals slight discrepancies which all seem to point to
tho conclusion that we have an original narrative of the creation of
the cosmos by the Life in his role as tho "god who opens (tho womb
of creation)" which has suddenly been altered to take in beliefs
which have arisen through the growing influence of Gnosticism. For
example, there is the very sudden description of Ptahil as "der
bOse Ptahil"} he is described as having brought some 'spirit* from
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the house of Life before the creation of Adam's body but suddenly
we are told that he has to go back to obtain the soul - this seems
to indicate the introduction of the Gnostic distinction between
ets have created the body of Adam, Ptahil tells the Life that liis
imago is incomplete, so that oven while Ptahil is supposedly evil
the creation of Adam is a reflection of the Life himself (at this
stage without the soul) and therefore, of necessity, good. These
servo to indicate the attempt to embrace Gnostic concepts in an
originally Independent narrative.
The redeemer figure so far considered is thus t-
1. the successful vanquisher of the powers of evil which threaten¬
ed to attack the powers of light in the precosmic period,
2. he is the successful rescuer of the rimra umrara which probably
originally belonged to the powers of good but which had been stolen
by the powers of evil when they 'defected',
3. he is the successful robber of some other object or objects
which were a source of strength to the powers of evil and which would
have been used against the pov/ers of good had they (or it) not been
removed from their possession,
it. he is the agent - if not actual artificer - of creation,
5. he is the delivorer of the soul into the body of man by which
moans man is enlightened about his origins and by which the god¬
head actually comes to be in tho body on oarth.
into the text* And even though the plan
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With regard to this last point, surely it indicates that the
Mandaeans could not think of the body as a tomb in their original
tradition because otherwise the redeemer figure would not have
voluntarily placed the soul into a tomb from which he was obliged
to rescue it by means of knowledge?
6. there is essentially only one redeemer v/ho goes by a number
of names - or rather descriptions - and he is none other than the
Life himself, Kanda d Haiia and the others are aspects of the Life
rather than essentially individual components of a polythoistic
pantheon,
?• he is the revealer of a saving /gnosis to mankind which ensures
the ascent of the soul back to the heavenly home after a cultic-
ally and ethically correct sojourn on the earth has passed its full
course. (This aspect of the redeemer's work will be considered in




According to N.W.Porteous\ the of Adm in tho Genesis
narrative, and in Hebrew thought in general, is tho life-force of
Adam's body. Adam is both body and . He did not have a body
in tho sense that the essential Adam is dlstict from his bodily
fromo, but was an animated body, a complete unit of life manifest¬
ing itself in bodily form. The principle of life in man is sometimes
linked with the blood, e.g. Genesis 9«4j Leviticus 17.11,14; Deut¬
eronomy 12.23#
1. N.W.Porteous. The article on the "Soul" in the Interpreter's
Dictionary." Hew York/Nashville 1962. pp428~429.
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By the time of the compilation of the Apocrypha, however,
and especially in the Wisdom Literature - the Wisdom of Solomon
in particular - "there are clear traces of Greek conceptions -
e.g. reference to pro-existence of the soul (S.19); immortality
of soul (3.1)j soul as burdened by the body (9.15); ethical qual¬
ities attributed to the soul (1.4; 2.22; 7.27; 10.7; 17.1); the
idea that the soul goes to liados (16.14). In II Bsdras 7.102-115
there is evidence for belief in reservation of souls after death
for judgment."'*'
The influence of Greek - in particular Orphic and Platonic -
thought affected not only the Jev/s but also the Gnostics. However,
the first investigations of tho origins of the concepts associated
with the soul in the Gnostic writings emphasised not the Greek but
2
the Babylonian connections. " For example, Anz believed that tho
conception originated in Mesopotamia becauso the Gnostic descript¬
ion of the soul's journey through the hostile planetary spheres
presupposed much of the Babylonian astronomical theology. It can
also be pointed out in this connection that Zoroaster taught that
individual judgment took place at death, the good being admitted
to the place of infinite 11 (lit and the damned being hurled into
Hell.
According to Kraoling, Bousset was the first to broaden the
1. M.V'.Porteous. Interpreter's Dictionary. p428-429.
2. This account relics heavily on the resume of the work done in
this particular subject given by C.H.Kraellng in his "Anthropos
and the Son of Han". Nov; York 1927.
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field of enquiry by investigating Greek, Christian, Jewish and
>
Babtlonian ideas in connection with the concept. He maintained that
the concept of the soul exists outside the Influence of Babylon
though he also thought that the ultimate origin of the concept was
Iranian. On the issue of Greek parallels he maintained that they
were either the result of independent speculation or else ultimately
dependent on Persian ideas.
Keitzenstein, in his investigation, found that the fate of the
individual soul was but a rehearsal of the fate of the world soul
and that the journey to the heavenly home was but one element in a
myth of the primordial descent and imprisonment of the soul on earth.
But Kraeling points out that the Iranian elements - as far as they
can be individually recovered - do not include the idea of the soul
being imprisoned in the body and that man, at all times, exercises
free-will and finds about him a world that is not wholly evil.
The Gnostic concept of the soul drama is, therefore, the result
of conflation from several sources which have become dominated - in
toto - by the pessimism regarding the world v?hich characterised
ancient thought in the centuries just before and after the birth of
Jesus of Hazoreth.
Because the Mandaeans* religion has been used as the normative
representative of other Gnostic groups (which we have referred to as
'classical1 Gnostic systems) their concept of the soul deserves
consideration. In this study it is an essential part of the invest¬
igation as it does, in fact, represent the redeemer in one of his
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roles on earth.
That the soul of raan and the godhead itself - of which the
redeemer figure is one aspect - are fundamentally one is emphasised
many times throughout the Mandaean writings.
"Ein Kana bin ich doe grossen Lebons, .
oin Kana bin ich des gewaltlgen Lebene...."
is the froquent introduction of the soul especially in the Left
Gin?,a. That the aana or soul is also the highest being is made
clear in this section from the Right Ginsa s
"Wlr wollen den Bo ten rufen,
don Botcn, die Pflanzung des gewaltigen (Lebens).
Wir wollon ihn beauftragen und dorthin sendoni
was dort 1st, soil er hlerher emporbringen.
Er erlOco die sonften Kanas.
orlOse den teuren Hana.
Den teuren Kana erlbse er,
und diesor sei ein Guter in Hause der Vollondung."
The same idea is further reinforced by this couplet:
"Das Leben sttttzte das Lebon,
das Leben fand das Selnige."
That the Life does Indeed find what is his own and not adopted is
ensured by this description of the soul given by the "Man", the
helper of the soul on earth:
"Nicht bist du ein Antoil des Lcido, dass du darttber grflbelst,
nicht bist du ein Anteil des Slnsternis, die dir ein
Ende mache.
Nicht bist du ein Anteil des Feuers,
dase du das loderndc Feuer schauest.
Nicht bist du ein Anteil der Trtibung,
dass deine Gestalt gleich ihnen trtlbo werde.
Du bist ein Anfceil der Helligkeit,
die ohne Trtibung 1st.
1. Cf. K.J|udolph. "Die Kauditor." Vol.1. p26. Irenaeus Adv. Haer. 1.21.
(fkfeuojj ivrif/ov . Possible Gnostic influence or Mandaeans?
2. Ginza 333.19-26.
3. Glnza 5IO.33-36. Cf. K.P.G. pp63,96,100,120.
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Du bist oin Antoil der Lichterde,
an der keine RLnsternis 1st, die dir ein Ende mache.
Du wlrst gewinnen, Hana. ,
und deine eigeno Gestalt wird dich erlouchten."
Because of the certain identity of the soul which Is to be redeemed
with the Life himself, and with the redeemer, it is interesting to
see what reasons were put forward by the Handaeans to account for
the position of the soul on earth, a position from which it was
necessary for it to be redeemed «• here in a sense of •return'.
According to one version of the cosmic creation of a slightly
2
different nature again from those discussed in chapter three , after
Ptahll had created tho world and Adam after his own image, despite
the fact that he had cast some of his own spirit and also some of
the •mystery* of each of his planetary helpers into Adam's frame,
he was not able to make Adas rise up and walk. Consequently ho had
to go to Abatur - here distinguished as the Life - and receive from
him a secrot mana to place into Adam^s body. That this is an early
passage is indicated by the fact that Abatur has not been denigrated
to his place as Abatur of the Scales but is still the Life in his
role as Father of tho Uthras, and that Ptahil is not specified as the
evil Ptahil or prevented from knowing how the mana is put into the
body of his creation. Ptahil, however, is portrayed as being unsucc¬
essful as the guiding power behind the world and as being unable to
perform the work of creating Adam completely himself. For this rea¬





Hibil. For this act of desertion, therefore, he is placed in a
footblock and, according to a later section", he is enchained for
as long as Tlbil endures and a curtain is placed between him and
Abatur so that only vocal communications are possible between them.
Ptahil will, however, be released and reinstated in his original
position and it is this tradition that is of importance with regard
to the soul. For in several instances the fate of Ptahil is linked
with that of the souls
"Dann wlrd Ptahil und du, Mana.
in einer Skina lbhen,
dann wlrd er dein Kttalg,
0 , ana, gonannt werden."^
This suggests that the soul, like Ptahil, must have originally done
something which merited punishment, in this case the placing In the
body being equivalent to Ptahil's enchainment.
While the messenger recalls how he was called and commissioned
for the task of redemption wo are told that it is his "friends"
who are to be released and redeemed, that they will bo redeemed
3
from the imperfection which they have created themselves, The soul's
position on earth is thus seen - from the redeemer's stand-point -
as the result of its own actions. But the soul Itself does not either
acknowledge or remember this and its laments are characterised by





"Wer hat mich aus neiner StHtte unci meinom Orte wog
go fail gen gcnomaen,
aus den Kreise neiner Eltorn, die mich grosegezogon?
Wer brachte nich zu den Schuldigen,
don SOhncn der nichtigen Wohnung?
Wer brachte nich zu den Rebellen,
die tagtfilglich Krieg fuhren?
Wer zeigte mir die Bitterkelt,
an der koine Stlssigkeit ist?
Wer zeigte mir die rinsternis,
an der kein Lichtetrahl 1st?
Wer zcigte mir dae stinkende Yasser,
das sich auf RMdern dreht.
and also,
"Der Mana oprach zum Leben,
das in seiner Skina thronet:
'Worin habe ich gegen dich gestlndigt, 2
dass man mich zum Wohnsitze dor Stlndor gesandt hat?'"
This last lament of the soul is curiously echoed by Ptahil and
again one is obliged to see sons significance in the similarity:
"Was habe ich gogen raelnon Voter Abathur verbrochen,
dass er alch hierher leiteto und sandto
zur Tlefe, die ganz Gestank 1st,
in der nieaand wohnen kann,
zu den Gfcrwassern, die einander vorzohren, ,
die den li'amen des Lebens nlcht annehmcn tyollon?"^
In some parts of the text we are told that the soul cannot
remember, or never knew, who had thrown it into the trunk (stuna)
of the body.** However, on other occasions, specific - and often
conflicting - accounts of the actual 'incarceration* are given.
In several parts of the text tve are told that the soul is in the
5





5. Ginza - various creation narratives.
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the soul asks why he is in this present position and remarks that
he will complain to Honda d Haiia/Lifo himself, which seons to ind¬
icate fchat the soul at least thought that his plight was unknown to
the Life. The idea that the soul was put into the body by force is
included at somo points?
"Bin Hana bin ich dos grosser: Lefcens,
ein Mana bin ich des gewaltigen Lebens,
ein Mana bin ich des grossen Lebens.
Sie trleben ihn fort aus den Hause seiner Bruder
und eandten ihn in diese Welt."2
This can again be linked with the idea that, like Ptahil, the soul
had done something which warranted its enforced removal from the
kingdom of light and punishment in the tomb of the body.
In the first creation narrative examined in chapter three we
saw that the soul was the moans of illumination of Adam and Eve,
and that when the soul foil into their bodies - and not before -
they saw and understood everything. This concept of the didactic
or illuminatory function of the soul is found again in the various
explanations of its position given in the later parts of the Ginsa,
whore the mana is thus instructed by the Life:
"Auf, geh sum Pause der SiobenJ
Auf, sum Hauso der Sieben geh,
der nichtigon Rebellen der Finetornis.
Die nichtigen Rebellen der Finsternis sind flnstor,
und kein Licht 1st unter ihnen.





of darkness - in this respect the nana and redeemer are spoken of
in exactly the sane way and described as having the sane function.
Tho 'onlightning' of mankind in general la also referred to:
"Goh hin, v/achse auf im KOrper,
in jenem Gewande, das man dir anbefohlen.
Geh hin und wachsc unter den Mysterian auf, ,
und die Mysteries sollten durch dich louchten."
That the soul was deceived in some way and that it wont into
the body 'under false pretences' as it were is implied in this
passage:
"Die Seele spricht zu den Uthras:
•Meino Brtlder, ihr Uthras, die ihr dort sitzet,
bei eurom Lebcn, ihr Uthras, meine Brtlder,
sagot mir, wohor Hibil-Ziwa's Wohnoitz ist.
Er bettfrte mich und ftlhrto mich in den KUrper ein, 2
dann lieos er mich zurtfck trnd stieg an soinen Ort ompor."
The completely opposite idea, that the soul is privileged to be in
the body is also, however, included. In one part of the Left Ginza
wo are told that after the creation of the Seven the Twelve are
made. These latter create Adam and lay the soul into his body.
"Aus dem Hause dee grossen Lebens kam die Soelo,
und die droi Uthras kamen ait ihr.
Mit ihr kamen die drei Uthras
und stellten sie ausserhalb dos KOrpers hin.
Aussorhalb des KOrpers stellten sie sie hin;
sie wollen sie in den K8rper einfuhren, doch eie tritt
nicht ein.
Hero the throe un-naraed Uthras wish to go into the body also but
they remain, apparently unwillingly, outside.
1. Glnza 483.17-20.
2. Ginza 511.1-6. Cf. Ginza 329.2-13,34;330.14;331.5 where the soul
Is spoken of as an Uthra, and ATS pl34 where the soul is carofully
distinguished from the Uthras.
3. Ginza 506.9-14.
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These three Uthras are most certainly the triad known as
Hibil, Sitil and Anosh, Several scholars - who favour the western
theory of Mandaean origins - claim that these names reflect the
influence of Judaism and the Old Testament on the Mandaeans ; this
can be successfully disputed.
The name Hibil actually means 'breath1 in Mandate and it
would seem to be perfectly natural to see in the Mandaean figure
the hypostasised 'Breath of Life', a figure comparable with Manda
d Haiia, the 'Knowledge of Life', with whoa, in fact, Hibil is
often identified.
The root bin in which forms the basis of the name of the second
of the triad moans 'to transplant*. Sitil is, therefore* the trans¬
planted soul. This meaning is, in fact, borne out by an examination
of the story of Sitil found in the opening part of the Left Ginza;
Hero we are told of the Life's intention to bring Adam's soul back
to the Kingdom of Light. He instructs the angel of death, Sauriel,
to go to Adam, inform him of the decision which has been made con¬
cerning him, and to take the soul forthwith from its oarthly shell,
Adam, on learning of the Life's intentions, requests a stay of
'execution' and then suggests that the soul of his son Sitil should
be taken instead,1 He points out the facts that Sitil is only
eighty and has no wife and therefore has no real ties to prevent
1. See chapter one for consideration of the suggested connections
between Jews and Mandaoans generally. S.S.Drower points out - on
p36 n.3. of "The Secret Adam - a study in Hasoraoan Gnosis" that
the roots JVtiJand buHli) make identification of Sitil with the
O.T. Seth rather tenuous. See further J.Doressc. "The Secret Books
of the E"yTitian Gnostics." esp. ppW-156 and
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hlo from leaving the earth tmcPiatoly. SItil in, therefore, app¬
roached by the angel of neath who feus Informed the Life of Adan*e
reluctance to leave the earth and he willln iy accen t to hie
ri^tful homo above. For this reason f&til beeaae the symbol of
obodionco and oolfloosneec for the kandaoane and it ie againct the
weight of thin pure soul that all souls arc measured whoa they
reach the entrance to the kingdoms of light.
The library of a group of sothions ha© boon discovered in
Egypt.1 Apparently the flguro of Seth was widely vensratod and
known to ooveral ancient groups. bother the Egyptian figure in
related directly either to the Jewish Cld Tsstanent figure or that
:-nov.?n to the i andaean© Has not, however, boon fully determined.
As wo have coon previously the figure of 'nosh belongs to
the world of ahylon from which it was probably taken over into
Judaism in a manner which cannot now Ho traced or dated. In tho
11 --ht of tills and the probable Babylonian origins of the andaoano^,
then, there 1c no need to postulate tandaean borrowing froa tho
Jews, nor is it very likely. Like the figure of Sitil, Anorh is
portrayed both as a redeemer of soul® and also a© an earthly char¬
acter who appeared during the reign of Pilate in Jerusalem; ho has
both a heavenly and earthly identity. In hi© ease, however, ho is
a deliverer even in hie human ulec, unlike Sitil, but, as wo shall
1. Sec J.foresee, op.eit. nfortunately an ©semination of the poss¬
ible connection© between the Hondassn SItil and the Egyptian Both
was not possible for the present writer,
2. See p
3. See chapter I.
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see further on, oven heavenly figures need to be rodeemod by the
primary embodiment of redemption, Manda d Haiia.
Ac redemptive agonto theaoolvos the throe Uthras are portray¬
ed as revealers of gnosis in this passage:
"Who was it (that) revealed our eecret
And broadcast our wisdom in the highways?
Three Uthrae not of this world revealed it;
They confirm one another in rank and consecrate one ,
another in office."
The triad are left in the world to be the guardians of the
2
faithful souls in tho world. But the powers of evil do not want
the souls to be protected from their attacks and attempts to per¬
vert and seduce them from the Way of tho Life. As a result they
concentrate their attack on the three Uthras. They take swords
against Hibil, firo against Sitil and water against Anosh. This is
referred to not only in tho Ginza narrative but also in the Baptiaa-
al Liturgy:
"Hibil, Sitil, and Anus, sons of tho living, brilliant,
healthy and steadfast stock, beings not removed by sword,
nor burnt by flames of firo, nor drowned by wator floods;
whoso (very) sandal-straps on their feet are unwetted by
water. They sought and found, wont to judguent and wero
vindicated, spoke and wero hoard. They are complete, lack¬
ing in nou^t; perfect are they and not imperfect. They
came from a pure place and go to a pure place.
Tho powers of evil are unsuccessful in their attack on the three
Uthras because they are helped by Manda d llaiia. He rescues Hibil
1. Sarh d Qabin d SIsiam Rba. p60,
2. Ginza 2^2 ft,
3. .p.p. p6.
w
from the swords of the evil powers, clothes him with primal
(urorotos) fire and, thus fortified, Hibil is able to continue.
Again unknown to the planets, Manda d Haiia promises his support
to Sitil and tells him that he will never bo far away from him in
times of danger and alarm. Sitil, also, is clothed in a garment of
light. Anosh, who is referred to as Manda d Haiia's son, the little
Anosh, is told by Manda d Haiia that "ieh will komrnen und dich von
den Bdeen und Sttndera diesor Welt befreien"."3" Together the three
i
2
are referred to as "diese drei Manner". F'rora this we can see that
• < i i i
for the Mandaeans there is no ecsontial difference between Uthras
and "men of proven righteousness" and that both are in need of
redemption by Manda d Haiia, even though the Uthras themselves are
i.
also sometimes soen as agents of redemption. This belief in the
fundamental same-ness of the divino Uthra and the earth-bound soul
is again indicated by the equation of all three Uthras with Adam
without regard for numerical differences, for we find in the Baptism¬
al Liturgy again the exhortation to praise "our fathor Hibil-Sitil-
Anus, the head of the whole race."-''
It is interesting to find not only a reference to the "little
Anosh" but also one to the "little Sitil" further on in the Ginsa






Adam's son (cf. little Anosh as Manda d Haiia's son), is redeemed
and rises to the kingdom of light above. And in another part of
the text we are told that Hibil, in the form of a young boy, (the
youth being still further disguised as Adam) lay with Eve and that
from this union the first humans were born. This seems to have been
the way in which the Mandaoans accounted for their position as
•men of proven righteousness* - as the offspring of Eve and Hibil -
and the rest of the human population who wore thus the result of the
union of the true Adam with Eve,
That the Mandaeans make a careful distinction between then-
selves and the rest of humanity is indicated in the Mandaean Prayer
Book where we find the petition to 24anda d Halia toi
"Deliver us from this world which is all sinners and from
the sorceries of the children of Adam and Eve."
The distinction is implicitly between the Mandaeans as offspring
of Eve and Hibil (in the form of the youth/Adam) and the 'true*
humanity, the progeny of the earthly Adam and Eve.
The general Interest in the idea if young boys as redemptive
agents3" is not common, but certainly frequent in Gnosticism in
general. As well as the Ginza narrative in which Manda d Haiia app¬
ears to Yahya-Yohana as a child of three years and a day - at which
revelation Yahya recognises him as "the predestined One who was
1. This is possibly due to a m^sundorstandin§ of = servant
which became translated as TTct= child. "Servant of God" concept
may have been meant; the concept of a divine child is found, how¬
ever, in Egypt, Phoenicia and Orphlsm. Cf. Ginza 23*(.-238.
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foreordained tc cose" - there is the account in the Apocryphon of
John in which a little child appears - rather paradoxically - in
"the form of an old man" to John the son of Zobedee."®" In the Hymn
of the Pearl this motif is repeated with the descent of "the little
child" from his heavenly home into 'Egypt**
In connection with the Hymn of the Pearl, the Iranian proven¬
ance of the story is indicated by the presence of Iranian words in
the Syriac text and the general attitude towards Egypt as the hostile
world. That there may have been some - even slight - connection
between the group which produced this hymn and the Mandaeans may be
indicated by the presence in the Mandaean Sarh d Qabln d Sisiam Rba
of an account of the descent of the heavenly redeemer into the
world which shows several similarities with the story in the Hymn
of the Pearl. It is all the more striking because in the usual
Mandaean account of the descent there is no hint that the redeemer
was at any time defeated or suffered at all at the hands of the
planets. It may be argued, then, that we have in this passage an
indication of the nature and origins of the Gnostic influence which
infiltrated into the Mandaean tradition. The passage begins with
the intimation that what is to be told is not part of the open trad¬
ition but belongs to the "secrets told by the tfthras".
1, See E.Hennecke, "Now Testament Apocrypha". ET, R,KcL,Wilson.
London 1963. p322. R.!:.Grant. "Gnostlciaa; an anthology." London
1961* p?0.
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"When the Proven One, the Pure One goeth
To the place where Perfection divelleth,
(He saith), 'I will speak to thee, Mystic Perfection,
That art hidden and protected by thy veilings,
I will tell thee, Mystic Perfection,
Secrets told by the Uthras.
One that I had created according to thy plan
I sent to that world. How hideous
And without beauty was everytiling
That he saw in that world.' A world of sons of salvation
Who wero cause of harm J
lie that was noble here, they made him a slave yonder,
yonder they made him a alave
And he suffered from the seven planets.
From the seven planets he suffered
And was tormented in the world.
Ho that went from hence rich
Was reduced to need in the world;
Yonder thoy made him their fellow
And he suffered at the hand of the seven planets.
At the hand of the seven planets he suffered
And was reduced to misery in the world.
That the influence that resulted in the composition of this section
of the tost was of a Christian-Gnostic kind is also demonstrated
p
by a passage a little later in the Sarh. where we find this:
"Grant to me a servant,
A servant give to me,
In whom there is no lacking or fault.
And through him bring to me all my s&ns,
My children bring to me.
(So that) by him and by thee they may be restored,
And be raised up in the resurrection
(And) be blessed with the blessing
That proceedeth from thyself."
Here the 'Proven Pure One' has requested the Great Life to give a
servant to him by which moans the redemption of his 'sons' can be
effected. Together, therefore, the Life, Manda d Haiia and the agent
-• Sarh d Qabin d SI slam Rba. p84.
2. ibid, p90-91.
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of redemption - who is carefully distinguished from Manda d Haiia -
form a trinity. This, together with tho completely alien concept¬
ion of the resurrection - that is, alien to the Mandaeane - confirms
the suspicion that this part of the Sarh at least was composed undor
the influence of either Christianity itself or, more probably, that
of a Christianised Gnosticism which was also linked in some way
with the circle that produced the Hymn of the Pearl.
That tho Mandaeans were also possibly influenced by the Oph¬
ites in particular is suggested by the frequent description of the
redeemer figures in Maadaeism as "the alien Man", This description
is applied to the various heavenly messengers who descend into the
•alien* darkness - i.e. Hibil-Ziwa, Jawar, and Kanda d Haiia, In
tho early strata where Ptahil is the descriptive name for the Life
in his creative aspect rather then the name of a distinct demi¬
urge after the Gnostic pattern this description is also applied to
Ptahil and again by the powers of darkness.
The epithet 'Man* alone is also used as a synonym for Manda d
Haiia/Lif© himself by the worshippers in the Mondaoan cult,^" For
example, in the Book of Souls - the Baptismal Liturgy - the safety
of the "perfected gem" (gimra used as a synonym for the soul) which
has been cast down "into the midst of the worlds and ages" will be
preserved by "the strength of the Man the Healer". And in the same
1, Cf. H-M.Schenko. "Per Gott 'Henoch* in der Gnosis." GUttingon.
1962. - — -
H.P.B. ppl-32.
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Liturgy we find a description of Manda d Haiia as "the father of tho
Uthras, the Ancient, Lofty, Occult, and Guarded, the Man who is high
(yet) remaineth deep and hiddon." According to Irenaeus' account
of tho Ophite system they also thought of tho godhead as •Man'. But
the nature of the connection is not quite so tenuous as this. In the
Hasiqta ceremony1 tho ascent of the soul is described. Having pass¬
ed safely through the seven maturates and crossed the "ferry which
i\ .
2
ferries ovor the Elect" the soul is then told that a "saviour will
x
come forth towards you" with the new robes of light and life. Then
tho soul is questioned about her ultimate origins. "The edified and
well-constructed soul spoke" and replied that the 'One', the 'Being*,
both constructed and transplanted her, "and gave me over to Adam."
However, "Adam, in his simplicity, whilst he knew not nor under¬
stood, took and cast mo into a physical bodjr."
From this it is clear that Adam the first earthly man cannot
bo meant as he could not bo said to have cast his own soul into his
body; neither, however, iG the supreme god meant, for he would not
be described as beinfe in a state of ignorance and incomprehension.
Hero, Adan - which is a synonym for Man - must therefore represent
the son of Man - Anthropos whom we find in tho Ophite syston. How¬
ever, it is also clear that the Mandaeano were not so completely
1. M.P.B. PP33-61.
2. Cf. the ferry of Charon; the idea of a ferry is also found in
Zoroastrianisci.
3. The concept of a new heavenly robe for the soul is found through¬
out the Gnostic systems. Cf. especially the Hymn of the Pearl.
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influenced by the Ophites that they adopted part of their system-
in fact the reverse is more probable, for the Mandaoans reveal their
understanding of this particular syatem to be incomplete and con¬
fused on this issue. For according to Irenaeus, the actual Ophite
equivalent in connection with the casting of the soul into the body
by an ignorant divine figure is Ialdabaoth rather than the son of
Anthropos, the second 14an - Adam. Rudolph, however, because of his
opinion that the Mandaeons are the first, western group of Gnostics,
believes that it was the Ophites who were influenced by the Mandaoansl
That the Mandaeans were influenced from outside is, however,
demonstrated by some of their descriptions of the redeemer figures
on earth. As heavenly figures the tlthras, Sitil and Anosh, are both
referred to in terms which suggest that the concept of the Saoshyant
has been borrowed from Zoroastrianism (from which source also it
was taken over into Manichaeism). For example, we are told that
nAls Sitil der Httter des Zeitalters war,
kam des rJasar&ertum in die Welt."2
The idea that this heavenly figure was a guardian of the earth in a
particular age is also found in application to Anosh. During the
denunciation of Christianity and polemic found in the early part of
the Ginza - which is thought by several scholars to be the oldest
part of the collection - we are told that Hibil-Ziwa does not appear
1. K.Rudolph. "Die Handfler." pi53.
2. Ginza 320.9-10.
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in that age (though apparently he does so in another time) but
that Anosh Uthra is relevant as messenger at that t5.me,
"Hibil-Ziwa ist nicht mit Feuer bekloidet, Hibil-Ziwa offenbart
sich in jenera Zeitolter nicht, Vielmehr Knos-Uthra kommt und
bogibt sich nach Jerusalem, mit einem Gcv/ande von V/aeserwolkenn
bekleidet. In kBrperlicher Gcstalt schreitet er, doch ist or
mit kelnes kOrperlichen Gewande bekleidot. Glut und Wut ist
an ihm nicht,"2
The idea that there is a different redeemer figure - or different
manifestation of the same figure - is apparently included by the
Mandaeans not as an integral and basic part of their soterlological
system but as an added piece of polemic against the Christian idea
of a redeemer who has appeared once and for all times. For the in¬
formation about Anosh in particular is found in the middle of a
large-scale polemic against the Christian faith. In this section
Anosh is described as having an earthly ministry in the time of
Pilate, the king of the worldAlso, the deeds he is said to have
performed, the acts of healing and so on, are described in terms
which parallel the account of Jesus1 ministry in the Synoptics,
He is, therefore, portrayed as the rival - and oven as the superior -
to Jesus who is, throughout the flandaean literature, seen as a
treacherous magician and a mere man. That the Mandaeans would not
accept that salvation could be effected by a human being - albeit
the God-Man of Christianity - is reflected in the emphatic manner
1, Ginza 319,28-29.
2, Ginza 29,31-36.
3, The appearance of the Mandaean soter in historical times and in
Jerusalem itself is also found in 6dnnection with Manda d Haiia.
See further Ginza 181.27-30,
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in which it is announced that Anosh is only in the form of a man
as if in the cloak of humanity, and in the fact that the Kandaeans -
in this respect unique among the othor Gnostic groups with which
they are usually linked - reject completely even the suggestion of
the docetlc appearance of Jesus, the device resorted to by the
Christian-Gnostic groups who wished to retain the belief in Jesus'
appearance on earth in a specifically determined point of time yet,
because of their loathing of the flesh and rejection of the idea
of the incarnation of the godhead, could not accept that Jesus was
a true man among men.
While it has been suggested in connection with this particular
passage that Anosh is the result of the Mandaoans' adoption of the
"Manichaean Jesus, a personage adopted by Mani from the Jesus of
Marcion""*", the presence of so much that cannot be seen as anything
but polemic and the failure of the Mandaeans to give Anosh as such
a more central role, suggests rather that the opposite is true; that
is, the Mandaeans show through their presentation of Anosh that
they rejected completely the Christian or Christian-Gnostic pre¬
sentation of Jesus,
Some of the ideas surrounding the redeemer figures are indub¬
itably paralleled in the Christian writings and the fact that sim¬
ilar terminology, for example, is used cannot be denied. However,
as V.Taylor remarks : "The Mandaean authors use forms of religious
1, F.C.Burkitt. J.T.S. 29. 1928. pp225-237.
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expression which have a long history behind them It must be
remembered that similar forms of religious expression appear in the
writings of Philo, the OdeG of Solomon, the Manichaean fragments,
and the Hermetica.....•the number and variety of these works prove
the antiquity of the forms and conceptions they so freely use."'*"
The similarity of expression between the Christian and Mandaean
traditions cannot be cited, therefore, as evidence of dependence
p
one way or the other. All that may be concluded is that certain
aspects of religious language are universal and are seen as pec¬
uliarly apt to the description of religious beliefs even though
3
those beliefs themselves may be different. For example, the bringer
of saving gnosis. Manda d Haila, is described in terms of healing
and medicino on several occasions in the Mandaean literature.
"I worship, laud and praise Manda d Haiia, lord of healings,
the being whom Life summoned and bade him heal the congre¬
gation of souls, divesting the congregation of souls of
(their) darkness and clothing them with light; raising (them)
and showing them that a great restoration of life exists."^
1. V.Taylor. "The Mandaeans and the Fourth Gospel." Hibbort Journal.
28. 1928-29. P531-546.
2. See M.P.B. p35. "Those who seek of him find, and to those who
ask of him it vd.ll be given." Cf. Matthew 7.7 and Luke 11.9.
M.P.B. p37. "From them and from those uthras proceeded one uthra
whose name is the Groat Countenance of Glory, who is (at once)
loss than his brethren and more venerable than his parents." Cf. ::
Hebrews 2.7. M.P.B. p33. "He arose and broke bread in secret and
gave thereof to the sons of man and established his abode in secret."
Cf. Mark 14.22; Matthew 26.26; Luke 24.19.
3. Cf. C.G.Jung's theory of universal 'archetypes* especially as
aoplled by Fraaer's "The Golden Bour-h".
4. M.P.B. p8.
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Also, in the Alphabet Psalm"*", Manda d Haiia is described as the
'modicine1, an unusual word in a religious context. However, the
same word is used by Ignatius of Antioch to describe the effect of
2
the Eucharist. The same striking metaphor is therefore used in
both cases but with different applications. Because the application
is different the metaphor cannot be cited as a possible indication
of any dependence of either Ignatius on the Mandaeans or vice-versa.
All that can be concluded is that in both instances the idea was
thought to bo particularly expressive and apt in context.
The idea of Manda d Haiia as the bringer of healing knowledge
and the concept of the Eucharist as being "a medicine of immortality
and antidote of death" are linked in a somewhat indirect manner,
though, by the fact that the saving knowledge involves instructions
about the cult which, as Ignatius also believed, was a necessary
part of salvation.
In the Mandaoan cult a groat deal of emphasis is placed on
the service for the dead, the Masiqta. in which there is repeated
an account of Manda d tiaiia*s descent to the world, his defeat of
the evil powers, and his successful ascent. This is thought to havo
the almost magical effect of ensuring the successful ascent of the
soul of tho dead person into the kingdom of light above.
1. H.P.B. pi61-162.
2. Cf. Irenaous Adversuo Haerosos. IV.18. . 8t Ignatius ad Fph. XX.
See also P.H.Pfolffer. ' "I!istory"of Now Testament Times." London.
1963 edition, pi 7.n97. R.Bultmann. "Primitive Christianity in it3
Contemporary Setting." P227.nif6. W.F.Howard. "Fonrth Gospel in
Recent Criticism. "nl"55ff. and London Quarterly"Review. Jan. 1*527.
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"Mandad Halia went to the stare. Hie appearance loosed the
bound (eouls) : he knit the:: into the communion that is
without parting and without limit or number, by his word
which issued from him in that place. All the worlds wore
confounded : the works of the House were destroyed and there
was security for the sons of the Great Family of Life.
He planted his planting and descended to the earth
(where) the hand of evil of the Lord of the House lay heavy
upon them. And when wickednesses oppressed them, they be¬
held his radiance and some of the celestial fruits appeared
to them, the strength and name of the ineffable one who is
all light was revealed to them and some of his glory was
communicated to them and Manda d Haila was revealed to all
who believe and love his name of Truth at the place which
is wholly (inhabited by) those convicted of sin.''^
Here wo have reflected the belief that as well as having defeated
the powers of evil in the pro-cosmic battle, Manda d Haiia has
also successfully defeated the same powers of darkness who rule
the earth and try to rule men. The defeat of the powers or planet¬
ary forces which are hostile to mankind is of a completely different
nature to that which Jesus is held to have effected. Here the dcfoat
is effected merely through the appearance of Manda d Haiia to the
planets - as also in the Ginza tractate five, part two.
"Dor Glanz und das Llcht dos Lebens 1st aufgegangen, und
Manda d Haije hat sich offenbart, um alle Welten zu beschflraen.
Er stttrzto die ganze Gfltterschaft des Houses un und brachte
Zwietracht untor alle Herren dioser Welt. Ale sie den Glanz
und das Lichfc des Manda d Haije erbliekten, (und den Glanz
und die Eelllg^eit), rait denen die Manner von erprobtor
Gorechtlgkelt gekleidet wurden, knickten dio Throne ihrer
GtJttor unter ihnen zusaroraen, Ihre Reihen waren daran, auf
das Gesicht hinzustfirzen, und sio standen bosch&mt da. Alle





The complete defeat of the powers of evil cannot be effected,
however, until each soul of the 'men of proven righteousness' has
been redeemed/returned to its rightful home. In order for this to
happen each soul, having beon tempted and tormented by hostile
i i
forces, must ftilfil all the ritual requirements and be able to com¬
plete successfully the journey through the mataratas and back in¬
to the kingdom of light.
Before this happens, though, the soul is seen to be the prey
of opposing forces. Despite the fact that a messenger has given
comfort and guidance to the soul and is always with it as a pro¬
tector, the evil planets attack both guardian and soul. As we have
seen, the messenger/guardians Hibii, Sitil, and Anosh were them¬
selves saved by Manda d Haiia, In other accounts, however, the
(unidentified) nessonger/guardian remains impervious to the attacks
of the planets and Ruha - as was Ribil in the underworld when he
neither ate the food offered to him nor consummated his marriage
with Zahrol, the most beautiful of Qin's daughters.3"
Concerning the attack on the soul we are told that
"Die Sieben nelgten ihr Haupt
und tuechelten miteinander:
•Lasset uns den Mana packen,
wir wollen ihn bindon und in unser Notz worfen.
Wir wollen ihn in unser Wurfhets elnschliessen,0




And not only is there a direct attack made on the individual soul,
Ruha even states her determination to seduce the souls of those
faithful to Manda d Haiia himself and she announces that "Tage,
Monato, Stundon, Augenblicke und Zeiten sollen kommon, in denen
die MStnnor von erprobter Gerechtigkelt getotet und (hler) gehemmt
werden, so dass kelner von ihnon sum Lichteeraporsteigt."'1'
The Life will not forsake the world, however, because of
the men of proven righteousness, and as soon as the soul asks for
help against the opposing forces a messenger/helper is sent to give
2
the necessary aid and comfort.
The pleas for assistance from the soul fall into sovoral cat¬
egories which can be broadly divided into requests for knowledge
and requests for companions. The soul on earth suffers from ignor¬
ance and loneliness. For example,
"Der sanfte Mana spracht
und belehrte seinon ganzon Stamin:
'Ich bin oin elnsamer Hebstock,
der in der Welt steht,
Ich habo keinen hohon Beistand,
habe kolnen Ern&hrer,
habe koinen sanften Heifer, ,
dor kommo und mich tlber jecliches Ding belehre."^
As a result of this ploa we find that
"Als das grosse (Leben) den Mana vernahm, ,
schuf es und sandte ihm einen Heifer."'
And the messenger himself speaks of his mission thus :
1. Ginza 220.16-19.
2. Cf. Sophia in Valentinlanism. Punishment, the need to be helped
to return successfully to original homo and journey back through




"Vom Grocsen bin ich hierher gekommen,
vom Auserwhhlten glng ich her.
Das Groose wtlnechto mich und sandte mich aus; ,
ich bin gekommen, urn die Seinigen zu belehren."
What was actually taught to tho soul included not only the
accounts of the precosalc descent of the redeemer and his defeat
of the evil powers there and then, but also many instructions on
hov; these evil pov/ers were to be defeated on earth and thus those
) V
instructions also deal with the manner of the eoul*B eventual ascent
to the kingdom of li$it. Consequently there is a great emphasis on
the cult and its requirements in the Mandaean mosis. It is not
surprising, therefore, to find release from tho body and cultic
2
matters cpoken of side by side with no sense of incongruity :
"Mein grosser Ilelfer Kan
und lioso mich den KOrper des Todos ausziehon.
Den KtJrper des TodeG liess or raich ausziehen
und Ikleldete mich in den Glanz seiner Strahlon.
Er belehrte mich ttbcr die Totenmesso, _
die eie Jeglichen Ortes abhielten."^
The last statement in the quotation apparently refers to tho belief
that all Mandaean rituals have their prototype in the heavenly
world of the Uthras. This belief, when applied to the whole concept
of redemption, provides the basis for the Mandaean beliof that even
tho heavenly beings themselves - like Hlbll, Sitil, and Anoeh - had
to be redeemed also for what happens to the soul on earth is, of
1. Ginza 353.27-30.
2. "There is a blend of a doctrine of salvation through virtue and
a doctrine of salvation through rites, and both virtue and rites are
held to be essential." M.Boyce's description of "The niou<- foundations




necessity, previewed in heaven (Hsunia Kusta)»
An far as the Mandaean is concerned, then, his cult represents
an earthly re-enactment of the pracosmie events involving tho heav¬
enly beings among whom is his soul's rightful place. This is inev¬
itably reflected in the two main rituals of the aasbftta and the
nasinta.
The masbuta is the baptismal ritual in which the heavenly
origin of the soul is remembered and the whole basis of Mandaean
baptism reflects the ideas held by the Mandaeans on the evocation
of divine beings. The baptismal ceremony, therefore, assorts the
belief that tho soul of the Mandaean being baptised is, in essence,
a divine being equal with the Uthras. Kraeling describes it thus:
"The process nay bo described as one in which the paternal power
takes hie stand over ar at a body of water, regards his image in
the water, extends to it his right hand, grasps the right hand of
the image which has of course moved towards the extended right hand
of tho mirrored person, calls to tho image, and raises it out of
tho water by tho hand."^
It is this act which is reflected and in a sense re-enacted by tho
soul in the Mandaean rite.
While the masbuta may be said to parallel the creation of tho
Uthras among whom is the redeemer, the masicita reflects and re-enacts
the beliefs associated with his defeat of the evil powers and return
to the kingdom of light above. Thus the two rites together cover
1. C.H.Kraeling. "The Mandaic god Ptahil." J.A.O.S. 1933. ppl52-165.
Cf. M.Boyce. "The pious foundations of the Zoroaatrians." B.S.o.A.S.
31. 2. 1968. pp2?0-289.
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the complete span of the redeemed rodoomer's activity both in
hoavon and in earth.
When death occurs tho soul is believed to begin its ascent to
its heavenly home through the hostile power© in charge of the
siataratas or purgatories. That death itself is seen as a release
from evil and bondage is demonstrated by this exclamation made by
the soul at the moment of death i
"Ich verliese die Welt der linsternls,
den Kiechkrug dos Todes.".,
Here the world of darkness and the v/ofcld of human existence are
seen as synonymous.^
) i
Several descriptions of the nataratas can be found in the
Mandaean literature though they are not all identical. According
to the Diwan Abatur (which is aptly sub-titled 'Progress through
tho Purgatories') there are "seven watch-houses (purgatories) and
hell-beasts and purgatory-demons" which havo boon set up on the
road up to the house of light# They have been set there by Ptahil -
here described as the son of Hibil-Ziwa - to bo occupied by the
children of darkness after death. The actual number of purgatories
is rather more than seven when we consult tho description of thorn
given further on in this same text. Here we are told of the purga¬
tories of Ptahil, Sunday, Great Bihrara, Anosh son of Ptahil, Hibil
1. Ginza 183.27-28.
2. Cf. K.Rudolph. "Pie Handler." Vol.1. pl03 nl.
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con of Ptahil, Kansiel eon of Ptahll, Raglil con of Ptahll,
Sarhabiol son of Ptahil, El-S far son of Ptahll, Nbat son of Ptahll,
Bhaq son of Ptahil, Saturn, Hars, Sitil con of Ptahil, Mercury,
Jupiter, Venus, the Moon, and the Sun. However, in the Ginsa narr¬
ative (tractate five, part three) the number is much fewer. The
actual descriptions aro also completely different and there are
none of the astral associations as found in tho previous text.
There is tho "Wachthause dor Jungfrau", "dos Zan-Hasasban", "doc
Jur, Jahur und Arhum", "des Pilpin-Pipin", and "dec nichtigon
Jesus Christus". The mention of this last purgatory is the signal
for a large-scale polemic against Christianity and its founder^
adherents "der das Loben vorleugnet und Christum bekennt"."
During this tirade it is emphasised continually that only through
adherence to "der Mann von erprobter Gorechtlgkoit" - that is Manda
d Kaiia - can the family of souls, the Mandaeans, succeed in re¬
turning to their original home. The temptations of leaving Mand-
aeism and adhering to Christianity are implicitly acknowledged in
the polemic where Jesus is made to say that ho is "der nichtige
Messiac, goriobon ftlr die Bedrflngnis, weise sum BBsen, der die
Pforten des Schlaffes verhndert, die Work© dos Geistes verdroht,
die frommen Mfinner betOrt und sie in die gowaltigen Hebclwolken der
2
Finsternis wirft. Ale ich euch PflCcke und Schltlssol soigte ,
1. Ginza 187.2.
2. Awareness of the tradition of Peter as the guardian of tho
keys?
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betbrto ich euch und machte euch gierig. Gold unci Silbor"*" echenkte
Ich euch, damit ihr air in der Fineternls, in jenem Orte, an dem
2
wir stehen, Gesellschaft leistet."
Although the number of the aataratas differs according to the
various traditions, ono constant factor is the belief that even
the souls of the Mandaeans must somehow brave these purgatorios
in order to reach the kingdom of light. 'Hie journey can be made
easier or harder according to the actions of the soul on earth.
For example, Hibil-Ziwa informs Bihram in the Diwan Abatur (p22)
that "if it is (the soul of) a righteous elect person, it xvill
rise up by means of (holy) books and prayers. If it be the soul
of a priest or the soul of a worthy Mandaean, they will raise it
by the border of its (ritual) dress. If it is the soul of an un¬
worthy Mandaean, it will rise in trembling and fear. If it bo the
soul of a kiciala (crypto-Mandaeans) to nanas will come at it
(attack it), one Bihram and the other Yuzataq. And those two 1 anas
will attack then because sin hath apportioned in them (the klclaim).
They will not take it because they know about them. And (as for)
those souls of the Twelve Gates, three raanas will attack them,
Bihram, Yusataq and Sin, and they will hold thorn fast and loose
them not, because their garments ore fouled."
However, when the soul has left the bonds of the body and
successfully overcome the obstacle of tho aataratas we are told




"When she (the soul) reached the House of Life
She uttered a cry to the House of Life
And when he hoard her call, the Life
Sont a messenger towards her
(Who) grasped her by the palm of her hand,
Conducted her, (came) to support her,
In tho likeness of the Life, to the place 1
Of radiance, light, and beams of effulgence."
|
The messenger who is "in the likeness of tho Life" is Kanda d
Haila - who is eloowhore referred to as the 'Abbild1 of the Life.
The failure to mention the helper by name may indicate, however,
that the specific identity of the saviour/helper/redeoaer was not
always a significant detail in the Kandaeans* soteriiSlogy.
©
On return ti the original home the soul is dressed in garments
of light and reinstated into her rightful position.
The victory of the pov/ere of good over tho powers of evil is
often mentioned in connection with tho safe return of the soul.
A favourite refrain is
"Life is harmonious, Life is victorious,0
And victorious the Man who goeth hence" .
In the £arh d Qabin d Sislam PJba we also find
"Harmonised is Life and victorious,
And victorious is Manda d Haiia,
And those that love his name."-.
Here the victorious 'Man* is specifically identified as Kanda d
K.P.B. p63« (the Ilglrta).
2. This refrain occurs seven times in the Hiania alone (H.P.B.
pp88-102) and over thirty times in the rest of the M.P.B. It also
occurs in the Sarh d qabin d Sislam Pba - ;c3.59.60.62 (2X) .65.
30#83»8?,88,95«96(2X)• "Life is victorious" alone occurs many times
in the entire Mandaoan corpus - especially Ginsa. M.P.B.. Sarh.
3. Sarh. p?9. ~~
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Haiia. "Those that love his name" are the Mandaeans, the victor¬
ious souls who have returned to their hone. The redeemer and re¬
deemed are equally victorious, the one being essentially an aspect
of the other. In distinction to the Christians who are the adopted
sons of God, the Mandaeans are ontologlcally divine as their souls
ff.t ■
are part of the godhead itself. In the Ginaa "those that love his
name" are further distinguished as "das Volk dor Hasortter....die
Prlester und Mandfier".'*"
In a few *eschatological* sections we are told that when the
entire family of souls has returned to their home then
2
"Das Haus vornichte er bald,
und alio ihre Vorko sollen vernichtet und zerstiJrt werden.
Dor rechte Toil der MMnner von erprobter Gerechtigkelt
stoige empor,
der in dem Orte der Vtehrhaften v/ohnt....
Emporsteigen sollen die Seelen der Nasortter, ^
die die Speise der Kinder der Tibil nicht genossen."-^
The essential facts concerning the redeemer on earth in his
role as the soul are thus :
1. he is essentially one with the godhead and the Mandaean religion
can thus be said to embody the doctrine of the redeemed-redeemer,
2. the soul was cast into the body either by means of decoptlon,
as a punishment, as a privilege, or as a teacher and bringer of
enlightenment (;-moGle)T
3. the soul is guarded by heavenly beings who watch over it on




earth. These guardians are attacked by the powers of evil, just
as the soul Is. In like manner also both the guardians of the soul
and the soul itself aro redeemed by the "highest* of the heavenly
beings, Manda d Haiia,
/+. salvation is effected through the delivery of knowledge on
ethical and cultic matters both of which aro important. In some
accounts the soul itself becomes aware of this knowledge • presum¬
ably through an Innate wisdom which has become re-awakened into
awareness of its true nature and duty. In other accounts, however,
the wisdom is revealed by either one or a group of heavenly mess¬
engers who either appear docetically or in visions. The redeemer
as a figure on earth is not considered a subject worthy of interest
by the Mandaeans who reject completely the concept of the incarn¬
ation aftor the Christian fashion. Rather, when any appearanco of
a heavenly being is said to have occurred in historical times the
interest ia always a polemic one and shows the obvious influence of
Christianity. Consequently it does not reflect any basic belief
held by the Mandaeans, rather the reverso,
5. on the death of the body, the soul ascends through the nataratas
up to its hoavenly homo. Again It is helped by a redeemer/saviour
figure to overcome the barriers to its ascent now that it is free
from the confines of the body (stuna).
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CHAPTER FIVE.
Any attempt to write on the concept of Jesus as redeemer
among the first Christians is an ambitious undertaking and one
fraught with difficulties in several directions. The physical
limitation of only one chapter in a thesis concerned predominantly
with Handaean material is overwhelming when considering a topic
on which many scholars have written countless books and articles.
The presence in the New Testament itself*" of more than one doctrine
1. The discussion in this chapter has purposely been kept within
the bounds of the New Testament except where secondary sources
have drawn attention to Patristic material of an illuminating
nature. This may perhaps be justified by the present writer on
grounds of expediency and because of lack of agreement by Patristic
scholars on the development of the Idea of the Atonement. Cf.G.Aulen.
"Christus Victor" p52 and J.N.D.Kelly. "Early Christian Doctrines"
p!63.
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of Christ, doctrines (Christologios) which often contradict each
other, is an added complication.1 To this is added the difficulty
of deciding on chronology and development v/ithin the Hew Testament
which, like the Gnostic and Mandaean sources themselves, is made
up of originally separate and badly dated pieces written for
2
various audiences and in response to differing local conditions.
Any attempt to deduce the ideas concerning Jesus as the redeemer
which were held by 'primitive* Christians is, therefore, extremely
3
difficult. The epithet 'primitive' is itself an obstacle of sorts,
for who can say, on the basis of present knowledge and research
techniques, which ideas contained in the New Testament corpus do
actually reflect the thoughts of the earliest Christians on the
matter?
Professor Zaehner, in his Glfford Lectures at the University
of St. Andrews in 1968, commented that all the great world relig¬
ions offer salvation to their devotees. The essential differences
between them lie not in the cult but in the ideas concerning the
means af attaining and the object of salvation. Thus we find that
the dominant concept associated with salvation in the Eastorn
religions - the Indian religions and, significantly, Mandaoisra^-
is that of release, through knowledge or awareness of one's escon-
1. Cf. R.S.Franks. "The Work of Christ." p34. C.Colpe. "New Testa¬
ment and Gnostic Christology." humen Supplement XIV. pp227-2b3.
2. See "I.F.Scott. "The Vax'leties of New Tootament Relirdon." pl-2.
3. Most recent examinations of the problem are by ,'.H.Fuller "The
Foundationp of jlgvj "« H. A.Hodges "The Pattern
of Atonement," J.D.Knox "The Death of Jesus".
4. See chapters three and four.
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tial being, from the confines of the body. Whether nirvana may be
attained while on earth or in the body, or re-integration xvith the
Life belongs to the ♦time' after death and escape from the body,
is not so fundamental a difference as that between these religions
and the dominant Western religion, Christianity. Here we find the
concept that salvation involves release from sin and its effects
through the death, the shedding of the blood, of the founder of the
faith. Thus the story of the Passion is prominent in all four Can¬
onical Gospels while the teaching of Jesus, his statement of what
one ought and needs to 'know', varies from version to version and
receives generally less emphasis than the death of Jesus and its
significance for believers. What seene to have happened is that the
ethical aspect of what came to be Christianity was stressed during
Jesus1 own lifetime but as soon as belief In his resurrection be¬
came more accepted this ethical emphasis was subordinated to the
more explicit eoterlological claims of the new faith.1 Consequently
the centrality of salvation/redemption to taodem Christian theology
is held to be disproportionate to its basis in the New Testament
2
by P.C.Dentan who attributes this unfounded place of centrality
to the work of Luther. Howover, an examination of the New Testamont
with regard to this statement, while indicating that references to
salvation/redemption arc numerically smaller than one might expect,
1, Hence the reversion in the so-called "New Theology" to an
emphasis on the 'Message' rather than the 'Myth' of Jesus - Christ¬
ianity comes to be seen as the religion of rather than about j~n,,o
2, R.C.Dentan. article in tho "Interpreter's Dictionary?*'--"—•
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also shows that the issue v;ae one of importance in the oarly Church
and one on which thoro v;as a great deal of debate and disagreement.
The verb - to cavo - occurc several times in the
New Tootaraent with approximately one half of those occurrences in
the Gocpels. The use of the verb is of groat interest in the li$it
of the gonerally accepted premise that the evangelists, while writ¬
ing at a later time, do attempt to record faithfully the events of
Jesus' ministry as they actually occurred, and to record, as far
as they are able, the actual words used by Jesus and those with
whom ho cane into contact. For the verb <fW^€fV is used in two
distinct ways. Firstly, in contrast with the LXX use of the verb,
it is used with the meaning 'to heal'. Foe example, Jesus tells
the woman healed of a haemorrhage : /\ir\<rTi$ (Too (fed"u>k€v
(Luke 8.48). Secondly, we find this verb in contexts roferring to
rescue from physical danger. For example, the disciples call out
to Jesus : <fu)<foVt eUTcWo^BOet v.-hon they are at sea during
a great storm through which Jocus sleeps (Matthew 8.25). Even in
tho Passion narrative it is in this second sense that the verb is
used, for example soo Luke 23.35IMatthew 27.42. It is significant
that for tho evangelists the emphasis with regard to the death and
resurrection of Jesus is not on the saving effect - in a theologic¬
al sense - but on the fact that the Christian claim about Jesus is,
in fact, true and, therefore, ought to be believed. Honco the fro-
/
qucnt use of TTl<f!®i7fci>/ - to beliovo or accept as true - in the




The noun (TCOTry> «. saviour - is also much les3 frequently
attested in the Gospels than in the rest of the Nor? Testament. It
occurs twice in the Gospel of Luke where It is found as a descrip¬
tion of God in 1.47* and as a description of Christ the Lord -
Jesus Is not specifically named - in 2.11. In John's Gospel the
v;ord occurs at 4.42 where it is used by the Samaritan woman whose
concept of salvation and the person of the saviour was of a differ-
2
ont nature to that of Jesus and his followers. It may be signif¬
icant that the v/ord is not found at all in Mark's Gospel which Is
generally hold to contain the earliest record of Jesus' ministry.
With regard to the rest of the New Testament the word is mostly
found In the non-Pauline writings,® v;here it occurs in the Pauline
corpus - Philippians 3.20, Ephosians 5.23 - the passages have either
been disputed and held to be non-Pauline additions or else have
been seen as Indications of the use of the title cTuiTV^ from a
very early time. For example, Pultmann^ argues that the presence of
the word in Phil. 3.20 reflects familiar usage. It does appear to
bo generally agreed, hov/evor, that Jesus was not called (fooTi^ either
by himself or others during his life-time and it must be admitted
that it is not cortainly known when and where the title came to be
1. See further T.V.M.T. pp966-1024» lexicons generally.
2. See further M.Gaeter "The Samaritans" Schweich Lecture 1923 and
J.MacDonald "The Theolo y of the Samaritans."
3. Referring to Jesus - Acts 5.31» II Tim.1.10, Tit.1.4,2.13,3.6#
II Peter 1.1,11,2.20,3.2,18. I John 4.14 and referring to God -
I Tim.1.1,2.3,4.10, Tit. 1.3,2.10,3.4. Jude 25.
4. R.Bultraann. "Thcolo ~y of the Nov? Testament" Vol.1. p?9. Of. Eph.5.2j
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used in the first place. V.Taylor"*" suggests that it came into
currency quite late "and the explanation which seems most probable
is that the use of the name in Greek religion, and abovo all in
2
Caesar worship , restricted and delayed its currency in the prim-
itivo tradition." In connection with the use of in pagan
3
ruler worship Cullmann points cut that "it is in a certain sense
a variant of tho title KU^i OS ." It may, therefore, be possible
that the title , in Christianity as well, came to bo used
/
as a variant for tho earlier title RO^>1 °S which is very popular
in the Pauline writings.
A further suggestion may also bo made. Though disputed by
many scholars the thecry that the title was adopted as a
result of Gnostic influence on Christianity must be mentioned.
V.Taylor suggests that it was rather from Christianity that tho
Gnostics adopted the terraand this is generally accepted, at least
by British scholars. For example, Richardson, commenting on the
a
fact that most of tho New Testament usages of tho title <ru^Tvy>
most probably belong to the period after the life of Paul, writes:
"It is not obvious whether any inference should be dravm from this
fact - such as that it was not until toward the end of the first
century that, perhaps under the influence of Gnosticism, tho title
1. V.Taylor. " iic ramcs of Josus.'L t?109.
^ r
Hadrian was often called <fioTVy> "Too Kod~\joO . cf. John 4.42,
I John 4.14* See further R.KcL.Wilson. "The Gnostic Problem."
p85. »4« pS9. n56.
3* O.Cullmann. "The Christology of the New Testament." p240.
4. V.Taylor, op.cit. pl09.
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began to be commonly used of Christ."1 However, it is perhaps
2
prudent to bear in mind the comments of T.S&ve-SOderbergh when
considering tho subject of the relationship of Christianity and
Gnosticism. He wisely points out the fact that a conflict with
Gnosticism is firstly commented on by the first Christian apolog¬
ists and polemicists in the second century does not necessarily
indicate that Gnosticism developed only in the second century,
first century Christianity, which may well havo not been tho same
as second century orthodoxy, may not have been in opposition to
an already extant Gnosticism. He reminds us that both Christian
and Gnostic sources are vaguely dated, often fragmentary, and diff¬
icult to use for purely historical analysis. Consequently, on the
basis of available evidence and methods, it cannot bo categoric¬
ally stated that Christianity could not have adopted titles and
modes of expression from an Independently existing Gnosticism in
the first century, or that Gnosticism Is a secondary development
emerging either later than or out of an earlier Christianity.^
As m have seen, the verb <Tu>^€rfV and noun are
found comparatively rarely in the Hew Testament. However, other
words may be found which express the idea of salvation/redemption
and it is to these that we must now turn.
1, A.Richardson, article on Salvation in the Interpreter's Dict¬
ionary. Vol. IV. ppl63-131.
2, T.SHvo-SOderborgh. "umon Supplement XII/1967. pp552-562.
3, Cf. n.McL.Viloon. "Gnosis and the Hew Testament." Oxford 196 .
S.Petrement. ha Revue de Aetaphysicme et de Morale. pp385-**2l.
July/Sopt. 1967* "he Problem© du Gnosticism®."
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Although Jesus Is never described as "the Redeemer""'" his life,
death and resurrection are spoken of in connection with three vorbs
meaning 'to redeem* - (Revelation 9,14.3,4)
e^y(Galatians 3.13,4.5) kufftOiO (Luke 24.21,
Titus 2.14, I Peter 1.18).2
When we consider these references we find that the actual
understanding of the nature of redemption is different in almost
every reference. If we take the Lukan reference as reflecting a
true historical incident ve see that the contomporarieG of Jesus,
or at least the two men travelling to Emmaeus, thought of the hoped-
for redemption as a political deliverance - this seems to me to be
the most straightforward interpretation of the passage. The two
Pauline references picture redemption as deliverance from the obser¬
vance of the Law (Mosaic Torail) and Galations 4. 5 goes on to re for
to the purpose of the death of Jesus as a means by which mankind
might become adopted as God's sons. I Peter 1.18 refers to redemp¬
tion from the futility of tho past, a ransom In the form of the
blood of Christ - as that of a lamb - having been paid. This blood
motif is also found in the Revelation 5.9 passage which also shares
the reference to Christ as a lamb. Titus 2.14 tells us that men
have been redeemed from iniquity or sin and that tho further pur¬
pose of the redemptive act of Jesus was not to enable us to bocome
1. ^u1/°LO~rvIS is used of Moses as the deliverer of the Jews in
Acts 7.35. The word occurs in the LXX only at Pss. 18(19).14,
77(78).35.
2. For general background on this word and its cognatos see D.Hill.
"Greek V.ords and Hebrew Meanings." Cambridge 1967. osp.pp23-Sl.
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adopted as sons of God, as In the Galatians reference, but to
offoct the purification of a people zealous for good deeds. The
redemption is hore seen in ethical terras which may reflect concepts
associated with the Jewish Day of Atonement. This emphasis on con¬
duct is seen again in the reference at Revelation 14,3-4. Here
the redeemed are numbered at 1^,000, all of whom have remained
sexually chaste - this number appears to refer to men only as it
is specifically stated that they have not defiled themselves with
women.
It appears that the concept of redemption was thought of in
several ways by the first Christians. Did Jecus himself give his
followers any encouragement in this respect, did ho in fact think
of Ms life and self-foretold death as having any redemptive
purpose?
From the Gospel records it is clear that Jesus preferred to
speak of himself go the Son of Man.1 However the number of diffi-
1. For the most recent opinions on tho whole problem of the Son of
Man title see H.E.TOdt "The Son of Han in the Synoptic Tradition."
ET London. 1963. F. 11.Borsch "The Son of Man in Myth and History."
ST London, 1967. A.J.B.Higgino "Jesus and th$ Son of Man." London
1964. iUD.Hooker "The Son of Man" in ark." London 1967. A.J.B.
Higgins "Son of Han Forschung since "The Teaching of Josus".
Hew Testament Essays. (T.W.Manson Memorial Volume) pi31 .1.
Manchester 1939. J.Knox "The Death of Jesus." London 1959. Knox
points out (p8?ff) that Jesus own descriptions of himself can be
divided into two categories: (i) predictions of exaltation and
coming in glory, (II) predictions of suffering. After an examination
of these two categories he concludes that "whereas the allusions
to the glorified Son of Man are found in all strata of the Synop¬
tic Gospel tradition, the references to the suffering Son of Man
are found originally in Mark." Cf. M.D.IIooker "Jocus and the
Servant."London 1959.
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cultios attached to the understanding of the terra both as used
by Jesus and understood by his followers - not necessarily the same,
see for example Mark 9.32 - is tremendous. For example, it is ofton
remarked that on several occasions Jesus appears to bo referring to
someone else as the Son of Man, or to mean that he is not the Son
of Man yet but will become the Son of Man - in his role as oschat-
ological judge - after his death.This latter claim associates
the Son of Man and Jesus himself with the idea of jud.[?aent and
2
ethics. If this was Jesus1 meaning perhaps wo have a more authen¬
tic reflection of Jesus* own concept of himself reflected in Titus
2.1k and Revelation lk»3*b rather than the other New Testament pass¬
ages also examined above. The natural conclusion would then bo that
the concept of Jesus as of more than an earthly and ethical signi¬
ficance is the result of some sort of external influence on the
early Church. That this influence may have been Gnostic is, of course,
possible even though unprovon.
An examination of the attitudes towards Jesus and the several
ideas concerning his essential nature do, in fact, indicate that
the earliest understanding was of Jesus as a man in all the simplic¬
ity of the thought.-^ Originally there was no concept of Jesus as.
1. See also Mark SoS^Lukc 9.26, Luke 12.8-9.
2. At this stage mention must also be made of the theory that implied
in the title Son of Man is the doctrine of Jesus' pre-existonco.
This is usually deduced from evidence in Enoch k&*3%k'5*6#62.7. Yet
if this background was current why were the disciples unaware of
the significance of the title? Why was it necessary for adoptionist
tendencies to develop in the early Church?
3. Cf. J.Knox, op.cit. ppl23-!25.
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a god descended from heaven or even of a man adopted by God, Con¬
sequently when the early Christians began to try to understand the
significance of their claims that Jesus had, unlike any othor and
in complete contradiction of the natural laws, risen from the dead,
there was not total agreement concerning his nature while ho was on
earth. Fuller3" comments that "the very idea of incarnation, with
its corollary of pre-exlstence, \?as quite foroign to the Christ-
ology of the earliest Church." Hov/ever, as we shall see, the idea
was taken over eventually and is reflected in the New Testament.
The first attempts to explain Jesus' nature were inevitably
of the adoptioniet variety. There are, in fact, three variants of
this idea in the Hew Testamant sources.
1. Mark 1.9-12. Here we are told about Jesus* baptiess at the hand
of John the Baptist, and the descent upon Jesus of a spirit like
2
a dove - an ancient Hear Eastern symbol of divinity. A voice
announces from heaven that from this moment Jesus is God's beloved
son, or God's son, the Beloved. Some scholars therefore see reflect-
i<
ed the belief that Jesus was adopted by God from the moment of his
baptism.
2. Matthew l.l8-25=Luke 1.26-33# The view is here maintained that
Jesus was adopted from the moment of his conception. In this way
the evangelists have presumably attempted to account for the con-
1. R.H.Fuller "The Foundations of Tew Testament Chrlstology." p205.
2. For general background on this matter see E.R.Ooodonough "Jov;-
ish Symbols in the Graoco-Roman world." 12 vols.
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flicting claims that Jesus was born of a virgin and, on the other
hand, that his father was Joseph but in some unique way his father
was God too.
3. Acts 2.11-36 and Romans 1.3-/*.1 The word ^1/^6^05 in
Romans 1.3 means 'appointed' or 'installed' rather than 'declared'.
Consequently this particular passage is adoptionist ibn moaning and
the view that tho moment of adoption was that of Jesus' resurrection
is maintained. The same interpretation is applicable to Peter's
speech recorded in Acts 2. Here the salient verses are 2.22 where
Jesus is referred to as a man, ol\f*)jl> notof, and v32
and v33 in which his resurrection and exaltation, effected not of
his own volition but by God himself, are described.
Thus we have reflected in the earliest strata of tho New Test¬
ament the belief that Jesus, an ordinary man, was adopted either
from the moment of his conception, baptism, or resurrection. In all
three instances Jesus is seen as passive, it is God who acts.
This attribution of passivity to Jesus was not accepted by all
the early Christian thinkers, however, and also reflected in the
New Testament sources Is the boliof that Jests was pre-existont as
Son of God and that he played an active part in the decision to
descend to the world of men. This ChristolodLcal development is
usually referred tc as the Flenotic theory , from tho crucial Greek
1. Cf, A.M.Hunter "Paul and his predecessors." 2nd. edt. 1961. p26ff.
Whether this passage is in fact Pauline or pre-Pauline is not of
primary importance in the present discussion but in view of the
'primitivo' nature of the Christology the present v/riter considers
that it is probably pre-Pauline.
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6K£VU)(f6V 'ho emptied himself' (Phil. 2.7)." A similar attribution
of decisive activity on the part of tho pre-exlstent Jesus - seen
as the Logos - say be claimed for John 1.9 where Op6V0V can
be seen to imply conscious purpose on the part of the Logos. The
fact that rather than ireprreiv has beon used by
tho author of the Prologue seems to justify this particular analysis.
Tho growing concentration on the idea of the pro-existence of
Jesus is reflected in the frequency with which the name Jesus -
reflecting a belief in the existence of a hu an so-called - is
supplemented by various titles implying pro-existonce, for example
2
•Lord'. Tho earliest title 'Christ', which is used even in the
Gospel narratives and with which ideas of the bearer's pro-exist¬
ence are not associated, is found in the rest of the New Testament
in the form of a surname, the original significance being loot to
pagan converts.^
As wo have already seen, the concept of pre-cxLotence implied
to some of the early Christians that this pro-existent being was
active in taking the initiative regarding hie descent to the earth.
1. See further P.P.I artin "Car;on Chrleti." Cambridge 1967.
V.Taylor "The Person of Christ." London 1953. especially pp26C-276.
J.Knox, op.cit. and "Tho Humanity and Pivinltv of Christ." Cam¬
bridge 1967* The poetic dcscriptisnn of the descent to the earth in
terms of richness end poverty is found also in II Corinthians 3.9.
2. See further Foorstor & Quell "Kurios". Kittel's Bible Key Words.
V.II.lToufold "Tho Earliest Christian Confessions." (NT Tools & Studies
Vol. V.) Leidon 1965. J.N.P.Kelly "Parley Christian Creeds." p23.
3. J.Kno:;. op.cit. p7S. He suggests that "Jesus actually rejected
it (the title 'Christ') together with its associations (and adopted
the idea of suffering Instead), However, Jesus' political-type death
implies some measure of connection with the political side of the
Chriotos title." Cf. W.Hanson "Jesus the Messiah." pp91-107,
V.Taylor "The Person of Christ." esp. pl25.
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That this belief did not extend to include equality with God, how¬
ever, is soon when the ideas relating to the role of the pre-exist¬
ent Lord in creation are considered. Here wo find that rather than
being seen as equal with God - and all that that implies with regard
to co-existence etc. - he is described as "the first-born of all
creation" and therefore cannot be co-eternal with God."*" The concept
of creation, therefore, included the pre-existent Lord himself. With
regard to the creation of the world, however, the belief came to bo
held that it was effected <5.4 Christ the Lord while being
God. Hanson points out the significance thus : "he (Jesus) has a
cosraological relation to the world and to men, but this he has as
the organ of creation (£1*00 1 Corinthians 8.6), not as the onto-
P 2
logical source of being (6^ OO ).» Cullmann1 s claim that the earliest
confessions "mako no distinction between God as the creator and
Christ as tho redeemer, sinco creation and redemption belong together
as God*s communication of himself to the vvorld"^ is not, therefore,
quite accurate. Thoro is, in fact, only one instance where the some
formula referring to creation is applied to Christ whore previously
it was usod to describe God only - compare Colossians 1.16 and
Ramans 11.36.
1. Subordinationisra is also reflected in I Corinthians 3*23, 11.3»
15.28.
3. W.Hanson, op.cit. pl86.
3. 0.Cullmann "The Chriotology of tho hew Testament." p326.
Cf. H-F.Weiss "Untorsucliungon sur Kosmologio des hellenistlschen
und palflstlnischen Judentuae." Texte und lintcrsuchnnmen zur
Goschichto dor altchrjqtlichGn Lltnratnr. Band 97. Berlin 1966.
ecp. pp!39-166, 305-317.
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The conception of a pre-existent Lord who was active olther
in taking tho initiative regarding his own descent to the earth,
or as tho agent of creation was not universal, however, in the
early Church. Fuller points out that tho "conception of inactive
pro-existence mid sending Hoc behind Galatians Romans 8.3»32
and John 3.16. All of these passages are traditional formulae.
Their Intention is not to speculate about tho Redeemer's pre-exist-
ence, but to assert that the historical mission of Jesus rests on
tho divine initiative.1,1
As speculation grew regarding the pre-existonce of Jesus, ideas
about his appearance on oarth needed to be revised. For it was no
longer correct to seo Jesus as a more man who had been adopted as
his son by God. He had actually come to mankind from hie place
beside God. How was this effected? The early Christians now had to
decide whether the earthly Jesus was God's Incarnate son or a doc-
etic oplphany.
The crucial statement in Philippians 2.7 s
6otu-rov efcevca<Tev p<^ac(>^v cSouAou Ao^St^v,
ev OpOibOpotTi o<V©/0ooTToav
is actually capable of both interpretations. The idea of a self-
emptying of divinity on the part of the redeemer urges one to inter¬
pret the passage as speaking of an incarnation by which the divine
became human - not divine/human. However, the intimation that the
1. R«H»Fuller, op.cit. pl95.
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redeemer was in the likeness/image (fcv/ opoiuS^-Ti o(.v6^>t07ru>V )
of man suggests that, like a reflection in a mirror, only an image
as opposed to the reality was boing seen on earth. In offoct, then,
we have in this particular passage a reflection of the confusion
and uncertainty on the issue which has continued oven until the
present time."''
Other New Testament passages are similar in that they reflect
an ambiguity which cannot be resolved by any other means than a
reversal to some theory of adoptionism. For example, John 1.1/f reads
o Aoy°S dcyoeyeveTo . As Barrett remarks In hie comm-
-> s
entary on John's Gospel, the verb €.yfeV6;To does not mean
•became' "since the Word continues to be the subject of further
2
statements". The most natural rendering would therefore seem to be
'assumed' - in the sense of taking on a mantle so as to obscure the
3
divinity by means of a fleshly cloak. Thus the Word appeared to
men without losing or giving up any of his essential nature - ho
merely added to it for the immediate purpose in hand, that of app¬
earing to mankind.
A similar ambiguity is attached to the verb £<j>ot-
as used in I Timothy 3*16. The poetic description of the descent is
of no help In this issue though it is usually regarded as a general
1. See further R.P.Martin "Carmen Christl." V,Taylor "The Person
of Christ." esp. pp62-79.
2. C,K,Barrett "The Gospel according to St. John." an introduction
with commentary and notes on the Greek text. London 1965- pl38.
3. Cf. the Hymn of the Pearl and Ginza narrative
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parallel to Philippiann 2,5-9.
¥/hile tho concept of the redeemer^ descent to this oarth is
thus tardily dealt with in the Hew Testament sources, the ascent
from this earth - via a further descent into Hades according to
certain strata - is dealt with more fully.
During tho three days between tho death of Jesus and his res¬
urrection it was believed by some Christians that he further desce¬
nded into "tho lower parts of the oarth" (Ephesians 4.9) where he
wont "and preached to the spirits in prison" (I Petor 3.19). This
has been variously interpreted. It is possible to see in the pass¬
age a reference to the dead who have been obliged to remain in
waiting until the coming of the redeemer to the earth. However, it
could also bo a reference to tho myth of the defeat of Death and
his powers who are seen by Paul - and no doubt by many others among
his fellow Christians - as demonic rulers of this ago (II Corinth¬
ians 4.4; I Corinthians 2.6-0) who will yet become subject to the
Lord (Philippians 2.10; Revelation 5.13). Yet another Interpretation
is suggested by Bultraann1' who thinks that the idea of descent al¬
ways refers to descent to the earth and that the spirits in prison
are not the dead or the demonic powers but rather the living who
are in thrall to the poworc of evil who control the earth. He, there¬
fore, claims that the original meaning of I Peter 2.19 and Ephes¬
ians 4.9 Hno more deals with the descent into Hell (but)
1. R.Buitmarm. "Theology of tho New Testament." Vol. I. pl?5.
"Primitive Christianity in its Contemporary Setting." pi97.
Cf. Fuller, op.cit. p204ff.
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follows the gnostic myth, according to which the prison of the
dead is not in the interior of the earth, but in the region of the
air, v/hore the spirits of the stars, or of the firmament, keep them
confined." However, the very clear reference to the "lov/or parts
^he garth" - it is noteworthy that the actual ?/ords used are
rather than "Tol RjolTlOTfe^oot Tou
/\
Kp(Tpou - in iphesians 4.9 would argue against Bultmann'o inter¬
pretation at least Ydth regard to the place within v/hich the pothers
T
of evil Y/ere dealt with by Jesus.
By the time of Ignatius and Irenaeus, however, it was believed
that Christ had brought life to the Old Testament saints by his
descont to Hades when he manifested himself and preached to them.
Longenecker writes, though, that "in the canonical katabasis-ana-
basis passages there is, on the one hand, an ambivalence which
defies precise designation of the nature of the descent involved,
and, on the other, a comprehensiveness v/hich allows for the amal¬
gamation of the two aspects of a •descent from heaven to earth' and
a 'descent from earth to Hades' - and for the development of the
2
latter." That it was not a belief of the very first generation of
Christians may bo reflected in Luke 23.43. Here we are told of
Jesus' promise to the penitent thief that "Today you will be with
1. In the New Testament a certain difference of opinion on this
issue is apparent. Sometimes victory is held to have occurred with
the Temptation, and at other times the Cross is seen as the place
of decisive battle.
2. R.N,Longenecker "Early Christological Motifs." N.T.S. 14. no.4.
1968. PP526-545.
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me in Paradise." The general Impression is thus of a belief that
Jesus went straight to Paradise after his ordeal on the Cross.
If this is a correct interpretation of the original thoughts
of the now sectarians then this would account for the need to em¬
phasise belief in the resurrection appearances'1", and the consequent
debate about the nature of the resurrection body.
According to I Peter 3»1S-19 Jesus had preached to the spirits
in prison not In bodily but in spiritual form. The Corinthians had,
apparently, objected to the idea of physical resurrection as gross
and unnatural (I Corinthians 15»5l) and Paul decided only then to
consider the nature of the resurrection body. Apparently earlier
ho had comforted then by saying that members of tho Corinthian
ekklesla who had died before the Parousia had dawned would be re¬
surrected like Jesus - i.e. physiaally. Paul, however, was not
necessarily correctly reflecting his or his colleagues original
2
teaching on this matter , as we find the belief in a physical re¬
surrection body reflected in John 20.17,27 and the words of Jesus
himself as found in Luke 24.39-40 would help to encourage this
belief. We even find that Ignatius in hie Smyrna Epistle 3.1 and




2. See J.C.Hurd "The Origins of I Corinthians." London 1965# p229.
3. Cf. G.H.Iksobyor "St. Mark and the Transfiguration Story."
Edinburgh 1942. pl7ff. O.Cullraonn "Immortality of the Soul or re¬
surrection of tho Dead?" London 1958. (The Ingersoll Lecture 1954-
1955 at Harvard University.).
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Forty days after the resurrection the Ascension of Jesus into
heaven took place - according to the author of Acts and possibly
Luke 24.51 though this verse is subject to textual variation on
this issue. The idea of Jesus* resurrection followed by his Ascension
is, in fact, ignored in several New Testament sources where the
emphasis is rather on the concept of an assumption and, sometimes,
^W
exaltation of th© redeemer immediately after death. According to
Ilahn1 the view of the earliest community was that Jesus was taken
up to heaven by God and was waiting in a state of inactivity until
his manifestation as the Son of God at the Parousia. The idea of
exaltation probably arose, therefore, as a result of the development
either of the concept of the pro-existent redeemer who, on accomp¬
lishment of his •mission*, was rewarded by God, or that of the
exaltation of the adopted Son of God. Exaltation, therefore, can
either be conceived as the ro-lnstatement at a higher level than
before of the pre-existent redeemer or as the installation into
hoaven of the adopted Son of God. In either case the initiative for
the action is ascribed to God. (See Roiuans 4.24;8.11; II Corinthians
4.14; Galatians 1.1; Philippians 2.9; I Peter 1.21).
Fuller claims to have discovered three strata in the New Test¬
ament Chrlstologies which he has designated "Earliest Palestinian",
2
"Hellenistic Jewish", and "Gentile Mission" respectively. Whether
1. Hahn - quoted in Fuller, op.cit. pl98 n9.
2. Fuller, op.cit. p243ff.
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we agree with his analysis or not, It is evident that there were
at least two major Christologlcal patterns in the New Testament
sources which diverge at the two most controversial points in the
discussions of Jesus* nature, namely his nature both before and
after his death. These two systems may bo generally held to main¬
tain either that Jesus was pra-exL stent or that he Y>ras adopted by
God and that after his death he was re-instated - to a higher rank
than that held previously? - or exalted to a place of honour as
God's adopted son. Inevitably several refinements of these two main
systems were themselves often disputed, for example whether the
pre-existent redeemer was sent or came down to earth on his own
initiative. Belief in Jesus' earthly ministry and death were inev¬
itably maintained by holders of both general Christologies though
with differing emphases.
Having examined the ideas connected with the nature and actions
of Jesus, we must no?; consider the ideas on his significance for
mankind. Again we shall see that several theories were advanced by
the several groups within the early Christian community.
There is evidence within the New Testament and in the writings
of some of the Fathers that Jesus was held up as an example to
Christians in certain situations. The emphasis is on Jesus' death
as an example of obedience, courage, and self-sacrifice through
self-discipline. For example, in I Peter 2.21 the author, in order
to encourage the recipients of the letter who are facing - or about
to face - some sort of ordeal (not necessarily persecution) urges
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that "to this you have been called, because Christ also suffered
for you, leaving you an example, that you should follow in his
steps," Also the Kenotic Chrlstologieal passage in Philippians 2,5-11,
while its original purpose as a separate hymn was no doubt of a
different nature, in its present position in the epistle is there
to serve a didactic function as reviewing the humility and obedience
of the redeemer as an example to his followers."*" The Ephesian epis¬
tle also contains this motif in the passage in which Paul exhorts
the converts to give up their pagan practices which they "did not
learn from Christ." Augustine further describes Jesus' whole life
as one of example : "Tota itaque vita eius per hominem quem suscipero
2
dignatus est, disciplina morum fuit."
This ethical view of the Christ-event, however, reflects only
one of the emphases placed on the understanding of Jesus by the
early Church. While it does not exclude other ideas it fails to
reflect or imply them to any great degree, especially in connection
with what was probably the most important conception of Christ's
death as that of a ransom. This concept saw the death of Jesus not
so much as an example of self-sacrifice to be heeded or not by
those who thought about such things, but more positively as an act
which took effect whether man realised it or not. This idea has
been the subject of much debate and investigation and it must be
examined in detail in order to reflect its importance for the early
1. See R.P.Martin, op.cit. pp71-?6.
2. Augustine. De ver. relig. XVI 32 quoted by H.E.W.Turner in
"The Patristic Doctrine of the Redemption." London 1955» p46.
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Church.
The concept of a ransom1 involves the ideas of restoration
and enfranchisement, which are not quite tho same. A ransom has to
be paid by an external source in order either to procure tho restor¬
ation of someone to his original position or to free someone who
has never boen free before. In one sense the ransom payment is the
enelavod person's duo, in another sense it is a gift, e.g. see
Romans 3.24. The ransom is either offered to or demanded by the
2
person holding tho prisoner captive.
In the Nov; Testament the word ransom - - is found
only at Matthew 20.28 and Mark 10.45. Howover, the word o(VT«Aui^ooV
is found at I Timothy 26; cl"iroA\£"^> is used at Hebrews
9.16; Colossians 1.14; Romans 3.24, 3.23; I Corinthians 1.30;
Mphesiarc 1.7, 14; . and the verb A U~^<s>©iP occurs at
Titus 2.14; I Peter 1.18-19 and Luke 24.21.
The word Au*^>oV in Matthew 20.28 occurs in the third
prediction of the Passion made by Jesus. In all three cases ho
speaks of tho suffering of the Son of Man to which the idea of the
resurrection is added in the second prediction and the idea of tho
death as a A6"^0OV in the third. In opposition to F.V.Flleon,
who thinks the passage means that Jesus, as the Suffering Servant,
1. Cf. Bttcheel. T.W.H.T. ' ». Vol.IV. ET 1967. PP340-356.
2. See further D.II111 "Greek Lords and Hebrew Meanings." Cambridge
1967. He draws a distinction between voluntary self-sacrifice and
self-sacrifice on demand from an external agency. Because for him
ransom is always demanded by an external agency ha sees « .
as moaning nob ransom but rather "atoning substltict'e-. '\p8l).
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will save the people from their sins,"*" T.H.Roblnscn who suggests
that the contest Is to bo understood in the light of the sacrific-
P
ial animals killed as sin offerings with which he compares Jesus ,
and A.WArgylo who, like Pj.loon, brings into his understanding of
X
this passage the Idea of release from sin and bondage to sin , it
must be pointed out that nowhere in the passage i3 there any warrant
for equating the Son of Man and the Suffering Servant**" or for intro¬
ducing the idea of sin. The most natural interpretation of the
5
passage is to see in it a plea for humility and service- after the
example of Jesus who is prepared to He o(V~Ti t[bX\ U3V , that is
as a aubstitubefor his many disciples. In this light the origin of
the saying probably lies in the decision to die for the sake of
saving his followers from being executed for the political crimes
with which he realises he is going to be charged. Only in this light
can he be man as a scapegoat. In this sense also, the ransom is
paid to the authorities who will kill him and will ensure the free-
1. F.?,HIson "A Commentary on Matthew." London i960, p2X?.
2. T.H.Robinson "Matthew" London 1937- ppl6?-168.
3. A.W.Argylo "Matthew." Cambridge 1963.
4. See further M.D.Hooker "Jesus and the Servant." London 1959.
especially pp92-!02, Barrett, in "Sew Testament Essays"
(T.W.Manson Memorial Volume) ppl-18. J.Knox "Tho Death of Josus."
pp3?-109. R.II.Poller, op.cit. p^6. "Jewish precedent for the
messianic interpretation of the atoning power of the vicarious suff¬
ering of the messial is patently lacking. This means that unless we
can find in the New Testament specific allusions to atoning suff¬
ering for many (for which there is no Jewish precedent) we cannot
possibly postulate the influence of the characteristic features of
Isaiah 53. And wherever we find the title *Servant' or other allu¬
sions to the Servant Songs, wo must avoid reading into these passages
the concept of the atoning power of vicarious suffering."
5. vide supra.
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don of iile companions. In this instance, therefore, the ransom is
surety against the throat to his companions rather than a moans of
effecting their actual release. These comments inevitably apply
also to the Markon parallel which repeats the same information
verbatim.*'*
In I Timothy 2.6 the word ottrbX6T^0u3(Ti3 is of less signif¬
icance than the word p€<flTr>£ in the verse above, for it is
only by considering this v/ord that one can cone to any understand¬
ing of ot"TToA(Sl^oi/XTIS in this context. Here wo have the idea of
Jesus as a ransom yJKfcp and not oh/Ti TTqAX oOV ^ ^he concept
is not of a substitute but rather of a representative (mediator).^
Whereas the idea underlying the use of Aonrjoov in the
Gospel passages was one of Jesus "embodying" the many, here it is
of Jesus "symbolising" the many. As mediator ho represents but
does not stand as a substitute for his followers.
In the rest of the New Testament passages wo find that - as
when the verb (Tco^fciV was being discussed - that the predomin¬
ant conception is one of release - either from sin/iniquity and its
bondage as in Coloscions 1.14? Ephesians 1,7? Titus 2.14, from the
Old Covenant and its demands according to Hebrews 9.15 I Peter
1.1 -19 (which can bo interpreted as moaning that) or from the
1. Cf. C.B.Cranfield. "St. Mark." Cambridge 1999. S.E.Johnson.
"A Commentary on Mark." London I960, C.F.D.Moulo. "Commentary on
Mark." Cambridge 1969. 3.H,Branscombe. "The Gocool of Mark."
London 1937.
2. Cf. H,A.Hodges. "The Pattern of the Atonement." London 1955.
p46. n
3. Cf. P.Hill, op.cit. pSl.
pagan ouetone which many Christians renounced on conversion, depend¬
ing on one*o inter rotation relating to the recipient© of the letter,
aaaone 8,23 oaaa aloo be bold to re for to a release from the effects
of evil committed by man while in Me human fore.
As 'Sttcheel correctly points out i "Ilio nooning of redemption
In the Hot? Testament t© dlstlnfailehod from that which the word
1
acquired In later doctrine,••n Ac we feavo soon, the predominant
motif ic one of release rather than ransom in its time sense - a
realisation of tide oven prompts ew Testament scholars to comment
that "in the tifjbt of this oneral meaning it is en fair to press
the snore usual specific meaning and to ash to whoa the ransom was
2
thought to bo paid", for the early Christians it was sufficient
that they had been delivered from sin and It© effects - note that
the idea of release from death is probably a secondary development
owing to Hellenistic influence - which, according to the eneral
Tlblical ©mphasdo Might to result in a now ethical and practical awar-
onoco, a new Christian life, and details, of the process of how and
why wore left for the speculation of later ■©aerations of Christians,
Those later hriatians were fjivon some hints on the issue®
involved, however, by the v*ew Toetaoent writ-ore thoraeelveo. For
v.* ample, John 12,31 telle of the ofeat of the world ruler, the
evil, The means by which this defeat was effected, therefore,
1. F* inchsol, . ... r:T. 1987, Vol, IV. pp3M>» %,
2, ::,H,.;'i'anoecrabc, op.ait, pi91,
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became the object of speculation resulting in a fairly constant
theme. This involved the idea of Jesus as firstly the apparent
victim of the Devil through his death and secondly of Jesus as the
victor through his defeat of Death and the Devil himself through
his resurrection. The concept of Jesus as a ransom therefore came
to be understood as that of a payment to the Devil by his death, a
ransom which therefore secured the release of mankind from the bonds
of Sin and Death, for by his resurrection Jesus had also defeated
Death itself. This latter belief, while being implicit in the New
Testament, e.g. I Corinthians 15*21, was made explicit in tho writ¬
ings of later generations of Christians. Athanasius, for example,
describes the cross as the "monument to His victory".
How the victory was actually effected was subject to a certain
amount of debate though. It is generally agreed that the Devil was
rightly and reasonably overcome but there is disagreement about his
right to control over mankind in the first place. It was moot common¬
ly held that the Fall of Adam resulted in a 'right' to have power
over men on the part of the Devil. By his fall Adam had caused all
successive generations of men to be subject to Sin, Death and the
Devil. Certain of the Fathers like Gregory of Nasianzus, however,
1. Athanasius. De Incarnatione Verbi. 30.
2. In connection with this it is necessary to consider the meaning
of the phrase ~in Romans 5.12. Lyonnet argues that tho correct
interpretation is U> , following the Latin versions generally
v/hero they read en quo. See Biblica 36 1955 PP436-456. It seems more
likely though that one should translate causally as in the Peshitta,
Origen and most old Greek oxegotes, i.e. as Cffi ToCTi &fi because.
The possibilities are thus (i) Death came because all men sinned i.e.
all men are their ovm Adams, or (ii) Death came to men as an inevit¬
able consequence of Sin.
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argued that the Devil had no rights at all as he had tricked Adam.
There could never bo any notion of a transaction between God repre¬
sented by Jesus and the Devil. The Devil was a thief who stole what
was not originally his. The idea of Jesus1 death as a ransom paid
by God to tho Devil in order to effect the restoration of his right¬
ful property, mankind, is therefore neither accurate nor reasonable.
This attitude is hold by modern scholars as well as the Ancients
and Hodges, for example, comments that the Devil has no legitimate
claim to a ransom as we were not captured by legitimate means.
Neither can Satan be seen as a brigand for a brigand, while demand¬
ing a ransom, loses nothing himself. Satan, however, did not demand
a ransom yet he lost what he still desired. Consequently, "our sal¬
vation has nothing in common xwith the paying of a ransom except this,
that we are delivered from slavery at a great personal cost to the
deliverer.
Variations on the idea of a ransom being paid to the Devil do
occur though, in spite of the general popularity of tho concept.
Often the belief that the Devil had over-reached himself in his
treatment of Jesus is reflected. The background to this belief that
Jesus was mistreated lies in the understanding of mankind as sinful
and therefore legitimate prey for Satan and, in contrast with us,
the sinless figure of Jesus against whom, therefore, the Devil has
no legitimate claims. This concept is occasionally embroidered by
1. H.A.Hodges. "The Pattern of Atonement." t)p38-39.
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the idea of the deception of the Devil who could not have known
with whom he was dealing, Jesus being in disguise. According to
Aulen "this idea enjoyed great popularity and seems to have met
p
with little serious criticism."-
Belief in Jesus as sinless man inevitably suggested an Adam-
Christ typology to the early Church, who found the general argu¬
ments in this connection already set out by Paul,^ See, for example,
I Corinthians 15.45; Romans 5.12ff; Epheelans 2.13; Colossians 3.1°.
She lack of emphasis on this concept until Iranaeus and the comment
in II Peter 3.16 indicate that Paul was in advance of his time and
that only later were his ideas understood and, in some cases, used
as the starting point for further speculation.
Paul represents Christ as the founder of a second creation of
free men newly restoi'ed to their rightful position as before the
Fall. Just as Adam was the originator of a race doomed to Sin and
Death, so Jesus i?ae the founder of a neiv creation of redeemed men
free from the chains of Sin and Death.
Paul1s concept of a renewed mankind is interpreted in two ways.
The earliest view is that of a return to the pro-Fall state.'1 Man
was thus returned to that state of immortality for which God had
intended him. A second development - with New Testament sanction
1. Cf. the Gospel of Nicadomus. See Hennecke "New Testament Apo¬
crypha. " ET London 1963.
*2. G.Aulen. "Chrlstns Victor." ET London 193?. p64» See also his
account of the work of K.Riviere on p52.
3. See further M.Black. S.J.Th. 1954. pl?Off. C.K.Barrett. "Christ
and Adam." R.Scroggs. "The Last Adam."
4, See D.Hill, op.cit*. ppl63**20l.
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at II Peter 1.4 - was that of belief not merely in immortality as
men but in immortality as God's adopted sons. This was not a claim
to belief in man's equality with God through the work of his son
but a claim to deification via adoption, Athanasius, reflecting
this view, speaks of \jio~rto\ *\(TtS rather than 06oTTof*\<ri5 g,*
Like almost every other belief this one was also challenged by
equally orthodox members of the Faith. In this instance Justin
J
claimed that immortality in the second sense was the prerogative
of God alone* Because man could never become God, he could never
2
become divine through adoption. And even Justin could claim New
Testament support in the words of I Timothy 6.16.
Even on the extent of Jesus' redemptive power there is disagree¬
ment. The two stands were either that of universal redemption or the
salvation of an olect. The general New Testament teaching is univ-
ersallst in tone - for example, I Timothy 2.6; Romans 11.32; I Cor¬
inthians 15.22-28; I John 2.2 - and Fathers like Origen and Gregory
of Nazianzus believed that at the Final Judfjnont even Satan and the
rest of the damned would be saved. There are exceptions to this view
however and it would appear that the first small group of Christians
believed that they were the Chosen Ones of God and the question of
admittance of Gentiles into the ranks of the Church mot with much
opposition on certain fronts. Even Augustine taught that owing to
the rebellion in Heaven when Satan and his angels were cast into
1. Athanasius. De Inc. 54.
2. Justin. Dialogue 88.
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Hell the numbers available in Heaven wore limited to the number of
those cast out. Only this number of men would, there fore, fill tho
spaces in Heaven, the rest being predestined to eternal damnation
together with Satan and his companions.
Having considered tha nature and significance of Jesus as the
Redeemer as understood by the first generations of Christians wo
see that no central doctrine emerged to be held by all Christians
and accepted in all details. Rather, the fact of redemption and of
the redemptive work of Jesus came to be asserted generally without
agreement on all details being necessary to the Church*s existence.
The main concepts are as follows
1. Jesus was either adopted as the Son of God or was the pre¬
existent Son of God.
2. If pre-existent, he was either passive and therefore sent to
the earth by God, or active and case of his own initiative.
3. Before his descent (if pre-existent) he may or may not have been
instrumental in tho act of creation of the earth and man, but if
he was it was as the agent of creation and not as the ontological
source of being.
if. His death at the hands of men was a sacrifice either on behalf
of or in the place of his followers. He was, therefore, either a
substitute or a mediator for mankind.
5. His death was possibly followed by a further descent into Hades,
the reason for thin being subject to various interpretations.
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6. His ascent from the dead is in the form either of a physical
or a spiritual resurrection body.
?. After forty days - according to Lukan writings only - ho is
held to have ascended into heaven. This ascension can be viewed
either as an exaltation or as an assumption.
8. Jesus' redemptive work is seen either in a substitutionary
or mediatory light. In the former case, therefore, man is absolved
of all the results of his sin; in the latter, he is defended but
is still held accountable for his actions at the Last Judgment.
9» The effects of Jesus' death are seen to apply either universally
or selectively, the earliest belief being in the selective applic¬
ation of the redemption - hence the development of the Gentile




The question of the type and date of the connections between
tlio redeemed-redeeraer figure in •classical* Gnosticism and the
figure of Jesus as redeemer in Christianity is extremely complex.
On the basis of textual evidence Christianity appears to be the
older system historically, yet certain features of Christianity
are most easily explained in the light of an hypothetical dependence
on an earlier Gnostic system. On the other hand, 'classical*
Gnostic texts are not available for the pre-Christian period - if
they ever existed - and it remains as a hypothesis only to suggest
that •classical1 Gnosticism as witnessed to in the second century
AD is really a pre-Christian phenomenon which, though possibly
enriched by Christian concepts, was not substantially altered.
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To attempt to compare the redeemer concept In Christianity
with that in Mandaeism - and to formulate conclusions on the basis
of such a comparison - is to introduce yet another complication
into the debate. For as we have seen earlier\ Mandaeism cannot
accurately be held to be normative for •classical* Gnosticism nor
•classical1 Gnosticism as normative for Mandaean studies. For
Mandaeisn appears to have been originally a primitive water cult
sdth links with the old religion of Babylonia which was influenced by
and itself exerted influence cm,— an alien Gnostic system at a
2
later date. As a result of this the Mandaeans altered their att¬
itude to the world but in such a way that their earlier, more opti¬
mistic acceptance of the world can still be detectod.
This raises the question of the origin of the redeemer myth
not only in Christianity but also in 'classical* Gnosticism. For if
the Mondaoans, already possessing their own particular ideas on
salvation, were merely influenced by the Gnostic pessimism and dis¬
regard of the world, is it not possible that the *013831001• Gnostic
groups witnessed to in the second century became influenced by the
Mandaean hope of redemption/return from the world to their original
home in the Kingdom of Light?'' As Kraollng wrote as early as 1929:
The issue might be formulated in the wordsj Have we in the religious
1. See pp2-4.
2. Soe p48ff., pl47.
3. Cf. K.Rudolph. "Die Handaer." Vol.1. plQ2 nl. "V<lr im MandJlischen
die mythologlsche Prmttrfordes gnostischen ErltJsungs&Laubens vor
uns haben. *'
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tradition and thought of the Handaic sect the key to the origin
and development of the concept of redemption as it found express¬
ion in nascent Christianity and in Hellenistic syncretism?"1 It
2
is with the first part of this question that we are concerned and
in order to facilitate comparison of the Mandaic and Christian
concepts the material has been subdivided into four main sections!-
1. Who is x-edeemed?
2. From what is redemption effected?
3. How is redemption achieved?
Why is redemption necessary?
1. V.ho is x-edeemed?
Before considering the specific question of the identity of
those believed to be redeemed in the two systems it is necessary
tp point out that the very use of the word 'redemption* and its
cognates is different within the two traditions. For the Mandaeans
the word means predominantly 'return' while to the early Christian
the word had associations of release from a certain type of bond¬
age, release v/hich, in certain contexts, may be understood as
'ransom'.
The 'redeemed' in the Mandaean system can be divided into
V /
three specific groups. Initially, because the godhead was ToTfciv ,
1. C.H.Kraeling. "The Origin and Antiquity of the Mandaeans."
J.A.O.S. k9. 1929. ppl95-2l8.
2. The present writer is continuously aware of the limited scope
of this study.
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redemption is of those who broke away from the godhead. The inter¬
nal revolt within the pleroma of the godhead resulted in the pro-
duction of a faction opposed to yet derived from the pleroaa. The
need to reinstate this faction led to the necessity of evolving a
means whereby the pleroma could be made whole once more. Handaeiso,
ft
. *
therefore, witnesses to the belief in a pre-cosmic split within
the godhead3" with the subsequent need to 'redeem' the rebellious
elements. This redemption is thus the means of effecting a 'return'
to 'wholeness' of the godhead. The myth of the pre-coomic redemption
therefore involves the basic notion of a redeemed redeemer (salvator
calvandus/erlOst orlBser).
When the myth of the pre-cosmic redemption of the rebellious
2
Uthras is considered in detail we also find that together with
redemption seen as a 'return' it is also viewed as 'recovery'. For
as well as attempting to re-instate the rebellious 'aspects' of the
godhead, the heavenly redeemer (Hibi1-Ziwa/Manda d Haiia) also
x
recovers and brings back to the Kingdom of Light the gjmra uxnrara.
The heading for this particular section might therefore read "Who
and what is redeemed?" - at least with regard to the Mandaean side
of our study.
The redemption/return of the godhead in pre-cosalc times is
paralleled in cosmic times by the redemption of the soul^1' and its
1. Cf. H.Jonas. "The Gnostic Religion." & "The Bible in Modern
Scholarship." (od. Hyatt). He makes this one of the criteria for
•classical' Gnosticism - of which he thinks Mandaeism is normative.
2. See chapter three.
3. See pplll-122.
k. See Bevan. "Hellenism and Christianity." Cf. Sophia in Valentin-
ianism. (pl5^ «2).
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guardians. It is a faeture of Kandaeisra that all cosmic events
have been fore-shadowed and ♦mirrored* in pro-cosaic times in the
Kingdom of Light.1
As we saw in chapters threo and four, the soul, itself essen¬
tially one with the godhead, is cast into the body for one of
4
several reasons. According to one stratum of the tradition the soul
is deceived into entering the body which is seen as a place of pun¬
ishment. Here the parallelism with events in pre-eosmic times is
preserved, the soul is the equivalent of the rebellious Uthras and
the body seen as the equivalent to the Kingdom of Darkness. How¬
ever, because the rebellious Uthras were visited by a heavenly
redeemer, the soul also is visited in like manner. In the most prim¬
itive tradition the soul is itself the heavenly redeemer through
possession of an integral Wisdom or insight. Elsewhere, the Mandaean
tradition demonstrates its independence of the Christian tradition
even in later traditions where the concept of the redeemed-redeemer
is continually maintained and the concept of an incarnate deliverer
continually rejected. Only in a very few instances in generally
later strata is there any idea of a redeemer coming to earth in
physical form, and even in these instances the appearances are
docetic and described in language which clearly reflects Christian
influence whether it be orthodox or not.
Lack of Christian associations in the development of the
1. See p31 for description of the application of this view to the
Baptismal ceremony of! the Mandaeans.
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central idea© associated with redemption is also demonstrated in
the attitude of the Mandaeans towards the salvation of the body.
Throughout the Mandaean writings we find that the body is regarded
as a mere shell once a person has died. Salvation is not of the
body but of the soul. Consequently, when hindrances to redemption
are discussed they always relate to the state of the soul on its
journey outside the stuna or body through the various mataratas or
purgatories - though the promise of redemption is given to the soul
while still in the body.
"Those ♦Drops' who depart the body without a Letter \7ill
remain in the purgatory of Libat (Venus) and will be put
to the question until a saviour goeth to (aid) them."^
"We, the Groat Life, made all the mysteries and we freed
the soul so that she should not remain encaged (in the
dead body). That which wo brought out of our midst will
come (back) and return to her place, but not in that app¬
earance in which she went forth from among us. When she
cometh hither (to be) with us, she will not return*"2
Unlike Paul, who asserts a belief in the physical body as the seed
from which the spiritual body will develop ( ICor. 15.35ff)» the
Mandaeans have absolutely no regard for the body once its 'occupant*
has died. For it is at this point, all due ceremonial having been
observed, that the soul can begin its long journey through the
purgatories. Sometimes the journey goes smoothly but on other occ¬
asions a soul may be held up in a particular matarata. As we have
1. ATS. p225~226, (Drawer's translation).
2. ATS. pl38. (Drower's translation). Cf. the position of Sophia
In Gnostic systems generally and Valentlnianisra in particular.
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seen in the quotation above, those 'Drops* (females) who have died
before the Ngirta or Letter ceremony has been performed are obliged
to stay in the purgatory of Venus until a saviour goes to their aid.
Here the redeemer figure is an un-named Uthra who helps the souls
which have already begun their Journey to the Kingdom of Light above.
The question must now be asked: Do the Mandaeans believe that
every single soul will ultimately be redeemed? In reply we can ans¬
wer that, as in the Christian tradition, two strata are apparent.
According to one stratum in the Ginza, for example, the distinction
between the Mandaeans and the rest of the world for soterlological
purposes is blurred. "Manda d Haije offenbarte sich alloc Menschen
kindern und erldot sie von dor Finsternis zum Lichte, von dor Dunkel-
heit zum Lichte des Lebens."1 On other occasions, however, the
Mandaean is favourably contrasted v/ith and distinguished from the
rest of mankind who are described as "fat worldlings" in the Piwan
Abatur (p6). Again we find the Kandaeans believing that they were
singled out by the Life himself and on many occasions they are des¬
cribed as "meine AuserwUhlten" and "Manner von erprobter Gerechtig-
keit". The Life is described as the "Redeemer of all the faithful".
The Mandaeans1 assertion that mankind can be divided into two groups,
themselves, the offspring of Eve and Hibil disguised as Adan, and
the offspring of Adam and Eve, the rest of mankind, prevents any
apparent paradox in their separatist beliefs from becoming indefen¬
sible. The exclusive nature of those who v/ill be redeemed reaches
1. Ginza 182.23-30.
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a peak in the assertion that
"Einer steigt von tausend empor,
zwei von zehntausend.
Zur des gewaltigen, crsten Lebens ^
steigen die Seelen der Mischung und der Ltige nicht empor."
In conclusion, it may be said that the Mandaean beliefs with
regard to the questions Who is redeemed? are as follows: -
1. The godhead Itself which, in certain guises is the redeemer
figure, the soul and its guardians, is redeemed. Redemption, there¬
fore, involves the process of returning from a state of rebellion
on the part of certain aspects of the godhead - whether pre-cosmic
Uthras or cosaically-orientated souls - to a state of unity as
existed originally. (Cf. the 'classical* Gnostic concept of
ollToKcCr<prb*-<fJ'5 ).
2. A certain ambiguity nay have originally existed with regard to
the extent of the redeemed. Mandaeiso, however, seems to have re¬
medied this at some stage by positing the theory/belief that mankind
is made up of the children of Eva and Hibil, i.e. the Mandaeans,
2
and the offspring of the first human pair, Adam and Hawwa.
In comparison with this, however, the Christian views on the
same subject are of a completely different nature. There is no
/ / X
parallel concept to fee belief in-the fall of a divine spark from
the godhead into matter with the consequent need for the spark/soul
1. Ginza 310.36-2fO. See also Ginza 179.22*ff.
2. N.B* Eve -Hawwa. Cf, Valentinianism which distinguishes btween
TfV6u^>oifiK"oi - saved by nature - 6\i\<o\ or (fd^JKiKoi -
irrevocably doomed - qjruX - either to experience limited
salvation or be either saved or damned depending on actions.
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to return to its origin. Neither is there any radical dichotomy
between the body and the soul. As we sav; in connection with Paul,
the general Christian view was that the body could be - and often
was - the agont of evil, but was not Inherently evil itself. As a
result of this the description of the body as a seed from which a
new spiritual growth could develop was possible in Christianity but
could never have been entertained in Mandaeien - or 'classical*
Gnosticism.
In Christianity, as with Kandacicm, we do find, however, a
similar sort of confusion over the extent of the redeemed. The
same confusion exists between the thought of a universal hope of
redemption and that of a limited elect who, alone, would be redeemed.
Consequently, on the one hand we find the Judaistic belief that
redemption is offered only to those who are tinder the Law, redemp¬
tion being for those Jews who accept their Messiah in Jesus and for
those pagans who have duly become proselytes within the Jewish
faith before making the transition to the status of Christian. In
contrast with this the Pauline theology proclaims salvation for all
on the basis of faith alone - see especially Romans - and I Timothy
2.1-5 informs us that God "will have all men to bo saved, and to
come to the knowledge of the truth."
2. From what is redemption effected?
Kandaoism shares with 'classical' Gnosticism the radical
dualism of Light and Darkness. (This does not indicate Mandaean
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dependence or otherwise on Gnosticism, both systems being most
probably dependent on the Zoroastrian contrast between Ahura Mazda
and his realm of Light and the opposing lord of Darkness, Ahriman.)
Both systems describe redemption in terms of escape from Darkness
to the Light.
"....von dor Finoternis sum Lichte, vom Irrtua zur Wahrheit,
von der Untreue und Auflehnung zum Gebet und Lobpreis, vom
Unglaubon zum Glauben an euren Herra."^
This Darkness is further described in terms of the world and more
exactly as the body. With reference to the world the Mandaoans
pray thus {
"Deliver us from this world which is all sinners and from
the sorceries of the children of Adam and Eve."-,
Here the world with its inhabitants - those offspring of Adam and
Eve in distinction to the offspring of Hlbil disguised as Adam and
Eve - is seen as a place of ein and sorceries which aim at trapping
the soul and turning it from its true salvation.
The guilt associated with such sorceries and sins is also to
be escaped if at all possible !
"Thou wilt raise us up as sinless and not as guilty, 7
As virtuous and not as vicious before thee, Manda d Halia."J
"And the Mighty Life will be our Support, Deliverer
and Saviour, and Manda d Halla will redeem us ,
from sin and lift us out of the clutch of the planets." +
In this second quotation a direct link is made betweon the
1. Ginza 17.21-23.
2. M.P.B. p22.
3. M.P.B. p35» , /
4. ATS J p29l. Cf.et(joy3pex/r^ in Gnosticism generally and in earlier
Hellenistic astrological fatalism.
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evil, which besots the world in general and the Kandaeans in par¬
ticular, and the powers of the Planets. Here again a link with
♦classical* Gnosticism exists and once more the origin of the con¬
cept in both cases is most probably Babylonian astrology which, in
the Hellenistic world,combined together with Greek fatalism - Stoic
c /
61^°^ p£Vv\ - and apparently had the same effect on the Greek
world as "some now disease falls upon a remote island people"*
Here the Planets are believed to be the visible manifestations
of the powers of evil which, in the Mandaean myth, were born of
Ruha and her son and paramour, Ur. They are soon as the rulers of
the world, the perverters of all goodness and the seducers of the
weak and faithless.
Hot only to be avoided on earth, they are to be shunned as
much as possible during the Journey back to the Kingdom of Light.
The Journey involves passing through tho various purgatories which
they unfortunately control. In connection with this particular
1
hazard, therefore, the Mandaeans pray for "a deliverer (to save them)
2
from the twin pits which Ruha dug on the road." These "twin pits"
are not the earthly pitfalls and snares with which the Mandaoan
comos into contact on earth; they are those a-terrestrial traps
which his soul must overcome in order to regain his rightful place
in the Kingdom of Light.^ For redemption Is not automatic at death
Parecia means guide. Often a pan on paruka/deliverer/redeeaer
is possibly to be detected - as here.
2. ATS. p2M>, p33 in transliteration.
3. Some ♦classical1 Gnostic systems include passwords for the soul
to secure its safe passage through the planetary spheres.
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even if the necessary ritual has been carefully observed. And while
redemption from the earthly persecution of the Planets can be mit¬
igated by a proper deference to the priests and Nasoraeane1 a sav¬
iour is necessary at this more advanced stage in the redemptive
process.
As intimated earlier, the Darkness from which the Mandaean
desires to be released is also seen in terms of confinement in the
stuna or body. Redemption - here in the sense of 'escape* - from
the body is also, therefore, desirable. For the body is the means
of temporarily confining the soul on earth and preventing it from
maiding the return journey back to its true home. Escape from the
body by death is not, therefore, one of the things from which the
Mandaean seeks reloaso or salvation. Death is no enemy but rather
a friend. For only throu$i death can the soul become liberated and
hope to achieve its true destiny.
With regard to those things from which redemption saves him,
the Mandaean v/ould, therefore, list the following : Darkness which
symbolises the world and the body, the heimarmene of the Plantts,
the sin and associated guilt which the Planets work to produce in
man, and those traps sot by the Planets and their originator (Ruha)
to seduce the soul from his destiny on his ascent from the body




In comparison with the Mandaean myth-dominated system of re¬
demption with its relatively meagre stress on sin and guilt, the
Christian soteriology lays great emphasis on this aspect of redemp¬
tion. Throughout the Gospel narratives we are told of the forgiveness
of sins and its desirability.1 It is this aspect which is placed in
a mythological framework by Paul. In the Epistles we are told of the
lordship of Sin (Romans 5.12;6.12;6.1A)» of Sin as a 'world-dominating
power (Romans 3»9), how Sin dwells within man and spiritually maims
him (Romans 7.11ff), how, together with Death, it rules in the
world (Romans 5.12ff). This sin is described as having entered the
world with the origLnal sin of Adam - a concept which has no place
in Mandaeism - and as having produced death by \vhich to exercise
control over mankind. Sin was in the world from the tine of Adam
but not recognised or reckoned as such until the advent of the Law
(Romans 5.13). Consequently redemption for Paul is from the hold of
Sin and Death over mankind. This is in radical contract with the
Mandaean soteriology where, as we have seen, Death is welcomed as
an ally in the movement away from the earth and all its limitations.
The parallels between the two systems at this point are, therefore,
only very superficial.
3. How is redemption achieved?
According to the Mandaean literature the supreme means of
achieving redemption, that means which embraces every other, is
1. See Mark 2.10;Matthew 6.12;9.6,13.
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through ,-nosis/knowledge. The Mandaean gnosis is a secret knowledge
which embraces information about the redeemer figure himself, the
soul and its origins in pre-cosmic times, its ethical and cultic
needs in cosmic circumstances, and finally its needs relating to
its ascent from the confines of the body back to its heavenly home.
The secrecy attached to the Mandaean ,gnosis is found in those
strata which speak of Kandaeisra as a separatist, non-universalist
system of redemption. We are accordingly informed that ;
"The FirEt Life declaimed (against) and Manda d Haila cried
out against any Nasoraean man who revealeth the secrets of
his fathers, (and) I, tho Father of Uthrae, will expunge him
from my scroll because he separated himself(from) the worlds
of light, (from) Ifasirutha and from my Garment.
"Anyone who discloeeth to all men that which is contained
within the bounds of this pure Mirror will incur dire dis¬
grace. *2
This secret gnosis is revealed to the Mandaeans, however, for
"The Father sent thorn a revelation, that is a messenger, one
that called them and sent them forth and said to them :
Reveal this mystery to them, this great commentary, (this)
Lamp which onlighteneth darkened hearts. It giveth judgment,
(decidoth) between road and road, boundary and boundary,
and path and path for (the benefit of) any Nasoraean man
who seoth (consults) this mystery.",
3
Here the word meaning 'revelation* also means 'scroll' and tho
'agent' of revelation also. The agent of revelation therefore
brings the means of redemption which is contained in a scroll which
1. ATS. pill. Cf. the Apocryphon of John.
2. ATS. p!13» Sentiments like this were to cause extreme difficulty
to E.S.Drower in her search for scrolls. See further HMII.
3. ATS. p275. Cf. the Letter in the Hymn of the Pearl.
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itself assumes a certain reflected sanctity as the container of
a God-given revelation.
The true means of redemption is thus the Life himself who is
apostrophised as the "Redeemer of all true believers""'", but for
practical purposes the revealed gnosis is the means available to
the Mandaeans.
The gnosis, therefore, tells the recipients not only about the
godhead but also about their own true origin. In this sense the
2
gnosis is therefore a revelation of self-knowledge.
Self-knowledge embraces not only knowledge about one's origins
but also a code by which to live in one's present atate and instruct¬
ions on how to ensure one's ultimate return to the Kingdom of Light
above. Consequently, Mandaean gnosis contains an elaborate real¬
istic ethical code dealing with daily life in the confines of the
body.*^ The rituals enjoined upon the Mandaean during his earthly
sojourn are thus an integral part of his process of salvation. He
is reminded that
"Every man who observeth faithfully these esoteric injunc- ,
tions shall come to my Dwelling and shall abide (therein).
These "esoteric injunctions" include the seven important rites in
the Mandaean ceremonial s the coronation of priests, marriage,
baptism, masinta. rahmia. ngirta. dukrania.
1. Ginza 5»20;31»16 et.al.
2. Cf. Numen Supplement XIIA967.
3. Cf. iibertine/ascetic views of 'classical' Gnostic sects,
if. ATS. pll6.
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"Over any man who hath perfected himself in these seven
the planets have no dominion, nor are they permitted to
overtook him. toonget Bthras he Is peerless.
Through the correct enaction of the masiqta "spirit and soul aro
2
delivered from darkness into light." And with reference to the
ngirta also, "over(a soul) which beareth a Letter (nglrta) in her
treasury, they (i.e. tho purgatory demons) have no dominion. They
said : "Because of the masiqta we will not torture her.
If a mistake is made in the ritual the worship is then directed
not to the Life as originally intended but becomes re-channeled to
the rulers of the world, the planets, who probably caused the mistake
to be made in the first place. Inevitably this hinders the soul's
ascent heavenwards.
"Euch sage ich, meino Auserwlthlten, euch lehre ich, meine
GlHubigen. Lobpreiset nlcht die Sieben und ZwOlf, die
Leiter der Welt, die bei Tag und nacht wandorn. Denn sie
verleiten zu Verfohlungen den Stamm der Seelen, der aus
dem Hause des Lebens hierher verlogt wurde.
The soul is thus helped by observing the correct ritual and code
of behaviour while on earth. Faith in hie true knowledge relating
to his own origins and destiny is, therefore, linked with an ethical
awareness and duty towards the community of which he is a temporary
member only.
Faith in hie own origins and destiny is also synonymous with






"Meine Auserw&hlton.* Habet Vertrauen auf den hohen Licht-
kttalg, den Rerrn aller Welten, auf die rechte Weishelt,
die Kusta und den Glauben, die erhabenen Reden und die
wundersaraen Befehle, die euer Herr gegeben. Denn durch
sie kommt euch Sieghaftigkeit, durch sie wird eure Seele
erlOst.
At this stage it becomes necessary to consider the nature of
the heavenly redeemer who brings the secret gnosis to tho Mandaeans.
2Ae we saw earlier , tho scroll, its contents and the agent by which
the contents were mediated were each given due respect. For the
essential factor relating to the Mandaean heavenly redeemer figure
is that he is seen throughout as a mediator of gnosis - insofar ae
redemption applies to the soul in the cosmic period and on earth.
His activity is that of mediation through revelation. Very occasion¬
ally something approaching the concept of a docotic appearance is
intimated but this is rare. Only in tho Ginza tractate IX and later
in tractate XI (Right Ginza) is the so-called 'earthly* ministry of
Manda d Haiia mentioned. Here the usual assertion that the true
doctrine was proclaimed to Adam himself is disregarded. The attempt
to indicate their superiority over Christianity, a threat to their
traditions, has here resulted in an unwitting corapromisation of
their own canonical beliefs.
The usual mode of revelation, whether named or otherwise, is
described in terms suggesting tho materialised, person! fried nature
of what is essentially an abstract 'aspect' of the godhead. The




several guises, each of which plays its part in explaining and
clarifying the general system of Handaeism but which is generally
subordinate to the general knowledge that the Mandaean gnosis is
supremely a self-gnosis. Thus the figures of Manda d Haiia, Hibil-
Ziwa, the several un-named saviours, and the soul Itself are all
forms of the heavenly redeemer in Mandaeism - and each is an 'aspect*
of the supreme godhead*
In contrast with this, the Christian message is not one of
self-knowledge but rather of the Love of God for hie erring people.
This message is mediated not via the souls of men or docetic revel¬
ations but through the adopted or incarnate son of God, the hist¬
orical person of Jesus of Nazareth. Men are unable to achieve their
own salvation without the atoning work of Jesus. Self-knowledge,
therefore, plays a wholly subordinate role in the Christian scheme
of redemption. Only in those sections where Jesus is put forward
as an example, with the implication that through true self-knowledge
one could be like him, is there any intimation of this belief. More
usually redemption is held to be effected by belief in the death
of Jesus on the Cross as the necessary sacrifice to effect a re¬
conciliation between man and God. A historical incident is, thus,
put forward as having supremo cotoriological significance for the
world.
Even in those parts of the New Testament where a mythological
approach to the question in hand has been used, the structure is
only superficially like that of the Mandaean myth on the same subject.
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For while the Mandaean myth is largely dominated by the account of
a pro-cosmic descent into the world of rebellious Uthras whore the
heavenly redeemer effecte the rescue/ return of a part of the god¬
head, his return through the mataratas and subsequent reception
back into the Kingdom of Light, the Christian myth is dominated by
the historical nature of Jesus' ministry with the result that the
myth is limited to the cosmic sphere and subject to speculative
differences when any attempt to depart from the historical circum¬
stances is attempted.Thus the New Testament Itself is character¬
ised by the existence of internally conflicting Chiristologtes which
are unable to agree on such a-hiotorical questions as Jesus' position
and activity before his appearance on earth and after his crucifixion.
/+. Why is redemption necessar:/?
In Mandaeism the need for redemption is directly related to
and, infact results from, the belief in the Identity of the soul
of man and the godhead itself.
The concept of an internal rebellion In the pleroma of the
godhead goes back at least as far as the Enuaa elish with which the
2
Mandaeans were undoubtedly acquainted. As a result of the rebellion
there ensued a split within the godhead. In pre-cosmic times, there-
1. "The difference between the Christian hope of resurrection and the
mythological hope is that the Christian hope sends a man back to his
life on earth in a wholly new way which is more sharply defined than
even in the Old Testament." Bonhoeffer quoted by Ved Mehta. "The New
Theologian." London 1965. pl92. While the Mandaean myth emphasises
ascent from the earth, Christianity emphasises renewed life on earth.
2. See pp^9-52.
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fore, the godhead itself needed to effect its own re-unification,
a return to its original state. Thus, in Mandaeism, this is descri¬
bed in a mythological form which tells of the revolt and the result¬
ant formation of the Kingdom of Darkness opposed to the Kingdom of
Light, the descensus ad inferos of Handa d Haiia/Hlbil-Ziwa, •modes1
or 'eoteriological aspects* of the godhead, and the redemption or
return of at least part of the original fullness of the godhead.
Kandaeisn is characterised by the belief that events and ex¬
istence itself on earth are reflections of situations in a heavenly
context. Also, the belief accepts that temporal reality reflects a
pro-temporal, pre-cosmic stato. As a result of this the soul is
held to be the cosmic equivalent of that part of the godhead which
fell into the Kingdom of Darkness and which was subsequently redeem¬
ed/returned by the saving action of the heavenly redeemer. In order
for the soul to be able to return to its true place within the god¬
head, therefore, it is necessary for information about its true
origin and destiny to be made known. Kandaeisci, therefore, is
essentially a saving gnosis, a gnosis of true self-knowledge.
Mandaean .gnosis (Naalrutha). therefore, consists of three main
sections : firstly, knowledge of the origin of the soul and its pre-
cosmic redemption; secondly, information about its needs and duties
during its temporary sojourn in the world"*" and, more specifically,
'""""J" 111 1 1 " 11,1 "
1. The Apocryphon of John and other Gnostic texts also relate a
myth of cosmic origins, sometimes including pass-words for the
journey back through the planetary spheres, but there is little on
ethical matters. Extreme libertarian, anti-othical conclusions
were sometimes justified by belief that world was created by the
demiurge, creator God of the Old Testament Law. A Gnostic was, there¬
fore, obliged to act contrary to the ethical standards of the Law.
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the body; thirdly, instructions and comfort relating to its journey
back to its true home in the Kingdom of Light.
Liko the saving action of the heavenly redeemer in pre-cosmic
circumstances this saving /mosis is mediated by the heavenly redeemer
or saviour who, as we saw previously, can be portrayed either as
Manda d Haiia, Hibil-Zlwa, an un-named Uthra, or the soul itself.
The Mandaean need for redemption, therefore, evolves out of the
essential heavenly or divine nature of the soul, the return of
which to the Kingdom of Light effects the re-unification, the sal¬
vation, of the godhead itself. The general mythological description
of how redemption was effected is, therefore, of less importance
than a realisation of the reasons why it is necessary and how it
may be effected in the cosmic situation.
When we turn to consider Christianity on this particular issue
we see yet again the many dissimilarities between the two systems,
dissimilarities of a radical nature and depending on a root differ¬
ence in initial conception and design.
Christianity, not possessing any doctrine of the equality,
indeed the unity, of the soul with the godhead, does not share the
same basic promise as Mandaeism with reference to its scheme of
salvation. Redemption is not viewed as an ontologleal re-union of
soul and godhead but as a resumption of an entente cordiale. Even
Jesus, the heavenly redeemer, is not seen as an essential part of
the godhead until well after the early Christian period. In distinc¬
tion from tho Mandaean view of the heavenly redeemer - in any of
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his guises - Jesus is not seen as equal with God but rather as his
agent, either adopted in cosmic timesor created by God - and there-*
fore not equal ivith God - in pre-cosmic time."1"
Just as those things from which salvation is effected are
different, so the reasons maiding salvation necessary are different.
According to the Gospel writers and to Paul, the root reason for
the necessity of salvation lies in the existence of sin - and, as
a result of sin, death. Salvation, therefore, airas not at a re-unif¬
ication of soul and godhead but rather at a return to that state of
existence which appertained to human life before the original sin
of Adam. While Mandaean redemption can be seen as a return to a
state of bliss like that in the pre-cosmic, pre-temporal state in
the Kingdom of Light, Christianity's view of redemption can be seen
as a return to a comic and temporal state of innocence, ggod and
evil existing but not known rather than the root and cause of the
2
need for a system of redemption.
In conclusion, the words of Bauer writing on the relationship
between the Johannine writings In particular and Mandaeism in general
may be quoted s
"In no case is the similarity of such a kind that we are
obliged to assert the dependence of the one entity upon
the other."-,
3
1. Here a reminder that the period being considered is that of the
'primitive' stages of Christianity, weil before the Christological
debates of the third and fourth centuries. See pl6*f.
2. Cf. p2l5 nl.
3. W.Bauer. "Das Johannesevangolium." p4. Quoted by V.Taylor in
the Hibbert Journal. 28. 1929-30. PP531-546.
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With the next part of hie conclusion, however, agreement must
be suspended. He goes on to write s
"Rather must both have sprung from the same cycle of thought
(view), and have shared in the same store of terms, symbols,,
and figures, especially of religious conception and speech."
For we have tried to show that where similarities between Mandaeism
o
and Christianity do exist , they relate not to a common store of
; ' \ )
terms and presuppositions but rather to a Mandaean desire to assert
its equality - if not superiority - with Christianity. Throughout
our study we have seen that the presuppositions of the two groups
are dissimilar - even mutually exclusive - and Mandaeism, not
apparently coming into contact with Christianity - whether orthodox
or otherwise » until the third century or thereabouts (certainly
not very much earlier) cannot be said to owe its redeemer myth in
its essential form to Christianity - or vice versa.
The relationship between Christianity and 'classical* Gnosticism
and Mandaeism and 'classical* Gnosticism is, however, still uncertain.
It would appear to the present writer that it is in this sphere of
connections and inter-connections that dependence of one group on
another must be sought, and despite much contemporary German scholar¬






Abatur. Father of the Uthrae. The name was probably a nodal-
istic or functional description of the Life or God of the
original Mandaeane. His denigration from his original high
position to his place as Abatur of the Scales, the dispenser
of justice to the souls returning to their original home,
shows the influence of foreign religions on the Mandaeans.
In his new role as Abatur of the Scales ho is the Kandaean
equivalent to the Persian Meher Davar - Mithra the Judge -
at the Cinvat Bridge. See also p
Anosh. One of the many Uthras in the Mandaoan plerona. In
some accounts he appears on earth in the time of Pilate. His
work on earth is described in terras parallel to those used of
Jesus* earthly ministry in the Gospels. In these passages AnoGh
Is intended as a rival to Jesus, the whole point of the passages
being polemical. E.S.Drowor - in ATS p293 - thinks that "he
soeme to bo a personification of the human race", but there does
not seem to be any reason for this unless llJUAi is equated with
KVD1H which means a "human being".
Anatan. One of the lords of the underworld, the Kingdom of
Darkness.
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Asganda. An apprentice priest or novice.
yar Rba. The personification of pure air or ether. .S.Drov/er -
in ATS p293 - thinks 'he• corresponds to the Zoroastrian Ram-
Khvastra and the Iranian Vayah. cf. also the "most thin air"
of the Essence.
3a. This is the name given to the dove which is sacrificed before
a raaslqta or at the service of initiation into the priesthood.
There is no mention of this practice in the Liturgy or texts
like the Ginsa and any transcriptions of a late date have 'bh* -
'in hor' - which is not very satisfactory. Oral tradition main¬
tains that it represents the sensual or emotional spirit in man¬
kind which, at birth, becomes joined with the nana. In some
instances, though, the ba is equated with the nana itself.
E.S.Drower thinks the name may indicate Egyptian influence as the
bird which Is portrayed as hovering over a mummy in Egyptian
funereal art is also called the ba. Together with the ka the
Egyptian ba also portrays an aspect of the human spirit. It is
perhaps significant, in respect of the apparently late adoption
of the dove into its tradition by the Mandacans, that Christian
tradition pictures the spirit of God as a dove - see Mark 1.10
for example.
^ir.cmda. The Mandaean cult hut. It literally means "house of
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knowledge" and is synonymous with skinta.
Dabahata. literally "of the fathers".
Dews. These are spirits of the underworld, usually the helpers
of tho numerous lords of the underworld. Like the Persian "daevas"
they are sometimes said to be fifty-four in number. Tho Ginza
(p223) speaks of then as the male counterparts of llliths.
Piwan, a scroll.
Pukrana. Literally the v/ord moans a "mentioning". It is the name
of the ceremony of the commemoration of the dead during the five
intercalary days.
FatIra. This is a disc of unleavened bread of no particular size
which is used in the masiota ceremony.
Frat-Ziwa. The name of the heavenly river from which come all
things including the Life himself. The name of the river is
literally the "dazzling or radiant Euphrates", cf. Genesis 2.1J*
where the name is given to the earthly Euphrates river.
Gaf and Gafan, Those are two of the rulers of the underworld.
Unlike the powers of light who are always mentioned as distinct
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entities or individuals the powers of darkness are often men¬
tioned in pairs - cf. the syzygies of 'classical1 Gnostic systems.
ianzlbra. The name literally means "treasurer". A ganzlbra is
a high priest, one rank above a tarmida or ordinary priest.
Gimra. This word is of varied and uncertain meaning. It is fully
discussed on ppIII-IIS.
Ginza. As a noun it means a "treasure" or "treasury" and by exten¬
sion can bo applied to cult objects generally and the food and
drink at ritual meals. It is the tltlo of the largest collection
of Mandaean writings.
ilabsaba. Sunday - the day or a personified spirit. The earliest
strata of Mandaean tradition havo no knowledge of Sunday as a
special day and later tradition shows signs of contact with a
woll-developed Christianity by which the Mandaoans were influenced
in this respect. When spoken of as a spirit it is as the ruler of
one of the aataratas though not as one of the powers of darkness
who have control over the most important mataratas.
Hag and Mag. Two rulers of the underworld. See the comments on
Gaf and la fan.
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Hibll-Ziwa. Sometimes referred to as Jawar-Ziwa. this Uthra is
also identified with Gabriel as creator spirit of the world and
Manda d Kaiia as redeemer spirit of both man and the godhead.
His name means the "dazzling or radiant Hibil".
Jawar-Ziwa. Literally the name of this uthra means "dazzling
radiance".
Joehamin. The word is derived from TTttUilTT meaning
"God of Heaven". For further information see pp 122.-173.
Kana d Zidqa. Literally the "receptacle/container of righteous¬
ness/charity." In the Sarh d Qabin d Sisiam Rba (p37) it is
personified together with Habsaba and the pair are described as
witnesses to the marriage of Sisiam 2ba.
Krun. A king of the underworld. He is otherwise described as
"the great mountain of flesh".
Kusta. Faithfulness, sincerity, truth. Sometimes personified but
most frequently the word is found in the context of the ceremon¬
ial handshako and kiss which demonstrates one's true friendship
and bond. The ritual handshake takes place at ceremonies like
baptism and marriage. Originally the handshake most probably
represented and re-enacted the raising of the image of the god
from the heavenly waters in which the image was firgt seen.
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Lilith. A female spirit most often mentioned in connection with
magic but not always possessing evil intont. The word also occurs
in the Old Testament - Isaiah 34»1*> - where it is sometimes trans¬
lated as "night owl". This reflects the Jewish tradition that
the name was derived from - night. While the etymology is
doubtful the associations are clear. According to Brown, Driver
and Brigge it ie the name of a female night demon which haunted
desolate Edom and they state that it was probably "borrowed from
Babylon". Lato Rabbinic tradition said that Lilith was Adam's
first vrife and that together they begat strange children. For
further information soe G.Parrindor'o "' itchcraft : European and
African." London 1963# ppl23ff.
r'ana, The word means a "vessel or container" and has become used
as a word meaning intelligence, mind or soul while originally it
was more correctly understood as the container of that mind, (a
process of concretum pro abstracto.). It is of Iranian origin.
Handa d Haila. Literally "knowledge of life", tho regular equiv¬
alent of the Greek fvuxT15 ~**\5 and the Coptic
"TT-fclpe-v- which C.H.Dodd suggests as an equivalent
to "Poimandres". Ndldeke pointed out that here we havo an example
of the dissimulation of *n' instead of reduplication which is
found elsewhere in Mandaic derivatives of the root
Dro\7er and Macuch have noted that the dissimulated Western-Aramaic
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form is always used as a religious tern while the reduplicated
form is used for the simple noun 'knowledge1. Pallis has tried
to argue that the dissimulated form indicates that the name was
a secondary borrowing from a foreign source - which he does not
■ % \
specify. Ilov/ever, NOldeke writes : "Bel einigon Worten bleibt
es jedoch zweifelhaft, ob ein solches '3' ursorunglich Oder
secundar ist." (Kand&Lsche Gramnatik." p75)»
the Mandaean term Manda d Haiia actually occurs in the Syriac
text of the Benedictus (Luke 1.77) and Manda was the name given
to the divine reason by Bardaisan. (See further R.Macuch's "IIand~
book of Classical and Modern Handalc." pll:22.).
Mandaiia, The Kandaean laymen, an exact equivalent of the Greek
» fveOCTTlko' »,
Mara d Rabuta. Lord of Greatness, one of the titles of God.
asbuta. Baptism in 'living' i.e. flowing wator. This is always
distinguished from the Christian rite which is known as maaudita.
Masiqta. Literally an 'ascent'. The mass for the dead; it assists
the ascent of tho soul to the world of Light. Communion meal -
which is part of the ceremony - can be compared not only with the
Christian Eucharist but also with the Zoroastrian Chasni.
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Gatarata. Purgatory - conceived as being in several layers.
1'elka. A king - used to describe the earthly priest, a bridegroom,
a heavenly being, with certain demonstratives - e.g. Helka d
Ilhura (King of Light) - the godhead itself.
Mrara. Of uncertain meaning. See further on Gimra and p
lisunla Kusta. "A world of ideas in which the prototypes of all
earthly things and beings exist." A kind of Handaean heaven.
Drower-Kacuch suggest translating as "roughly 'the sublimated of
Truth"'.
Hamruo. One of the names of Ruha.
Nasirutha. That which is known and guarded - the true gnosis.
Kaooraiia. The priests of the Mandaoans, those possessing Naoir-
utha. Zimmern suggests that the name comes from the Akkadian
'nasir piristi' - guardian of mysteries. The idea of guardianship
is dear to religious groups, e.g. the Shomerim - Samaritans -
Guardians (of the true tradition).
Ngirta. The 'Letter', a ceremony performed for a dying Kandaean.
A small phial of holy oil is placed in the clothes of the dying
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person. An apprentice priest (asganda) acts as proxy for the
dying person and makes tho ritual handshake (kusta) v/ith tho
officiating priest. See further Mill. ppl69~173.
hisiata. A Semitic name for the soul, sometimes used as a synonym
or parallel with rnana.
Paruqa. Redderaor, saviour.
Paruanqa. Messenger, guide. Often used to make a pun with paruqa.
Pallis suggests it was assimilated - it is a Persian loan word -
because of similarity (phonetic) with paruqa. Sec aieoNtJldoko's
"■".andaische Graaniatik" pAl3.
Pihta. The sacramental bread at the masiqta ceremony.
Ptahil. The theophoric ending identifies a heavenly figure but
there is debate about the meaning of the first element - whether
it reflects the Egyptian name Ptah or the verbal root 'pth* mean¬
ing *to open*. See also p
Qin. One of the female demons of the underworld, consort of Anatan.
If a demonic heirarchy can bo said to exist she is the grandmother




Facta. The complete ritual dress of the Kandaean to which the
priest adds a ritual staff, a ring and a silken • crown'.
Rha. As a noun it means a priest - c.f. Rabbi - as an adjective
it means great (rabuta - greatness).
13d. ha. Sliy, firmament.
Ruha. Most prominent evil female demon, mother and paramour of Or,
associated with Venus (Libat). As a personification of the human
spirit she typifies the lower, sensual side of human nature. As
Ruha d Qudsa she embodies a very polemical reference to the Holy
Spirit of Christianity. (Incidentally this last reference demon¬
strates the Mandaean vie?/ of the Christian trinity as a family of
Father, Son and Mother, which hardly reflects a knowledgeable
attitude to Christianity and its beliefs.).
Sarh. An explanatory commentary used by the priests in matters of
ritual and belief.
Sdum. One of the lords of the underworld.
Sidra. order, row, system, book.
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Sisian. The heavenly prototype of the Mandaean priest and bride¬
groom. C.H.Gordon thinks the name reflects Cretan influence. In a
libation tablet from Palaikastro which he has translated we have -
re ya-sa (sa-ra-mu..,) kl-to-te-pi k±-re-ya-tu - "to Yasaslam,
that the city may thrive." This Yasaslam occurs on one third (six
out of eighteen) of the cult objects and Gordon thinks he can be
equated with the Kandaean Slslara, Drower points out that Sislam
is not mentioned in the Glnaa which suggests to her that the figure
may be "a late aggrandisement of the sacerdotal caste" and an
accretion "due to an Iranian environment after emigration to the
south-east." The meaning of the name - *consummated perfection" -
is characteristic of Mandaean naming of the deity in his various
aspects.
Sitil. The name is often described as the theophoric ending plus
the name Seth. Cf. Ptahil. This particular figure is sometimes
portrayed as an uthra in tho triad of Hibll, Sitil and Anosh.
More often he is described as the earthly Adam's son who offers
himself to the Life when his father, Adam, is reluctant to leave
the earth. This description, in fact, provides the more correct
explanation of the name : it is derived from the root *stl* -
to transplant. Sitil is thus the transplanted soul. There is no
need to stray beyond Ilandaoism itself for an explanation of its
mythical characters, at least not in this case.
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StiLnta. The dwelling place, the abode of heavenly beings. It is
occasionally used to refer to the bisanda or cult hut.
Tana. A word of uncertain meaning, The various contorts suggest to
Drower (ATS. pl5) that it night be eithor a place of glowing heat,
a crucible, a matrix, or heavenly beings (possibly personified
smoke or vapour of some sort).
Tarsida. An ordinary priest.
Tibil. Tho earth.
Ur. One of the lords of the underworld. He is a prominent opponent
of Hibil-Zdwa. He is both the son and paramour of Ruha,
Uthra. A spirit of light, always good.
Yahia-Yuhana. John the Baptist.
Yardna. ater, not the Jordan. The heavenly yardna from which
everything proceeds is called tho 1-rat-Ziwa. the light or brilliant
Euphrates.
Zahrel. A beautiful demon in the lower world. She is offered to
Hibil-Ziwa in marriage by her mother, Qin.
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hartal - artanal. Two of the rulers of the underworld. See on
Gaf and Cafan.
Zlv;a. Light, brightness, radiance. It is often used as an attribute
of heavenly beings, e.g. lUbil-'.iwa - HiMl the Bright or the
dazzling ilibil. Grower (ATS. pl6) remarks that "This appears to
be an active and male power of light in the mystical teaching or
inner gnosis of Kandaeans ; whereas nhura (light) represents Its
female complement." But this is too arbitrary a distinction as is
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